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ABSTRACT 

In today's highly competitive business environment, innovation and new product 

introduction are recognized as the sustaining forces of corporate success. The early 

phases of new product development, collectively known as the 'front-end', are crucial to 

the success of new products. Building a fuzzy front-end decision support system, 

balancing the needs for analytical soundness and model robusmess while incorporating 

decision-maker's subjectivity and adaptability to different business situations, is a 

challenging task. 

A process model and a structural model focusing on the different forms of 

uncertainties involved in new product introduction in a global telecommunication market 

are presented in this dissertation. Fuzzy measure theory and fuzzy set theory are used to 

build a quantitative model of the executive decision-process at the front-end. Solutions to 

the problem of exponential complexity in defining fuzzy measures are also proposed. The 

notion of constrained fuzzy integrals demonstrates how the fuzzy measure-theoretical 

model integrates resource allocation in the presence of project interactions. Forging links 

between business strategies and expert evaluations of critical success factors is attempted 

through fuzzy rule-based techniques in the framework of the proposed model. 
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Interviews with new product managers of several American business firms have 

confirmed the need for building an intelligent front-end decision support system for new 

product development. The outline of a fuzzy systems development methodology and the 

design of a proof-of-concept prototype serve as significant contributions of this research 

work toward this end. In the context of executive decision making, a usability inspection 

of the prototype is carried out and results are discussed. A computational analysis, based 

upon methods of tactical systems simulation, measures the rank order consistency of the 

fuzzy measure theoretical approach in comparison with two competing fuzzy multiple 

attribute decision models under structural variations of the underlying models. The results 

demonstrate that (1) the modeling of the fuzzy numbers representing the linguistic 

variables, (2) the selection of the granularity of the linguistic scales, and (3) the selection 

of the model dimensions significantly affect the quality of the decisions suggested by the 

decision aid. A comprehensive plan for futiire validation of the decision aid is also 

presented. 
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATIONS & TERMS 

A Conjunctive (AND) logical operator 

V Disjunctive (OR) logical operator 

u Set union operator 

n Set intersection operator 

0 Null Set 

Q Set inclusion 

Implication operator 

Functional operator 

sup Supremum operator 

Int Round to the closest integer 

Front-end - Critical predevelopment activities for enhanced innovation. 

Stage-Gate - A critical point in the new product decision-making process where hard 

decisions (GO/NOGO) need to be taken about further development. 

Crisp Set - A well defined set of objects such that an object either belongs to the set or 

does not and is characterized by a membership fimction in {0, 1 }. 

Fuzzy Set - A set of objects without clear boundaries or well-defined characteristics 

having a membership function in the interval [0,1]. 

Fuzzy Number - A fuzzy subset of the set of real numbers with an upper 

semi-continuous and quasi concave membership and at least one point with 
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membership function of 1 (normality). 

Fuzzy Rule - A fuzzy rule is an if-then rule with the antecedent consisting of arguments 

in the form of fuzzy sets coupled with fiizzy logical operators and a consequent 

that is also in the form of a fuzzy set. 

T-Norm - A bivariate function with certain boundary properties and properties of 

raonotonicity, symmetry, and associativity. A T-Norm is a generalized 

intersection operator of two fuzzy sets. 

T-Conorm - A bivariate function that is dual to an associated T-Norm and is a 

generalized union operator of two fuzzy sets. 

Linguistic Variable - A variable that takes on values that are words or sentences and 

which can be modeled by a fuzzy set, eg. Variable 'height' takes on values 

such as 'tail', 'short', etc. 

Fuzzy Measure - A set function that assigns to each crisp set of the universal set a value, 

signifying the degree of evidence or belief that a particular element belongs to 

it. A fuzzy measure is a monotone set function which are not necessarily 

additive but includes as a special case the probability measure. 

Possibility Measure - Definition of a possibility measure is similar to that of probability, 

except that the possibility of the union of subsets is the supremum of the 

individual possibilities unlike probability that follows additivity. 

Fuzzy Integral - Fuzzy Integrals are defined over a fuzzy measure space. Several 

variations such as the Choquet integral, the Sugeno integral, and the 

generalized t-conorm integral have been defined and used. 
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Agent - A decision-maker, or an expert. 

Alternative - A >vell-defined decision choice. 

Session - A controlling entity to set up the decision model and to provide temporal 

and spatial dimensions to the decision making task. 

Decision Aid - A computer system designed to help decision-makers select from a set of 

alternatives. 

Usability - Effectiveness, efficiency, and user-satisfaction associated with the human 

computer interface of a decision aid. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In today's highly competitive business environment characterized by globalization, short 

product life cycles, and short spans of diffusion, innovation and new product 

development are increasingly being recognized as the sustaining forces of corporate 

success. The corporate dictum, "innovate or perish," is motivated by the fact that high 

product failure rate is an inevitable consequence of volatile markets, changing customer 

preferences and increased competition. Most R&D resources are focused on the 

development of new products, and the proportion of R&D spending on new products is 

reported to be an average 50% of R&D budgets. The process of developing successful 

new products is fraught with uncertainties, as attested to by new products failure rates 

estimated to be at least 35% and even up to 90% in some cases [Cooper 1993]. It is 

paradoxical that while test marketing a loser may not very much affect the bottom line, 

the opportimity cost of failing to market a big winner amounts to significant loss in 

potential earnings. The management and organization of innovative development is 

therefore a key challenge for corporate decision-makers. 

There is wide acceptance that the early phases of new product development, collectively 

known as the 'front-end,' are very important to the success of new products. Khurana and 

Rosenthal [1998] outline the critical factors for managing the 'front-end' activities of new 

product development, confirming that integrating decision mechanisms with strategies 
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and resource planning at the 'front-end' is crucial to new product success. The decision 

making process is highly unstructured and depends heavily on the experience and 

expertise of decision-makers. Models used for new product planning at this early stage 

should have the ability to incorporate quantitative data as well as managerial judgments 

that are qualitative in nature. 

Nearly 45 of the top 50 multinationals in the world enjoy over 30 percent of their sales 

from international markets. Entering foreign markets for higher growth and profitability 

has ceased to be just an option for most firms; it is necessary for long term survival. The 

liberalization of the telecommunication sector has opened up state-run over-priced 

monopolies to foreign competition. New product managers of several American 

telecommunication firms have expressed, in the interviews we have had with them, the 

need for an intelligent consultation system, to help them evaluate potential foreign 

markets and formulate witming strategies at decision gates of the stage-gate process for 

new product development [Cooper, 1993]. 

1.1 THE BUSINESS PROBLEM 

There are several characteristics of the international market entry decision that make it an 

ideal candidate for intelligent systems application. A firm contemplating entry into new 

markets gathers information from a wide variety of sources and processes and maintains 

the information in a corporate repository. Planning experts need to use these qualitative 

and quantitative data in making decisions. The decisions are highly unstructured, and 

require managerial expertise and experience garnered from years of deployment in the 
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field. Traditionally, new product screening involves a provisional selection of ideas on 

the basis of a few critical attributes such as market, financial and product attributes. In the 

case of emerging global markets other subjective attributes such as political uncertainties, 

cultural aspects, and economic stability also must be taken into account. 

The global telecommunications industry in recent times has seen a great transformation 

both within and outside the USA. The liberalization of the telecommunication sector 

world-wide has resulted in new players entering the market and consequent merging of 

telecommunication companies, even across national boundaries.Thus in the context of 

telecommunication, different forms of project interdependencies and constraints exist. 

Decision making for new product development for global telecommunication markets 

requires careful evaluation of all important decision attributes, quantitative and 

qualitative, and a well-orchestrated business strategy tailored to suit the political and 

financial climate of the targeted country. The decision models developed in this 

dissertation are general enough to accommodate a variety of industries. The increasing 

importance of the telecommunication industry and the nature of new product related 

projects in the telecommunication industry, characterized by dependencies and 

interaction effects, has prompted the investigation leading to the development of a 

process model for new product introduction in the global telecommunication market. 
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGIES 

1.2.1 Research Questions 

The objective of this research work is to provide a framework for the design and 

development of an intelligent decision aid that (a)captures the uncertainties in decision

making at the 'front-end' of new product development for emerging global 

telecommunication markets, (b)is analytically robust and easy to use, and (c)integrates 

new product screening with resource plarming and business strategies. 

The following research questions are addressed: 

1. What are the different forms of uncertainties involved in decision-making for new 

product development for a global telecommunication market? 

2. What is a good theoretical model that encompasses problem-specific uncertainty 

measures, the decision calculus, and the decision-maker's reasoning process? 

3. How can the theoretical model be extended to adapt to specific business situations 

and to the nature of executive decision-making in the context of new product 

development? 

4. How can the decision model be evaluated by comparing it with other models that 

could potentially be applied in this context? 
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5. What key aspects should be considered in building a decision aid based on the 

theoretical model to ensure that the different facets of new product decision-making 

are taken into consideration? 

1.2.2 Research Methodologies 

To answer the research questions posed, the following research methodologies are 

employed: 

1. Structured interviews with new product decision-makers of telecommunication 

companies in the USA and eminent academicians with expertise in the field. 

2. Extensive literature surveys directed toward understanding the nature of the 

telecommunication industry and building a business development model. The results 

are outlined in Chapter 2. 

3. Theoretical work to understand the different uncertainty calculi that are applicable to 

the problem context, to build a taxonomy of different forms of uncertainty, and to 

outline methods of uncertainty reduction in the context of new product decision 

making. The results are given in Chapter 3. 

4. Theoretical work to explore the deficiencies of competing models and to construct a 

new analytical model for new product screening and resource allocation. The results 

are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. 

5. Exploratory and theoretical research to tailor the analytical model to the specific 

requirements of an executive decision-making framework. Further theoretical 
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analysis to extend the model to integrate business strategies. The results are presented 

in Chapter 5. 

6. Building and evaluation of a prototype of the proposed system - to identify suitability 

to the task, to evaluate the human interface and to compare with an existing expert 

system used for screening telecommunication products. The details are discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

7. Design and implementation of a tactical simulation exercise to compare the proposed 

analytical model with potential competing models. This is discussed in Chapter 7. 

1.2.3 Dissertation Plan 

A snapshot of the entire research work is shown in Figure. 1.1. The first task is to 

understand the problem domain and analyze the competing models that have been 

proposed in the literature. Building conceptual and analytical models constitutes the next 

task. The theories developed are implemented in an intelligent decision aid, input for 

which came ftom existing systems and proof-of-concept prototypes. The last part of the 

research consists of simulation experiments to evaluate the analytical model and usability 

studies on the prototype. 
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Figure 1.1 Overview of the research reported in this dissertation 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORY AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 DEFINING THE 'FUZZY FRONT-END' OFNEW PRODUCT DECISION MAKING 

The fuzzy front-end defined as "critical pre-development activities for enhanced 

innovation," was first referred to in Smith & Reinertsen [1998], as the "bargain 

basement" of cycle time reduction. 

2.1.1 The Importance of the Front-end 

The front-end usually starts with preliminary opportunity identification and idea 

generation and culminates when funding and other resource commitments are made to 

launch the development phase. The fuzzy front-end is that stage in the development of a 

new product at which one consistently finds the least expensive opportunities to avoid 

large future resource commitments and achieve reduction in cycle time. For international 

telecommunication markets the fuzzy front-end cannot be lengthy, due to the dynamic 

nature of technology and the need to capitalize on time-compression opportunities. The 

time between seizing an opportunity and making a decision to commit resources for 

development should be reduced mainly through the efforts of upper management. Some 

methods suggested by Smith & Reinertsen [1998] to improve the front-end processes are: 
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institute metrics for cycle-time, calculate cost of delay, assign responsibilities, assign 

resources and deadlines, capture opportunities frequently and early, use a stage gate 

approach, identify technology and market infrastructure, create a strategy and a master 

plan, prevent overloads by focusing on fewer new product proposals, and create quick-

reaction plans. 

Khurana and Rosenthal [1998] note that significant benefits can be achieved through 

improvements in the performance of the front-end activities - product strategy 

formulation and communication, opportunity identiHcation and assessment, idea 

generation, product definition, project planning, and executive reviews. They advocate a 

holistic approach to the firont-end by forging links between business strategies and new 

product screening. Their in-depth case studies of 18 business units of 12 companies 

indicate that forging these links requires a process that integrates such elements as 

product strategy, development portfolio, concept development, overall business 

justification, resource plaiuiing, core team roles and executive reviews, and decision 

mechanisms. In Chapter 3 a stage gate process model of the front-end of new product 

introduction in global telecommunication global markets is developed. 

2.1.2 A Stage Gate Process Model of New Product Development 

The stage gate process has been accepted [Cooper 1993] as a powerful organizational 

process for developing and launching new products. It is comprised of stages of activities 

(not necessarily sequential) by multifunctional teams followed by decision gates manned 
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by multifunctional senior management group. The intent of each stage gate is to ensure a 

high quality of work performance by cross functional teams diuing the stage and to make 

GO/NOGO/DEFER decisions on ensuing stages of work activities and resource 

commitments. A typical process model of new product development for international 

telecommunication markets is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

Figure 2,1 Stages of Activities of New Product Development for Global 
Telecommunication Markets 

The firont-end is comprised of idea generation, opportunity analysis, biisiness case 

building, product definition, and investment analysis. In the design, testing, and 

development 

Stage Gate 

Front Eend Activites 

Implementation & 
Market Tests 

Design, Testing & 
Development ^ 

Commercial Launch 
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phase, the network inii^tructure, the operational support systems and the business 

processes are established and system testing and integration takes place. This is followed 

by commercial trials before the product or service is launched. Thus focus rests on the 

front-end, its importance and position in the new product development game having been 

already discussed. 

2.2 NEW PRODUCT SCREENING MODELS 

2.2.1 Survey of Competing Models for New Product Screening 

New product screening models reported in the literature [Chung & Huda 1998, Cooper 

1993, Hall & Nauda 1990] can be classified into four types: "portfolio selection models," 

"benefit measurement models," "cognitive emulation models" and "market research 

models." The mathematical programming based portfolio selection models aim to achieve 

constrained optimization of some economically based objective functions under resource 

constraints. Techniques employed include linear, non-linear, integer and goal 

programming and dynamic formulations. Optimization models are heavily dependent on 

quantitative measurements and the availability of accurate data such as financial data, 

timing information, and resource needs and availability. More fnendly and easy-to-use 

portfolio selection models similar to the Boston Consulting Group Portfolio approach are 

finding limited success [Hall & Nauda 1990]. 
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An extensive use of various multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) formulations are 

reported in the literature, of which goal programming is considered to be the most 

prominent. Egekwu [1992] gives a nice compendium of different MCDM methods in the 

context of R&D project selection. 

Benefit measurement models such as scoring models, comparative approaches, and 

economic models attempt to develop a quantitative measure of the benefit of performing 

an R&D project and then select those projects that would provide the greatest benefit. 

Comparative approaches exemplified by Q-sort [Souder 1975] rely on group evaluations 

of projects, requiring respondents to compare one proposal with another and arrive at a 

group consensus. Scoring models require respondents to specify the merits of each 

proposal with respect to a selected set of criteria. These scores are aggregated to obtain an 

overall project rank and the highest ranked projects are selected. Scoring models are easy 

to use and understand. They systematize the review of projects, and focus attention on 

critical issues for project diagnostic purposes. However scoring models are seen as 

oversimplified when they attempt to reduce complicated decisions to a product score 

based on a number of criteria [Liberatore & Stylianou 1995]. Also, the final new product 

project scores need not be cardinal measures if each criterion's weight is multiplied by an 

ordinal rating. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [Saaty 1980] can be used to 

determine criterion weights and scores using a process of ratio-scale measurement. The 

AHP claims to have an advantage over standard scoring models in that the resulting 

project scores form a better basis for funding decisions. The AHP has indeed been 

demonstrated to be a very powerful forecasting tool, but it requires experts with very 
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good conceptual understanding of the variables and pair wise judgments. Economic 

models attempt to compute the cost-benefit of performing a new product project based on 

internal rate of return or net present value (NPV). Multicriteria models for selection 

problems are discussed in detail in Olson [1996]. Risk analysis models are based on an 

analysis of input data providing simulated output distribution of factors such as rate of 

return, market share and other factors. These focus only on aspects of reducing risk. 

Cognitive emulation [Hall & Nauda 1990] attempts to establish an actual model of the 

decision-making process within an organization. Regression models, decision process 

models, and expert system approaches belong to this category. NEWPROD [Cooper 

1993] is an empirically derived scoring model based on the profiles and outcomes of 

hundreds of new product projects. NEWPROD is based on the premise that the profile of 

a new product project, in terms of a number of qualitative characteristics, is a reasonable 

predictor of its failure or success. Up to 12 evaluators assess the project on each of 30 key 

questions using 0-10 scales. These questions are proven discriminators between winners 

and losers. Although claimed to have over 80% predictive ability, NEWPROD's potential 

use over a wide variety of product types and situations is questionable and its 

applicability in resource allocation has not been established. Expert System approaches 

[Ram & Ram 1988,1989,1990,1996; Liberatore & Stylianou 1995] attempt to emulate 

the inference process used by experts who are knowledgeable in various aspects of new 

product development. Essentially these models merge checklists of must-meet criteria, 

alternate decision situations in the form of logic tables and scoring models in a rule based 

framework. For example, the Expert Support System [Liberatore & Stylianou 1995] for 
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Modeling Approach Key Reference Comments 

1. Scoring Models Moore [1969] 
Management Science 

• Commonly used 
• Simplistic 
• Cannot captiu-e project 

& criteria interactions 
2. OR Models Gear [1971] 

IEEE Trans, on Engg. 
Management 

• Complex to set up 
• Only Quantitative 

criteria 
3. Economic Models Fox [1984] 

Management Science 
• Focuses on NPV or 

other financial criteria 
only 

4. Regression Models 
(NEWPROD) 

Cooper [1993] 
Jl. Of Product Innovation 
Management 

• Problem of generalizing 
over different types of 
industries 

• Difficulty in getting 
data 

• No good basis for 
resource allocation 

5. Market Research Wind [1981] 
"New Product Forecasting" 

• Market focus only 
• Suitable for later stages 

6. AHP Saaty[1980] 
'The Analytic Hierarchy 
Process" 

• Complexity of setting 
up the model 

7. Expert System/DSS Ram&Ram[1989] 
Jl. Of Product Innovation 
Management 

• Problem of capturing 
rules 

• How to incorporate 
uncertainties ? 

Table 2.1 Comparing Decision models for New Product Screening 

Project Evaluation makes use of AHP as the computational engine to determine project 

scores, and TELECOMM [ Ram & Ram 1996] designed for screening telecommunication 

products employs a weighted averaging algorithm. Market research methods are ideal for 

simple consumer products, for which the key attributes for the screening decision are 

related to the market and are therefore of a narrow focus or may be used at a later stage of 
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new product decision making. Often we have to take into consideration a variety of other 

factors before deciding to accept a new product idea for further development. 

Portfolio Models have a sound theoretical basis, but studies have revealed that managers 

have a great aversion to using these techniques [Cooper 1993]. A great amount of data is 

needed concerning financial results, resource needs, project timing and probabilities of 

completion and success for all new product projects. Inadequate treatment of risk and 

uncertainty and multiple and interrelated criteria are other deficiencies making these 

models really not suitable for the front-end. Economic models are acceptable to decision

makers but are confined to only the cost-benefit aspects of the new product project, 

requiring financial projections. They too are of limited utility at the fi'ont-end. Scoring 

models based on checklists or weighted sum are recognized as most popular for fi:ont-end 

decision making, due to their ease of use and cost effectiveness. The Conference Board 

reports that 53 percent of firms studied used scoring models for new product project 

selection [Cooper 1993]. The commonly used decision models for new product screening 

and their key features are summarized in Table 2.1 

A limitation of the models described is that they do not cater to the "soft" nature of 

problems that require the modeling of ill-structured decisions, which are typical of 

managerial decision making. Planning experts need to use both quantitative data and 

qualitative judgment in taking decisions. Fuzzy multiple-attribute decision models that 

include non-numerical or qualitative criteria have been developed but are not widely used 

[Chen et al. 1992]. Knowledge-based systems combined with multiple-attribute 

techniques seem to provide better support for such decision- making paradigms than the 
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above approaches. The expertise required for project selection and project evaluation is 

acquired from years of experience in a firm. When a manager leaves, all that person's 

knowledge is lost to the organization. Knowledge based systems hamess such knowledge 

to deploy it in computer assisted decision-making. They also ensure that all critical 

success factors are considered and that must-meet criteria incorporated in the complex 

process of selecting and evaluating a new product, reducing the time and effort required 

to take decisions and to track a new product project. Another requirement is the need to 

capture interactions among decision criteria and synergistic and substitutive interactions 

among new product projects, an area in which traditional multiple criteria decision 

models are deficient. Thus the ability to combine the features of many of the screening 

models mentioned above is the distinct advantage of the intelligent decision aid proposed 

in this dissertation. 

2.2.2 Why an Intelligent Decision Aid? 

Designing intelligent decision aids to help management take effective new product 

development and launch decisions is a daunting task for researchers in the marketing and 

management science fields. As stated earlier, quantitative or economic models are 

deficient in the way they handle the subjectivity of decision making, while the empirical 

ones [Cooper 1993] are constrained by the need to gather field data for diverse business 

types. Expert systems that have been proposed are limited by the difGculty involved in 

their capturing rules fix>m experts for each business situation and their deficiency in 
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handling uncertainties. The emerging paradigm of soft computing combines heuristics, 

powerful optimization algorithms and learning techniques, to realize analytically sound 

systems that also capture the human subjectivity in decision making. Fuzzy measures 

exemplified by the Dempster-Shafer belief measures [Shafer 1976] and the possibility 

measures of Zadeh [Yager et al. 1987] are now being increasingly accepted by 

researchers as powerful tools for semantic modeling and uncertainty representation. 

23 TOWARD FUZZY MEASURE-THEORETICAL MODELS 

Knowledge elicited from experts is often imprecise, vague, and deficient in several ways. 

Classical set theory and probability theory have traditionally been used as the frameworks 

for formalizing uncertainty. Fuzzy set theory [Zadeh 1965] is an extension of classical set 

theory in which set membership is a matter of degree, thus helping represent linguistic 

deficiency in the definition of a proposition. Fuzzy measures [Wang & Klir 1992] are an 

outgrowth of classical measure theory in which measures need not be additive and thus 

they help capture information deficiency about an object The combination in which 

fuzzy measures are defined on fuzzy sets rather than crisp sets, helps deal with situations 

that involve both linguistic and information-based uncertainties. In this dissertation, a 

fuzzy measure theoretical model [Sugeno 1974] of new product screening is proposed to 

capture these uncertainties. The theoretical model is extended to an executive decision 

model and the resulting new product project scores (interpreted as the value of a new 



product proposal as perceived by the company) serve as the basis for resource allocation 

in the presence of project interactions. 

2.3.1 The Uncertainty Landscape From A Decision-Maicer's Perspective 

DM Perception 
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Structural Process Market 
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Technology 
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Environmental 
Industry 
Investment 

- Consumer 
Perception 

- Product Atributes 

Information Deficiency Cognitive Uncertainties 

Uncertainties in New Product 
Decision Making for Global 

Telecommunication Markets 

Figure 2.2 A Snapshot of the Uncertainty Landscape for New Product Decision Making 
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The uncertainty in new product decision aids stem from imperfection in information, 

subjectivity of judgments, inaccuracies in modeling and time-related factors. A detailed 

discussion of these uncertainties and construction of taxonomy of uncertainties in new 

product decision-making are attempted in this dissertation. Temporal uncertainties that 

are very important in the global context are reduced by using the stage-gate approach to 

decision making, good decision models at stage gates, and carefril risk analysis. 

Information deficiency is captured to a great extent through fuzzy measure theoretical 

concepts and multiple-attribute modeling approaches. Linguistic deficiencies that stem 

from decision-maker's subjectivity are harnessed using fuzzy set theory. In the next few 

sections, the relevant foundation for the theory concerning these techniques is laid. 

23.2 Modeling Uncertainty: the Rationale for Fuzzy and Non-Additive Calculus 

A good source of information on alternate approaches to modeling uncertainty is 

Grabisch, et al. [1995]. Uncertainty due to randomness is modeled using variables that 

follow certain probability laws. The probability measure P on events E, defined as a non-

negative measiure with total mass 1, satisfies two conditions: 

(1) P(A)8 [0,1 ], A is a subset of the event space E. 

(2) If A n B = (|» then P(A U B) = P(A) + P(B) 

It is observed in cases such as when numerical values of probabilities are assigned to 

events to quantify degrees of uncertainty originating from subjective assessments, so the 

additivity law does not hold. This is also consistent with experimental observations of 

quantum mechanics. Entropy and Information, although flmctions of probabilities, are 
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non-additive and measure other types of uncertainties. A proposition in a body of 

knowledge is not always an absolutely true fact and its truth may be subjectively 

quantified by the degree of belief in it. Requiring additivity for measures of belief as in 

its usage in the classical Bayesian model for the sake of rationality might not reflect the 

way humans reason under this type of uncertainty. Shafer's [1976] belief functions that 

attempt to model this form of uncertainty do not embrace the additivity rule. Lindley 

[1982,1987], has investigated DeFinetti's [1973,1974] decision theoretic foundation for 

probability theory and showed that within a given decision framework, if an uncertainty 

measure is admissible, then necessarily it has to be a function of probability. However 

fimctions of probabilities are not always additive (consider entropy for example). It is 

now recognized that there are large classes of non-additive measures, which are 

admissible in Lindley's sense. 

Imprecision arises when one cannot observe outcomes with exactness. In the Bayesian 

model, when one makes the assumption that the priors lie in a class of probability 

measures, incomplete information exists. The concept of vagueness is related to 

semantics. A concept such as 'estimated profit' may be expressed as (PE > $1 Million) and 

modeled using ordinary set theory. However sometimes this concept can be measured 

only using terms such as 'high', 'low', etc. Market-attractiveness is yet another example of 

a subjective concept. It is extremely difficult to model this subjectivity with ordinary set 

theory, which gave rise to the notion of fu2zy sets that capture a degree of membership as 

represented by a characteristic fimction in the interval [0, 1]. The counterpart of the 

classical Boolean logic is fuzzy logic. It is not a competing, alternative approach to 
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randomness as modeled by probability, rather it is complementary. Thus to summarize 

this discussion, it is advisable to advocate the 'toolbox philosophy', that is, instead of 

viewing all these methods as competing, view all of them as tools in a toolbox. Examine 

the problem and the available data and use the appropriate type of uncertainty measure. 

Uncertainty type Calculus Comments 

1. Randomness Probability Founded on classical set 

theory and the laws of 

Boolean Logic 

Additive measures 

2. Information Deficiency Non Additive Measures Laws of Modal logic 

3. Vagueness Fuzzy Sets Captures human 

subjectivity 

Laws of fuzzy logic and 

approximate reasoning 

Table 2.2 Comparing Uncertainty Calculi 

23.2 Fuzzy Sets, Linguistic Variables and Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy concepts represent the way humans make observations. Expert knowledge quite 

often needs to be represented in a machine in a linguistic form. Consider the expression 

of a variable such as profit. It takes values from the set of real numbers R. But the value 

of profit may not be known at the outset of new product decisions and has to be 

represented by an imprecise estimate. The quantification of the value of profit as liigh'. 
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is attempted through a fuzzy subset A of a scaled set of R, say Rs = [0,1], where 1 

represents the maximum realistic value of profit and 0 represents the minimum value. A 

fuzzy set captures the uncertainty due to vagueness, while the randomness in this context 

could be captured using probabilities. The fuzzy subset A of Rs has a characteristic 

function that does not take values from {0,1} as in classical sets, but takes values in the 

interval [0,1]. This characteristic function is referred to as the membership function of A. 

Look at a subjective representation of profit using fuzzy subsets as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

When profit is said to be high, the fuzzy subset A takes on a range of values close to the 

maximum profit level, the distribution of its membership functions being called a 

possibility distribution. Similarly, other values that profit could take on are low, medium, 

etc. each of which can be represented by a fuzzy subset of Rs. 

Linguistic variables are commonly modeled using fuzzy numbers. A fuzzy number is 

Profit 
1 

Medium Low 

0 (Minimum) (Maximum) 1 

Figure 2.3 Linguistic Variable Profit represented as Fuzzy Subsets of [0,1] 
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defined as a normal fuzzy subset (i.e., has at least one element with a membership grade 

=1) with an upper semi-continuous and quasi-concave membership function. This implies 

that the h-level Ah = { x: A(x) >=h} of such a fuzzy subset A is a closed interval 

[ai(h),ar(h)] for any h e (0,1]. The trapezoidal fuzzy number T(al,a2,a3,a4) is the 

simplest form of a fuzzy number. The sides of this fuzzy number are linear, i.e. 

L(x)=R(x)=max{0,l-x}. When a2=a3 it is a triangular fuzzy number. In many 

applications we use the defiizziflcation of fuzzy sets, which converts the fuzzy data into a 

crisp value. The expected value of a trapezoidal fuzzy number may be approximated by 

l/4(al+a2,a3+a4). Inference with linguistic labels is attempted under the framework of 

fuzzy logic. 

The problem of defining appropriate cormectives for the logical combination of fuzzy sets 

is an important issue here. Generedizations of union and intersection operators are defined 

using the concept of triangular norms and conorms. 

Defmition 2.1: T-norms 

A binary operator T:[0,1]^ -> [0,1] is called a t-norm if 

For all X, y, z, x', y' e [0,1] 

(i) T(0,0) = 0, T(x, 1) = T(l, x) = X, (boundary conditions) 

(ii) T (x,y) = T (y ,x) (commutativity) 

(iii) x<=y, x'<=y' ̂  T(x, x') <= T(y,y') (monotone increasing) 

(iv) T(x,T(y,z)) = T(T(x,y),z) (associativity) 
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Butnairu & IClement [1993] and Fodor and Roubens [1994] present detailed discussion of 

t-norms and their properties. Of particular interest is the family of t-norms characterized 

by a parameter s, called fundamental t-norm Tj. 

min(x,y) if s = 0 

x.y if s = 1 

Ts(x, y) = max(0, x+y-1) if s= QC 

logs [ 1 + ((s* - l).(s^-l))/(s-l)] otherwise 

Definition 2.2: T-conomis 

A binary operator S:[0,1]^ -> [0,1] is called a t-conorm if 

T(x,y) = 1 -S(l-x, l-y) 

Thus T and S are dual operators. 

The corresponding family of t-conorms characterized by a parameter s, called 

fundamental t-conorm 8$, is defined as 

max(x,y) if s = 0 

x+y-x.y if s = 1 

Ss(x, y) = min(l, x+y) if s= oc 

1- logs [ 1 + ((s'"* - l).(s'"^-l))/(s-l)] otherwise 

Consider two fuzzy subsets A and B with corresponding membership f\mctions 

jiB- The truth evaluation of the three logical connectives 'and', 'or' and 'negation' is 

defined as follows; 

^ (A 'and' B) = T((IA , KIB), where T is a t-norm. 
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H (A 'or" B) = S((|iA > (^b), where S is a t-conorm. 

HCnegation' A) = N(n(A)), where N is a non-increasing unary operator, 

N(0)= 1 andN(l) = 0. 

N is strict if it is continuous and decreasing also. 

N is involutive ifN(N(x) = x for all x in [0, 1] 

Grabisch, et al.[1995] gives an excellent summary of relevant concepts. 

The concept of implication between binary fuzzy concepts is a generalization of the two-

valued implication operator. Consider the statement: 

if X is A then Y is B 

where A and B are fuzzy subsets of the Universe U and V. 

This conditional statement is represented as a fuzzy relation on the Cartesian product 

space that is a fuzzy subset of: 

UxV={(x ,y) :xsU,  yeV} 

Its membership function is derived using a union modeled by a t-conorm S, a negation N 

and the Cartesian product modeled by a t-norm T. 

M(x.y) = S[T(HA (X), ^LB (y)), T(N(^A (X)), ^IV (y))] 

= S|T(HA (X), (y)), N(^A (X))] 

If J denotes the truth evaluation of the fuzzy conditional in question, then 

H(x,y) = J(nA(x), MsCy)), 

where J;[0,1] x [0,1] -> [0,1], and 

J(a,b) = S[T(a,b),N(a)] 
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Approximate reasoning denotes processes by which imprecise conclusions are inferred 

from imprecise premises. To extend the classical reasoning process, consider a system: 

Rule: if X is A then Y is B 

Fact: X is A* 

The solution is B* = sup T(J(A(x), B(y)), A*(x)). 

Note: Grabisch, et al., [1997] has more details of the above discussion. 

To illustrate with an example: 

Rule: if Competitive-Response is high then price should be low 

Fact: Competitive-Response is very high 

Conclusion: Price should be very low. 

The modeling of fuzzy concepts through the assignment of membership functions and the 

choice of a fuzzy logic are subjective. Application specific choices in the context of new 

product decision making are illustrated in this dissertation. 

2.3.3 Fuzzy Measures And Fuzzy Integrals 

The motivation for the use of fuzzy measures can be illustrated as follows: Assume that 

risk, returns, and resource commitments are three attributes that together predict the value 

of a new product proposal. Assume that their combined importance is 1. The decision

maker is asked to make a guess as to the importance of any subset of these attributes. 

Obviously the decision-maker's belief in this regard is based on available infonnation. 
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and this information deficiency is modeled by fiizzy measures. If the importance is 

interpreted as a probability measure, then additivity should hold. Otherwise the best 

statement that can be made is that the monotonicity property, as defined below, holds. 

Definition 2.3: Fuzzy Measure 

m is a fuzzy measure iff: 

1. iii(«t») = 0, m (R) = 1 

2. if A c B then 111(A) <= 111(B), A, B c R, ( monotonicity) 

Note that probability measures are special cases of such non-additive measures. The 

domain of a fuzzy measure can be taken to be any arbitrary subclass of subsets of R, for 

the purposes of integration. 

(1) A fuzzy measure is superadditive if m(AUB)>m(A)+m(B) and subadditive if 

m(AUB)<m(A)+m(B) whenever AnB = 0. 

(2) A ^.-measure (-1<= A, < oc) is a fiizzy measure satisfying m(AUB)=m(A)+m(B)+ 

A,.m(A).m(B) for every AnB = 0. ̂ .-measures are either subadditive or superadditive 

depending on the sign of A.. When X is 0 additivity holds. 

(3) A fuzzy measure is decomposable if there is a flmction v{/ such that 

m(AUB)=nj/(m(A),m(B)) whenever A and B are disjoint. Since the measure over the 

entire set R in the case is I, \|/ is a t-conorm. Since any t-conorm is associative, given the 

measures on singletons, the measure over any subset can be computed. The best 

examples are possibility measvires that use the t-conorm max and necessity measures 

that use the t-norm min. 
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Definition 2.4: Fuzzy Integrals 

Let m be a fuzzy measure on R. The Sugeno integral of a function f: R ->[0,1] with 

respect to m is defined by: 

i=n 

S„,( f(rl),...., f(m)) = V Jjf (r(i) A m(A{i)) )) 2.1 

where . (D indicates that the indices have been permuted so that 

0<=f( r ( i ) )<= <= f( r („) )  <= 1  and 

A(i) = { r(i),r(n)}; n is the cardinality of R 

V is the fuzzy logical AND operator and 

A is the fuzzy logical OR operator. 

Similarly the Choquet integral is defined with respect to m as 

Cn,( mi...., f(m)) = 2 ((f (r(i)) - f (r(i.,))). m(A(i)))) 2.2 

with the same notation as in the Sugeno integral. 

The fuzzy t-conorm integral with integrands in the range [0,1] generalizes the notion of 

fuzzy integrals, including as special cases the Choquet integral and the Sugeno integral. 
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A good understanding of the different kinds of fuzzy measures [Banon, 1981; Grabisch, 

1996; Grabisch, et al. 1992; Guang Quan 1992; Ibanez 1989; Klement 1983; Klement 

and Schwyla 1982; Klir, et al. 1996,1997; Kruse 1983; Morufushi and Sugeno, 1991; 

Onisawa and Sugeno 1986; Pap 1990; Pham and Yan 1997; Sugeno 1974; Suzuki 1988; 

Wang and Klir 1992; Weber, 1984, 1991; Wierzchon, 1983; Zhong, 1990], and the 

properties of fiizzy integrals [Grabisch, et al. 1994, 1995; DeCampos, et al., 1991; 

Dennesberg, 1997; Grabisch 1995, 1996; Ishii and Sugeno, 1985; Ralescuand Sugeno, 

1996; Sugeno, 1995; Sugeno and Fujimoto, 1995; Washio, et al., 1992] is required for 

applying them in the context of new product development. 

2.4 FUZZY DECISION MODELS OF NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

Decision-making at new product stage gates involves a set of upper level managers who 

assign subjective ratings on important decision attributes. These partial evaluations are 

aggregated to arrive at a ranking of new product proposals. Aggregation models lose 

information while converting from multiple dimensions to a single dimension. This gives 

rise to the need for fuzzy rule-based systems integrated with the aggregation models to 

exploit the wealth of information hidden in the partial ratings on decision attributes. The 

combination of optimization models and fiizzy rule-bases results in a very powerful 

paradigm for decision-making. The use of Delphi techniques to obtain a very reliable 

consensus of opinion of the group of agents is supported in management literature and 

practice. New Product Screening consists of a series of steps comprising elicitation of a 
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set of fuzzy ratings on factors, fusing these values, ranking the proposals, displaying the 

group ranking, observing the deviation of individual rankings from group rankings 

measured in terms of rank order correlation coefficient and controlled feedback to initiate 

another sequence of evaluations in the absence of a consensus. 

2.4.1 Fuzzy Multi Agent Multi-attribute Decision making 

2.4.1.1 Fuzzy Integral Based MultiAtbibute Decision Making 

A Multiple Attribute Decision making problem can be concisely expressed in matrix 

form, where Pi, i = I,n are possible choices among new product proposals; Rj, j=l 

... m are attributes by which the new product performances are measured.; ry is the 

performance (or rating) of choice Pj with respect to attribute Rj. Each rating can take on 

D = 

Ri R2 

PI  r i i  

P2 *"21 

rni 

Rm 

r im 

r2m 
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linguistic values like good, very good, fair, and poor from a base fiizzy set. In the value-

based approach, a value function V(R1,R2,..., Rm) is implicitly or explicitly defined by 

the decision-maker. For each choice Pi, the value function aggregates its performance 

ratings rij for all the attributes into a final aggregated value Vi. This aggregated value 

represents how well one choice satisfies the decision-maker's aspirations and may form 

the basis of ranking the proposals. Utility theory based [Chen and Hwang, 1992] and 

preference modeling [Fodor and Roubens, 1994] approaches exist. Classical multiple 

attribute decision making problems deal with prioritizing or ranking different choices 

based on aggregation of the values assigned to the attributes. In the cases where the 

number of alternatives are more than 10, most algorithms become computationally very 

complex. The problem of selecting new product proposals is made still more difficult in 

cases such as global telecommunication markets, when a portfolio of projects have to be 

selected and assigned resources simultaneously. 

Classical multiple-attribute decision theory is founded on notions of additive utility and 

preferential independence. The necessary condition for an additive utility is preferential 

independence [Grabisch, et al., 1995]. However when attributes have interaction effects, 

independence does not hold. Fuzzy measures model the dependencies among attributes, 

so when additivity vanishes, one needs some mathematical formalism to derive non-

additive expected utility. 

Multiple attribute decision making using fuzzy measure theoretical concepts was first 

reported by Grabisch [1995]. Multi objective programming approaches that model 

interaction effects are quite complex to model and solve, and widely used decision aids 
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incorporating these concepts have not been reported in the literature. Fuzzy integrals are 

powerful tools for aggregation of both cardinal and ordinal approaches to multiple-

attribute decision-making. Fuzzy integrals exhibit some good properties as aggregation 

operators. They are idempotent, continuous and non-decreasing, associative, 

commutative, and decomposable under restricted conditions. They also exhibit the 

property of ordered linkage with permutation. Thus fuzzy integrals represent interactions 

between attributes, ranging from redundancy (negative interaction) to synergy (positive 

interaction). There is no well established method to deal with interacting criteria, and 

usually people tend to avoid this problem by constructing independent criteria. The 

richness of fuzzy integrals has to be paid for by the complexity of the model, since the 

number of coefficients involved grows exponentially with the number of attributes to be 

aggregated. The identification of fuzzy measures can be done by ad-hoc means or 

through learning data or a combination of both. Fuzzy measures on singleton attribute 

subsets represent the importance of each attribute. Measures over other subsets can model 

two behaviors: (I) possibility of expressing the behavior of the decision-maker, i.e. 

disjunctive and conjunctive aggregation, and (2) possibility of expressing compensatory 

effect, or an interaction among attributes of a subset. In the absence of learning data in 

the case of new product decision-making ad-hoc methods based on extracting the 

interaction information semantically from the decision-maker is explored in this research. 

However these interaction effects are functionally dependent and cannot always be 

expressed as a constant relationship. To solve this problem, the use of fuzzy rule bases to 
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capture the functional dependencies among attributes is proposed. In fuzzy measure 

theory, this approach has not been reported in the literature. 

2.4.1.2 Fusing Data From Multiple Agents 

Expert opinions or imprecise estimates of the decision variables are represented as fuzzy 

numbers. Bardossi et al. [1993] gives an excellent outline of five techniques for 

combining these numbers into a single fuzzy number estimate. The five techniques listed 

in increasing order of preference are (1) crisp weighting, (2) fiizzy weighting, (3) 

minimal fiizzy extension, (4) convex fuzzy extension, and (5) mixed linear extension. 

The properties of these fusing methods include agreement preservation, order 

independence, possibility conservation, and possibility interval conservation. The weights 

signify confidence in the expert or reliability of the estimate. 

The Delphi technique is a set of procedures developed by the RAND Corporation in the 

late 1940's, designed to obtain the most reliable consensus of a group of experts. A 

Delphi is a series of intensive interrogations of each individual expert (by a series of 

questionnaires) concerning some primary question, interspersed with controlled feedback. 

The procedures are designed to avoid direct confrontation of the experts with one 

another. Their interaction is accomplished through an intermediary who gathers the data, 

summarizes them and provides feedback on how individual observations deviate from the 

group observations. The world wide web provides an excellent medium for such 

asynchronous decision-making and forms the pivot of the design of the decision aid. 
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2.4.2 Models Of Resource Allocation For New Product Development 

Models that aid the allocation of resources among a portfolio of competing new product 

proposals are based on quantifiable criteria and mathematical programming, i.e. integer, 

linear, quadratic, or dynamic programming. The objective flmction usually maximizes 

some economic benefit function, or expected utility expressed in probabilistic terms. 

Other models are based on the cost-benefit ratio or a ratio of priorities as determined 

during the screening phase. The ability of these models to represent all known facets of 

the new product front-end is limited, mainly due to the inherent subjectivity that is 

captured best by qualitative variables represented by fuzzy sets. 

Mathematical programming models have been proposed as aids to the related problems 

of resource allocation and portfolio selection [Gear, et al., 1971; Keefer, 1978; 

Liberatore, 1987; Egekwu, 1992]. LP models attempt to maximize an economic benefit 

function calculated by taking into account the estimated benefits upon completion and a 

subjectively estimated probability of success factor, subject to given resource 

availability.. Zero-one integer programming approaches with a budget constraint in each 

of several future time periods attempt to maximize an objective function incorporating 

risk, probabilistic constraints and model equations for project dependencies. Several 

resource allocation models are based on the capital budgeting framework of cash flows, 

and this narrows scope of the model. Dynamic programming approaches takes into 

account the sequential decision characteristics of new product development by 

developing recurrence relations. AHP based techniques use the priorities computed on 
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each project to allocate funds in order of descending priority until funds are depleted or 

employ 0-1 integer programming to maximize total priority over all funded projects. All 

of these models incorporate uncertainty in the form of either probability or interval 

estimates. Fuzzy Resource Allocation models have been proposed [Mjelde, 1986]. 

Resource consumption and returns from activities are described as fuzzy sets with 

monotonous membership functions and the net decision is seen as the intersection of all 

the fuzzy sets involved. The results are applicable to problems of the maximization of the 

minimum returns from several activities. 

The proposed resource allocation approach, is based on fuzzy integrals as objective 

fimctions and linear or non-linear constraints on resource availability. The objective 

function expressed in fuzzy integral form attempts to maximize the perceived value of a 

portfolio of new product proposals. This method captures project and attribute 

dependencies while incorporating subjectivity in the estimates of resource availability 

and performance attributes. The notion of constrained fuzzy integrals is introduced for 

the first time in this dissertation. 

2.4 J Integrating Screening, Resource Allocation, And Business Strategies 

The fuzzy measure theoretical model of new product screening, and the new product 

project scores obtained, serve as the basis for resource allocation in the presence of 

project interactions. The partial measures computed on decision criteria can be used in a 

fuzzy inference framework to drive business strategies from expert evaluation of critical 
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success factors. To the best of the author's icnowledge, the application of fuzzy measure 

theory to new product decision making by combining project selection with resource 

allocation and other business strategies in an integrated inference fi-amework has not been 

widely reported in the literature. 

Previous related research is worth discussing in this context. First, an article by Mandic 

and Mamdani [1984] provided the motivation for considering the limitations of using 

constant coefHcients for representing interactions among attributes in fuzzy integral 

based aggregation. The parameters of the aggregation rule may be considered variable 

and dependent on the rating profile of an alternative. The functional dependencies can be 

expressed as a fuzzy rule-based continuous inference mechanism. Second, fuzzy rule-

based support [Liberatore and Stylianou, 1995], helps take as input the values of the 

resource allocation optimization model and helps apply hard constraints that may not 

otherwise be expressible in quantitative terms. This simplifies the optimization model by 

eliminating some of the non-linearities that might otherwise arise due to such 

dependencies. Third, by monitoring minimum thresholds of aspiration levels for critical 

decision attributes at lower and higher levels, the information loss due to aggregation can 

be reduced [Ram & Ram 1988,1989,1990,1996]. Fourth, domain specific expertise, 

such as in the case of international ventures, can be incorporated in the form of rules. 

Finally, a strategic business-planning fi-amework is provided by fuzzy rules for strategies, 

driven by ratings by experts on decision attributes [Liginlal, et al., 1996,1997,1998]. 

The experimental prototype of an expert system for business strategies is reported in 

Schumaim, et al., [1989]. The purpose of the system is to help users analyze their 
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organization's existing or planned products, and recommend appropriate business 

strategies. The prototype referred to as 'The Strategist' employs the portfolio approach to 

classification of business strategies and associated information about four product-related 

dimensions. The limitation of this system is that it uses crisp rules. Expert systems for 

screening innovations in the financial sector and telecommunication products reported by 

Ram & Ram [1990,1996] and an expert system for cooperative venture partner selection 

in international marketing[(Cavusgil and Evirgen, 1997] are also limited in the way they 

handle uncertainty. This sets the tone for building an intelligent decision aid that 

combines multiple-attribute models and fuzzy rule-bases for new product decision

making for global telecommunication markets. 

2.5 BUILDING AND EVALUATING A FUZZY DECISION AID 

The term 'decision aid' is used in Europe to denote a computer system designed to help 

decision-makers select from a set of altematives [Bana e Costa, 1990]. A number of 

effective decision aids supporting selection problems under conditions of multiple criteria 

have appeared in the last few decades. The primary techniques are multiple attribute 

utility theory. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) based techniques, outranking 

techniques (ELECTRE and PROMETHEE), and interactive techniques. Olson [1996] and 

Bana e Costa [1990] provide excellent comparisons of these decision aids. Fuzzy 

versions of these techniques have also been developed [Chen and Hwang, 1992]. There is 

no single method, that is good for solving all the different types of decision problems. 
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None of the techniques described has the power of expressing interactions among 

attributes. Fuzzy integrals have been shown to model a wide variety of aggregation 

operators [Grabisch, et al. 1995]. Although fuzzy measure/fuzzy integral based 

applications have been reported (mostly from Japan and Europe), practical decision aids 

that incorporate fuzzy measure theoretical concepts have not been reported widely in the 

literature. 

2.5.1 Attributes Of Fuzzy Decision Aids 

The following important dimensions, compiled from a variety of sources [Olson, 1992; 

Bana e Costa, 1990; Larichev, 1992; Jordan, 1998], are proposed for comparing fiizzy 

decision aids. 

1. Task Type: Is the task only to identify the most suitable alternative or to rank order a 

set of alternatives or to select a portfolio of alternatives ? 

2. Task Dimensionality: The number of alternatives and the number of attributes that 

can be handled by the decision aid. 

3. Task Uniqueness: Is the type of analysis specific to the set of alternatives considered, 

i.e., are the results a function of the alternatives evaluated ? 

4. Types of Uncertainties that can be handled: Several different types of uncertainties 

are discussed. Can the decision aid account for all the forms of uncertainties prevalent 

in the problem domain? 
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5. Degree of involvement of analyst required: How much work does the analyst have to 

expend to set up the system? Is the decision aid easy to set up and is it self-managing? 

6. Ability to mix crisp and fuzzy data. A crisp number is a single valued number from 

the set of real numbers. 

7. Properties of the underlying decision calculus: Does the underlying decision calculus 

possess all the required mathematical properties for the decision aiding task? Does the 

aggregation operator possess all the required mathematical properties such as 

idempotency, continuity, non-decreasing monotonicity, neutrality, and stability under 

positive linear transformation. 

8. Usability: Effectiveness (extent to which the decision-maker can complete the task), 

efficiency (kind of inputs demanded of decision-makers, are operations complex, 

admissible, or uncertain [Larichev, 1992], time required for completing the task), and 

user satisfaction (subjective assessment of acceptability of the decision aid for the 

specific task). 

9. Possibility of providing decision-makers with an explanation of the aid's findings: 

Visual aids for relative comparisons, and help screen. 

10. Group and distributed decision-making capabilities: Can the decision aid be used in a 

group setting? Can it be used asynchronously, at different times and different places. 

Does it have the required analytical methods to fuse data from multiple sources? 

11. Value added features: Is the decision aid also a source of additional information for 

taking better decisions? A case to mention is deployment on the web and providing 
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links to relevant sites or gathering information and presenting it to the decision

maker. 

Questions of external validity are not addressed due to time and cost constraints and will 

constitute future research. 

2.5.2 A Framework for Building a Decision Aid 

The Agent-Altemative-Attribute-Session framework is proposed in this dissertation for 

building a decision aid for new product screening. It may be noted that these are the four 

important entities of interest in decision aiding in this context. The entities are managed 

by a control subsystem that manages individual decision-making sessions. This general 

fhunework extends the theoretical framework proposed by Roy in [Bana e Costa 1990] 

for MCDM. 

Agent; A well identified set Ag of decision-makers, each serving the role of analyst 

while setting up the model and the system, or serving as expert while assigning ratings to 

the specifying characteristics of the different decision choices at her disposal. 

Alternative: A well-defined set A1 of possibly mutually exclusive decision choices. 

Attribute: A well-defined set of attributes (or consequences) referred to by the decision

maker for making a judgment with respect to the comparison of two alternatives a' and a. 

Confronted with a comparison, agent is able to choose (without any ambiguity) one and 

only one among the following possibilities: 
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a' P a: a' is strictly preferred to a, 

a Pa': a is strictly preferred to a', 

a' I a: a' is indifferent to a. 

These preferences are supposed to be completely shaped in the agent's mind with the 

following properties: 

- the binary relation P (defined on Al) is asymmetric and transitive 

- the binary relation I (defined on Al) is reflexive, synmietric and transitive. 

Consequently, everything occurs as if there were a real-valued function U (defined on Al) 

such that: 

a' P a iff U(a') > U(a) 

a' I a iff U(a') = U(a) 

U is a value function. It is also necessary to distinguish among deterministic, probabilistic 

and possibilistic cases. The search for a solution consists of aggregating the partial 

preferences of each alternative on each attribute and rank ordering the alternatives based 

on the aggregated values. 

Session: The session is a controlling entity that helps set up the decision model and bring 

both a temporal and a spatial (distributed and group) control element to the decision aid. 

The rationale for this framework becomes more apparent at the design stage of the 

decision aid. The framework provides a powerful design paradigm for developing the 

decision aid in an object oriented setting. By allowing for flexibility in setting up the 

decision model this framework essentially provides a meta-modeling approach. The 

translation of the tool box philosophy mentioned earlier is achieved through the session 
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entity that helps the analyst/decision-maker set up an appropriate decision model for the 

task at hand. This facilitates choice of the appropriate multiattribute model, selection of 

the uncertainty calculus, and adapting to the decision context. Considering that variations 

exist in the choice of a decision model and decision variables across different types of 

industries, and stages of decision making, this meta-modeling approach helps overcome 

one of the dravrbacks inherent in several new product decision aids reported in the 

literature. 

2.5 J Evaluating the Fuzzy Decision Aid 

Validation is important to the success of the decision aid and to its continued use. 

Without validation a decision aid may cause costly errors. However, for the purposes of 

this dissertation, and in view of the difficulty of external validation [Larichev, 1992], 

[Borenstein, 1998] the focus here is on evaluation. Evaluation is the process of assessing 

t h e  d e c i s i o n  a i d ' s  v a l u e  b y  m e a n s  o f :  

(1) Internal validation based on the desired attributes of a fuzzy decision aid identified in 

Section 2.5.1; it also includes usability evaluation. 

(2) Comparative evaluation based on the prototype of an expert system for screening 

[Ram and Ram, 1996]. 

(3) Comparative evaluation with reference to other competing analytical models based on 

a tactical simulation approach [Moore, 1969; Triantaphyllou and Lin, 1996]. 

TELECOMM [Ram and Ram, 1996], is a knowledge-based system that was built to assist 

telecommunication firms in evaluating new product ideas and in reaching a decision of 
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GO/NOGO/REVALUATE. The architecture of TELECOMM has been augmented to 

incorporate a fiizzy screening module, a new human-interface module and an executive 

control module that integrates the subsystems, and coordinates the data flow over 

different sessions. 

Comparative evaluation by simulation is motivated by similar research reported [Moore 

and Baker, 1969; Triantaphyllou and Lin, 1996]. The development of five flizzy multi-

attribute decision-making methods and their comparative evaluation based on two 

evaluation criteria: the consistency of a method when number of dimensions increase, 

and the stability of the results when a non-optimal altemative is replaced by a worse one, 

is reported in [Triantaphyllou and Lin, 1996]. They argue that the proposed evaluation 

methodology can be used in evaluating other fuzzy multi-attribute decision models. 

Moore proposed computational analysis of scoring models using a method of tactical 

simulation in the context of new product decision-making in his doctoral dissertation 

work. Moore compared new product rankings produced by a scoring model to rankings 

produced by a profitability index and by a linear programming model and concluded that 

the performance of a scoring model is highly sensitive to decisions made during the 

development of the model. Considerations such as the underlying distributions of 

available data, the number of ranking intervals or categories, the width of the intervals, 

and time preferences, all were found to have important implications for final project 

scores and associated rankings. The methods of evaluation introduced by Moore are 

adapted to the fuzzy decision models proposed for new product screening. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A PROCESS MODEL FOR NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION IN GLOBAL 

TELECOMMUNICATION MARKETS 

In the technology driven highly competitive arena of the telecommunication industry, 

new product idea generation and screening are keys to success. A structural model that 

captures the special nature of new product introduction in the telecommunication market 

is introduced. The decision-making process at the fuzzy front-end is modeled as a stage 

gate process, emphasizing the need for multiple attribute analysis to account for the 

volatile nature of the decision making context. The need to capture project interactions 

and the need to enforce hard constraints on screening are highlighted here as a prelude to 

the analytical formalisms to be developed subsequently. The process model developed 

here is general enough to accommodate a variety of industries. Telecommunication, 

being a high-technology industry witnessing explosive growth in recent times, is 

considered in this dissertation as a good example for developing the business problem. 

3.1 A BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION MARKETS 

3.1.1 Globalization, Liberalization and Competition 

The global telecommunications industry in recent times has seen a transformation from 

being composed of overpriced, state-run monopolies, where decision-makers have neither 

a profit motive nor a competitive spur, to a globalized deregulated oligopoly. New 
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players are entering the market and consequently mergers and partial mergers, even 

across national boundaries, to facilitate provision of the communication services and 

telecommunication equipment have resulted in an explosive growth of the industry and a 

state of flux. 

To build a decision model for new product introduction in a global telecommunication 

market, a systems perspective Is presented first. Fig 3.1 illustrates the components of an 

• Knowledge Warehouses 
• Decision Models 

(Regulatory & Cultural) 
• Strategic Partnership 

• Technological Innovation 
• Country & Market Research 

Input 
Process 

Stage Gate Process for New 
Product Introduction 

Feedback 
• Competitive Response 
• Consumer Acceptance , ̂ 
• Consummation of 

Output 
New Product Introduction into a 

Global Telecommunication Market 

Alliance 

Figiu« 3.1 A Systems Perspective of New Product Management for Global 

Telecommunication Markets 
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economic systems evaluation of new product introduction in a global telecommunication 

business through an input- process-output-feedback model. The input comprises 

innovative high technology, cultural and regulatory aspects of the country, volume of the 

market, decision models and existing knowledge bases in terms of expert appraisals and 

data warehouses. These inputs result in decision making and business development stages 

prior to the product launch. Feedback in terms of competitive interaction, consumer 

acceptance and consummation of strategic alliances results in defining the firm's 

response which could be to introduce newer products or a change in strategy. 

3.1.2 A Multi-layered Model of Telecommunication Service Development 

Developing a model of business development in the teleconununication and related 

information industry estimated to be nearly $3 trillion by 2000 AO is an awesome task. 

New markets, new regulatory environments, reduced cycle times, new technologies and 

new services have altered the natiu-e of the game. In this context, whether the output is a 

product or a service, the approach to development is considered the same for the purposes 

of this discussion. Telecommunication services need to be managed and maintained on a 

continuous basis. Yet another critical aspect of this industry is the need for 

interoperability that originates from a system of enforcing standards. It has been observed 

that a foraial business development process is not yet the norm in this mdustry. Problems 

include moderate conmiimication across organizational boimdaries, absence of rigid 

attributes to enforce trading of the development process, and lack of clear understanding 
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of customer requirements. Country factors such as regulatory and cultural pattems guide 

a multitude of project ideas. Their existence in partial stages of development result in a 

poor linkage to resource availability and business strategy. The telecommunication 

industry is a complex web of hybrid service arrangements, where technology or 

equipment 

Full Business Solutions Provider 

Integrated Services Provider 

Basic and Value Added Services Provider 

Infrastructure Provider 

Figure 3.2 A Model of Telecommunications Business Development 

are provided by many different suppliers; one carrier provides the local loop, another may 

provide the international link, yet another the switching and billing and another the 

installation and maintenance support while still a different one provides the equipment. 
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The model in Fig 3.2 attempts to crystallize the responsibilities of service providers and 

their hierarchical relationship. In evaluating opportunities using this layered model, each 

layer offers a different business development perspective. Getting to a layer may be 

accomplished through partnering, hybrid service arrangements, resale or development. 

The projects under the infirastructure involve transmission links, switching and call 

processing capabilities. These are usually capital intensive projects. Basic services 

comprise subscriber-level services, business lines and trunk exchanges, while value-

added services include voice mail pagers, call management or automatic call distribution. 

Integrated services comprise voice and data integration, Internet services etc. Full 

business solutions are developed for specific businesses, with features such as 

teleconferencing. Intranets and customized solutions. 

3.2 BUILDING THE PROCESS MODEL FOR FRONT-END DECISION
MAKING 

An extensive survey of current literature was undertaken and new product managers of 

several top teleconmiunication firms were interviewed. That confirmed that a formal 

stage gate process model is widely adopted as a methodology for the management of new 

product introduction in global telecommunication markets. 

3.2.1 A Stage Gate Process Model of Front-end Decision Making 

A process model shown in Fig. 3.3 is proposed for front-end decision-making, that also 

captures the information flow during the front-end activities. The front-end of new 
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product development for a global telecommunication market comprises of three stages: 

exploratory, business case building and investment analysis. 

Figure 3.3 Information Flow & Process Model of Front-end Decision Making 

The exploratory phase consists of identifying opportunities or generating new product 

ideas. The stage gate after this phase is used for screening several prospective projects for 

conformance to strategic goals of the organization and critical success factors. The result 

of this screening is a list of a few selected projects for further detailed investigation. In 

the case of international markets, investigation teams are sent out to the prospective 

countries for a first-hand assessment, combined with consolidating efforts for collection 

of data at source. This phase results in detailed knowledge of country-specific, market 

and product factors. Detailed screening at this stage results in a GO/NOGO/DEFER 

decision. In the last phase the financial aspects of the project are analyzed and details of 
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Strategic partnership are worked out. The output at the next gate is another 

GO/NOGO/DEFER decision that can result in commencement of developmental 

activities. It may be noted that the stages need not be strictly sequential and business Case 

building and investment analysis may be carried out in parallel or split up into further 

stages with screening at the end of every stage. 

3.2.2 A Framework for Fuzzy Decision-Making 

The focus of each stage, screening objectives, and output of stage gates are depicted in 

Table 3.1. The challenge here is to model this decision process, balancing the need for 

analytical soundness, model robustness, decision-maker's subjectivity and adaptability to 

different business situations. Most of the data in the first phase can only be expressed in 

vague, linguistic terms and the confidence level of the assessment is also not high. A 

closer look at the model of information and process flow reveals that we are dealing with 

uncertainty which is progressively decreasing at each successive stage, as more data 

become available. Thus the design of a decision support system should take into account 

the requirements for capturing vagueness in the form of linguistic terms and information 

deficiency. In Section 2.3.1 the different forms of uncertainties that need to be taken into 

account in this context are identified. These uncertainties are closely tied with risk 

management. At the beginning of the project, the resources committed are low, but the 

uncertainty of the outcome is extremely high. As we progress through the stages, 

resource commitment increases. Managing risks can be accomplished only by 
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recognizing and reducing the uncertainties. This should serve as the principal focus of the 

design of a fuzzy front-end decision support system. 

Exploratory 
Analysis 

Business Case 
Building 

Investment Analysis 

Process 

Focus 

Screening 

Nature of 
Input data 

Output 

High level 
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Conformance to 
strategic goals 
• Strategic 

screening 
• High level 

factors 

Fuzzy 

Selected 
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(Country and 
Product) 
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Allocation for 
further research 

Detailed Assessment Detailed assessment 

Market, Product and 
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High level screening of 
other factors 
Better clarity on areas 
of focus. 

• GO/NOGO/ 
REEVALUATE 

• Market Strategy 
• Country Strategy 
• Product Strategy 
• Resource 

Allocation for 
further research 

Financial aspects 
Strategic Alliance 
Detailed screening of all 
factors 

Better clarity on key 
factors. Degree of 
fuzziness reduced 
• GO/NOGO/ 

REEVALUATE 
• Investment Strategy 
• Entry Strategy 
• Resource Allocation 

for Development 
Phase 

Table 3.1 Significant Factors for Designing a Front-end Decision Support System 

3.3 INFORMATION AGGREGATION AT STAGE GATES 

The stage gate represents the decision making point where a group of executives analyze 

the available data and take decisions and formulate strategies. The design of the 
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information system's role in data presentation and decision aiding at a stage gate is 

analyzed in this chapter and a multiple attribute model is developed. 

A firm's decision to select a product idea for further development is driven not just by the 

profit maximization motive; implicitly or explicitly, several attributes are involved. The 

need for multi-attribute analysis in the case of high technology new product introduction 

such as in the telecommunication industry is dependent on the following: 

• The scale of resource commitments. 

• Exponentially decreasing product cycles. 

• Dynamics in technology. 

• Diversification of product structure. 

• Interdependency of projects and interacting attributes. 

• Overlapping of product, technological and organizational structures. 

• Globalization and consequent risks. 

• Market specific behavior. 

3J.1 The Need for Multi-attribute Analysis 

The attributes can be quantitative, and these are captured through numeric measures or 

they can be qualitative, necessitating the use of linguistic variables and fuzzy sets. A 

detailed compilation of essential attributes to be evaluated during the three stages of the 

fuzzy front-end is shown in Table 3.2. Figtire 3.4 depicts the sequence of steps involved 

in the multi-attribute evaluation of a stage gate. 
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Exploratory Business Case Building Investment 
Analysis 

. Conforms to strategic Product Profile - Product Profile 
goals . Product Familiarity 

. Technological advantage . Manufacturing Capability Market Profile 

. Product familiarity . Product Superiority 

. Market advantage . Cost Advantage to Customer Country Profile 

. Sales Potential . Quality 

. Country Potential . Pricing Organization 

. Organizational Potential Profile 

. Investment Profile Market Profile -

. Strategic Alliance . Potential Demand Investment Profile 
. Market leadership . Investment cost 
. Market Size . Investment risk 
. Market Growth . Tax Advantages 
. Competitive Factor . Return on 
. Market Volatility Investment 

Country Profile - Strategic Alliance 
. Legal factors . Affective Control 
. Regulatory factors . Legal form of 
. Technological factors partnership 
. Economical conditions . Partner's 
. Political factors influence 
. Cultural factors . Parmer's 
. Demographic factors experience 
. Buyer Behavior 

Organizational profile -
. Resource Adequacy 

Financial 
R«&D 
Manufacturing 
Marketing 
Management 
Sales 
Information Systems 

Investment profile 

Strategic Alliance 

Table 3.2. Compilation of Attributes Evaluated at Front-end Stage Gates 
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Sensitivity 
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Information 

Information 
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Flow of New 
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Figure 3.4 Sequence of Steps Involved in Decision Making at a Stage Gate 

The focus here is on the method of aggregating information at stage gates. An effective 

model for information aggregation is proposed and illustrated. 

3.3.2 A Hierarchical Multiple Attribute Decision Model 

Multi-attribute approaches have been used for new product screening. However, no 

consensus exists on an acceptable set of attributes for screening. Recognizing the 

complexity and nature of the problem, a hierarchical approach is used to lay the 

foundation for the mathematical model developed in the next chapter. 
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Figiire 3.5 A Hierarchical Multiattribute Model for New Product Screening 

The information set shown in Figure 3.5 corresponds to the lowest (possibly multiple) 

levels of factors for which, both qualitative and quantitative data are available. Table 3.2 

lists a set of critical factors assessed by information gathered during each stage. 

The information is documented in terms of the higher level concepts and made available 

to the experts designated to perform the task of screening new products. Subjective 
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preferences with respect to the lower level factors are aggregated such that each high 

level concept has one overall preference value for each choice. In Chapter 4, a fuzzy 

measure theoretical model is developed for aggregating the information and it is assumed 

that lower-level aggregates are consistent with the requirements mandated by the model. 

External Repayment capability, for instance, may be evaluated based on a set of sub-

attributes which include foreign exchange earnings, stability, balance of payment position 

etc. Thus the aggregation of information at the lower levels provide us with the inputs 

necessary to evaluate the higher level concepts, the three primary ones being: 

1. Total risk associated with launching the product (consisting of aggregation of lower 

level factors such as timely completion, technology risk, resource availability, and 

country risk). 

2. The returns to the company in terms of financial, strategic, and market factors. 

3. Resource commitment in terms of cost, capital investment, manpower strategic 

partnership and infi^tructure. Our objectives are to minimize the risk, minimize the 

resource commitment and maximize the returns. At the exploratory stage gate we also 

include 'conformance to strategic fit' as a high level concept for assessment by 

experts, since it is highly subjective and difficult to measure. Similarly the model is 

augmented at the other stage gates to include any additional high level concept that is 

deemed important. 
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3 J J Capturing Interactions and Implementing Hard Constraints. 

By categorizing new product ideas according to the models developed in this chapter it is 

possible to see the dependencies and the relative merits of one over another. For business 

development at the lower levels, base technology is very important, while for higher 

levels it may be necessary to have linked projects to ensure that lower layer support is 

available. We can categorize the dependencies according to technological, payoff, or 

cost interactions. 

Technological interdependence implies that one new product idea is technologically 

contingent upon another, thus necessitating hard constraints. Payoff interactions may be 

due to synergistic or substitutive effects of the success of one on another and cost 

interactions may result in sharing of costs. Cannibalization is yet another effect to be 

considered. The decision model therefore needs a formalism to capture both the hard and 

soft constraints due to project interdependencies. 

The screening of interdependent new product ideas as in this case requires: 

• A measure of interdependence. 

• A measurement of superiority between any two new product ideas. 

• Integrating both measurements in a single analytical formalism. 

In subsequent chapters, it is shown how constrained fuzzy integrals may be used for 

resource allocation in the presence of project interdependencies. Hard constraints are very 

difficult to incorporate in mathematical programming models and it is shown how fiizzy 
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rule bases that serve the role of control systems help implement hard constraints on the 

decision mechanism. 

Interactions among screening attributes also need to be incorporated in the decision 

model. Such interactions are captured through complex, nonlinear multiobjective 

programming which is difficult to implement and which requires hard (quantitative) data. 

Three important issues are addressed. First, it is well documented that decision-makers 

tend to make trade-offs among the high level concepts for screening. In this case, 

interactions among risk, return, resource commitments and other high level concepts are 

to be considered in the aggregate process. Second, the attitude of the policy makers, 

which could range between highly pessimistic to overly optimistic should be 

incorporated. Last, the fact that different evaluators may be relevant to some subset of 

high level concepts needs to be looked into. Important issues to be addressed are the 

questions of harnessing the different forms of uncertainties at the front-end of new 

product decision making and taking a closer look at the design of a stage gate to 

accommodate executive decision making. 

3.4 CAPTURING UNCERTAINTIES AT THE FRONT-END 

3.4.1 A Framework for Uncertainty Modeling 

A careful analysis of the telecommunication business development problem and a survey 

of the literature on technological forecasting helps in classifying the uncertainties and 

vagueness involved in new product decision making into: 
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1. Temporal: Representing the dynamics and volatility of the context. 

2. Market Related: Consumer perception, product attributes. 

3. Process Related: Technology, organizational. 

4. Structural: Environmental, industry, and investment related. 

5. Cognitive: Decision-maker perception, decision models, and information gathering, 

storage and display. 

Sources of Uncertainty Approaches to reducing uncertainty 

1. Temporal - Risk Evaluation 

- Stage Gate Process 

2. Modeling - Investigate different modeling approaches 

3. Building Decision Aids - Translation from conceptual model to implementation 

model carefully orchestrated by Analyst 

4. Cognitive - Use of linguistic variables 

5. Information 

- Market 

- Structural 

- Process 

- Fuzzy Multi-attribute Model 

- Fuzzy Measure-theoretical Model 

Table 3.3 Taxonomy of Uncertainty in New Product Front-end Decision Making 
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An accurate forecast of new product success or failure in the highly volatile and turbulent 

global telecommunication market is very difiHcult. The most crucial strategy is reduction 

of cycle time. By using a stage gate process and comprehensive risk analysis techniques, 

temporal uncertainties can be to a great extent harnessed. It is necessary to look at 

different approaches to building the conceptual model and investigating which is most 

appropriate for this problem. Perceiving the new product ideas in an abstract 

multidimensional product space, whose axes may be related to the screening factors, 

increases the decision-maker's ability to generate new product ideas that are favorably 

poised. This also lends credence to the multi-attribute approach proposed earlier. 

Translating from conceptual models to building decision aids introduces another source 

of uncertainty, which is reduced if carefully orchestrated by the model builder. The 

market, process and structural uncertainties are embedded in the screening factors whose 

aspiration levels are determined from two sources: (1) information gathered from source, 

stored and displayed, and (2) expert appraisals. Both of these involve uncertainties that 

finally translate to information deficiency and linguistic deficiency (or vagueness). The 

fuzzy measure theoretical model developed in the next chapter provides the requisite 

analytical mechanism to tackle these uncertainties. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A FUZZY MEASURE-THEORETICAL MODEL OF NEW PRODUCT 

SCREENING 

The stage is set to attempt a microscopic view of the decision calculus and investigate the 

use of formal methods to capture and represent the different forms of uncertainties 

inherent in new product screening. The need for fuzzy set theoretical and fuzzy measure 

theoretical approaches to uncertainty management in new product development for global 

telecommunication markets is discussed. Methods to reduce the exponential complexity 

involved in defining measures over subsets of the concept space are outlined, and a fuzzy 

integral model of new product screening is proposed. Translating the theoretical model to 

an executive decision model by allowing for linguistic variables and fusion of data from 

multiple expert appraisals is demonstrated. 

4.1 FUZZY DECISION ANALYSIS 

Having outlined the different sources of uncertainties and techniques for uncertainty 

management in new product decision making, the use of fuzzy decision analysis at stage 

gates is introduced as a powerful paradigm that includes as a special case the probability 

based methods. The discussion and presentation revolves around two formal methods: 

fuzzy set theoretical concepts that capture the vagueness and imprecision in expert 
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judgments and fuzzy measure theoretical concepts that capture uncertainties due to 

information deficiency about the attributes used for screening. 

New Product decision-makers are asked to make subjective judgments about the 

screening attributes at either lower levels (eg., market penetration expected is high) or at 

the conceptual level (eg., conformance to strategic goals). The concept of a linguistic 

variable, normally represented by fuzzy numbers, helps represent different degrees of the 

truth value of a statement. Fuzzy measures, defined in the next section, identify the 

deficiency in the information represented by the screening factors. In our case fuzzy 

measures determine the uncertainty involved in using risk, resource consumption, and 

returns and any other additional high level attribute to represent the totality of 

information about the problem. More accurate uncertainty calculi such as probability 

theory mandate additivity of the measures over the set of decision attributes. By using 

fuzzy measures that are non-additive, one can express the degree of evidence (or belief, 

or plausibility) that a factor such as resource commitment or a subset of factors 

determine/s the outcome, which in this case is the success of a new product proposal. In 

this executive decision making context, one also needs to combine both concepts and 

define fuzzy measures that are not crisp valued but take on values from fiizzy sets. A 

computationally efficient approach is proposed to solve this problem. 
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4.2 A FUZZY INTEGRAL MODEL OF NEW PRODUCT SCREENING 

Consider first a purely theoretical model without any reference to implementation. Let 

the problem be to select a portfolio of products from a finite set P of new product 

proposals for further exploration or development. 

4.2.1 Fuzzy Measures and Integrals 

Definition 4.1: A discrete fuzzy measure on the set P of new product proposals, is a set 

function (i:2'*->[0,l] satisfying 

(i) n((|>) = 0, n(P) = 1, 

(ii) A cB implies n(A) <= ^(B) (monotonicity ), where A, B are subsets of P. 

Note: (P, 2^*, |a) is said to be a fuzzy measure space. 

The measure may be interpreted as the importance of each portfolio of new product 

proposals. The interaction between products could be synergetic (superadditive measures) 

or conflicting (subadditive measures). 

Definition 4.2: Let (P, 2**, ^) be a discrete fuzzy measure space. The Choquet integral UE 

of a function r:P—>[0,1] with respect to n is defined by 
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UE = /e ^(p)d^(p) (4.1) 

which is evaluated as: 

i=n 

UE= I (r(P(i)) - r(P(M))) ̂  (A(i)) where r(p(0)) =0 

and (i) indicates that the indices have been permuted so that 

0<=r(p( i ) )<= <= r(p(n))  <= 1  and 

A(i)  =  {P( i ) ,p(n)}  ;  n  is  the  cardinal i ty  of  P  

The Choquet integral UE as defined above computes a distorted average of the functions 

r(p) taking into consideration the interaction effects among the members of the set P. It is 

an idempotent, continuous, monotonically non decreasing aggregation operator, suitable 

for cardinal aggregation, and has strong expressive power in that it contains all order 

statistics, in particular the min (most intolerant behavior), max (most tolerant behavior) 

and the median (compromise) [Grabisch 1996]. 

4.2.2 A Fuzzy Integral Model of New Product Screening 

New product screening is modeled as a problem of finding the set E c P that maximizes 

the measure of value, defined as a Choquet integral [Grabisch et al.l995], over a subset E 

of the set P of new products: 

UE = /E r(p)d^(p) (4.2) 
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with the constraint that available resources can be committed to the selected subset of 

new products. We later express this constraint mathematically in the section on resource 

allocation. 

Definition 4 J. Let (F,2'',X) be a discrete fuzzy measure space, where F is a finite set of 

criteria that determine the value of a new product and X. is a fuzzy measure over (F,2''), 

signifying weights on the criteria. Let fi € F represent a criterion, and Vj : F -> [0,1] be a 

measurable function that conesponds to the evaluation of a criterion fj. 

The value function r(p) from integral (1.2) is defined as a Choquet integral, the result of 

which is also non-negative and real valued: 

r(p) = IF Vi(fi) (dA.fi) (4.3) 

A rating on attribute fi is either directly assigned by the decision-maker or derived from 

an aggregation using a similar integral at a lower level from a hierarchically defined set 

of criteria. The cardinality of F at the highest level may be restricted to 3 or 4, which are 

the primary criteria that determine the value of a new product idea. A sufficiently 

powerful model that uses risk, returns, and resource commitments of a new product 

project as criteria that determine the success or failure of a new product is discussed here. 

4 J DEFINING MEASURES 

The potential applicability of fuzzy measures in this context warrants efficient methods of 

constructing fuzzy measures over all subsets of decision factors. This implies an 
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exponential increase in computational complexity. Ways of defining fuzzy measures to 

satisfy specific requirements peculiar to this problem are presented. First, measures on 

individual attributes are determined. Measures over subsets of the attributes represent 

interactions, and in the absence of any data to derive these measures, semantic definition 

is attempted. Choquet integrals computed using these measures contribute to one aspect 

of the aggregation. To incorporate decision-maker's behavior, t-norms and t-conorms 

based measures are used to compute another Choquet integral. These two partially 

computed aggregates are combined to get a total aggregated value. 

4.3.1 A Hierarchical Model to Reduce Complexity 

The model shown in Fig 4.1 is proposed for estimating the value of a new product 

proposal. The top level attributes are evaluated using similar sub-models of aggregation 

or through direct appraisal from experts. The aggregation operation, whether at high or 

low level, is modeled similarly for the purposes of this discussion. For each high-level 

attribute a rating Vj (fj) which lies in the range [0,1], is obtained either as a point estimate 

or as a fuzzy interval. 

It is ensured that lower level attributes used for aggregation in each sub-model is 

independent of the rest of the sub-models by breaking up each aspect of investigation into 

the different high level concepts. Thus, for example, an assessment of the market 

involves grouping all deciding low-level attributes pertaining to the market into three 

high-level concepts of risk, resource commitments and returns. An attribute such as 
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competitive response implies a market risk element, attributes such as expected size of 

market and market growth rate have implication on returns and distribution, and 

advertising requirements affect resource commitments. By building the model 

Submodels 
if required 

Other 
Attributes 

Risk 

Submodel for 
Risk 

Resource 

Submodel for 
Resource 

Submodel for 
Returns 

Returns 

Figure 4.1 A Fuzzy Integral Model of Aggregation 

hierarchically and ensuring independence of lower level attributes, we reduce the 

computational complexity of the model, albeit with some loss of accuracy. The lower 

level attributes may be further scrutinized and filtered in terms of the 3R elements. Take 

for example the criterion 'size of market*. This attribute implies resource commitment 

apart from its effect on returns. The essence of this model is that the value of a new 

product proposal is synthesized in terms of its risk, returns and resource commitment 
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content. If the model builder wishes to add any high level concept such as conformance 

to strategic goals, then care should be taken to define the interactions with the 3R terms. 

43.2 Capturing Interactions among Criteria 

Superadditivity among measures implies a synergetic or supportive interaction, in which 

subadditivity implies substitutive or redundant behavior, and additivity represents 

absence of any interaction. The analyst or model builder collects as much preferential 

information as possible about the measures. Where information is absent additivity is 

assimied. This information can be used in conjunction with a fuzzy rule base to derive 

measures. 

Individual measures are assessed on a scale ranging from extremely low importance to 

extremely high importance. Opinion on weights is elicited from multiple decision-makers 

and, using an interactive method, a consensus is arrived at. Other known methods of 

weight elicitation may be employed if necessary. Once individual measures are 

determined the next task is the computation of measures over subsets of the attribute 

space. In this section a method of semantically eliciting preferential information is 

presented, and fuzzy integrals are computed based on that. This is at best a crude 

approach to the problem. Once the system is deployed in actual decision making contexts 

and system use data is available, the methods of combining data-driven and semantically 

derived computation of measures must be explored. The inter-attribute preferences are 
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never constant and the use of fuzzy rule bases to represent these inter-attribute flmctional 

preferences is discussed in Chapter 5. 

To extract the semantic information about interaction effects a questionnaire may be 

used. Each question in the questionnaire should attempt to evaluate subjectively the 

strength of the interaction effect using a linguistic scale consisting of [low, medium, 

high]. A five-point scale may also be used. The evaluations from different decision

makers would be combined and defuzzified. The defuzzified value is mapped to a 

parameter's' that determines a t-norm or t-conorm for computing the measure over a 

subset of attributes. Thus if one considers two attributes Ri and Rj, the measure over the 

subset (Ri U Rj) is defined as 

MRiURj) = Ts(A.(Ri), MRj)), 

where Ts is a t-norm or t-conorm with parameter's*. 

At best this is an ad-hoc means of defining fuzzy measures. The use of the fuzzy rule-

based approach of profile matching outlined in the next chapter may be considered more 

practical for defining fuzzy measures. Fuzzy measures can also be used to incorporate 

decision-maker's attitude to risk. 

43.3 Incorporating Decision-maker Attitude to Risk 

A Choquet integral computed using the so called possibility measures, defined in Chapter 

2, represents aggregation that is close to a weighted disjunctive operator, signifying a 
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highly optimistic attitude of the decision-maker. The use of necessity measures, also 

defined in Chapter 2, results in the other extreme of conjunctiveness, signifying a highly 

pessimistic decision-maker attitude. The objective is therefore to elicit from the decision

maker information on levels of pessimistic or optimistic attitudes toward groups of 

attributes by using visual aids. A level thus obtained from the decision-maker should 

serve as the parameter y in a mixture of the form 

U=YUp+(l-y)UN, 

where Up= partial aggregate using Possibilistic measure, and 

UN = partial aggregate using Necessity measure. 

The results of these two partial aggregations, one representing interaction effects and the 

other representing decision-maker attitude are combined. The simplest form of 

combining the partial aggregates is to use a fiizzy AND operator which signifies a 

conjimction of the two aggregates. This is akin to saying, for instance, this product 

evaluates to a high score based on at least a high score evaluated with reference to DM 

behavior AND at least a high score taking into account information deficiency. Other 

possible mixtures of the aggregates may be used. 

4.3.4 Illustrative Example of Fuzzy Integral Based New Product Screening 

Consider a new product evaluation of seven product ideas PI.... P7 with respect to four 

decision criteria: resource commitment (Rl), risk (R2), returns (R3) and government 
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funding (R4). We compare a scoring model based on weighted average of ratings with a 

fuzzy measure theoretical model (FMT), whose measures are defined semantically. The 

evaluations are shown in Table 4.1. Observe that when using the weighted sum model the 

highest priority is given to product idea PI, while in the fuzzy measure theoretical model 

the choice is product idea P4. Let us try to analyze this in view of the company's 

propensity to risk, returns, resource commitments and level of government funding. 

Product Resource Risk Returns Govt. Scoring Choquet 
(Rl) (R2) (R3) Funding Model Integral 

(R4) (Weighted 
Avg.) 

Weight 0.3 0.45 0.45 0.2 
PI 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.3 0.6964 0.675 
P2 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.6035 0.67 
P3 0.75 0.7 0.75 0.3 0.6696 0.695 
P4 0.5 0.7 0.75 0.7 0.6732 0.7025 
P5 0.5 0.65 0.6 0.5 0.5803 0.5825 
P6 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5928 0.67 
P7 0.6 0.65 0.4 0.35 0.5160 0.5975 

Table 4.1 Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Model Compared to Scoring Model 

For the scoring model the weights are selected as 0.3,0.45,0.45 and 0.2 for resouice, 

risk, returns and government flmding respectively. A high rating on each factor is 

interpreted as more favorable to the company than a low rating and questions to elicit the 

ratings are framed in an appropriate manner. Given these weights and ratings the ordinary 

scoring model calculates a weighted sum whose weights signify the importance of the 

different decision criteria. The result is that Product Pi is selected over product P3 and 
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P4. However a close look at the table reveals that product PI has high resource 

commitments and the government funding is very low. This really is not the product that 

the company would like to promote. 

Let us now define measures on each subset of factors semantically, based on the 

following interpretation. 

(a)w((j») = 0andw({Rl,R2,R3})= 1 

(b) Let us say risk and returns are criteria more important than resource and government 

funding. Then the measures of importance on the individual criteria are; 

w({Rl}) = 0.3 w({R2}) = 0.45 w({R3}) = 0.45 w({R4})=0.2 

(c) Since risk and returns are equally important and considered redundant by the 

company, the weights assigned to their union should be less than the sum of individual 

weights. 

w({R2, R3}) = 0.5 is less than the sum w({R2}) + w({R3}) 

(c) Since a high resource commitment can be balanced by a high level of government 

funding, the weights assigned to their union should be greater than the sum of their 

individual weights. 

w({Rl, R4}) = 0.7 is greater than the sum w({Rl}) + w({R4}) 

(d) Since a high level of govenmient funding covers a high risk, the importance of the 

two factors together is also high. 

w({R2, R4}) = 0.7 is greater than the sum w({R2}) + w({R4}) 

(e) When considering the three criteria, resource, risk and return we have already stated 

that risk and return are redimdant. However when risk and return are considered with 
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resource commitment, the company is interested in choosing products that perform well 

on the two pairs of criteria taken together, i.e., we have superadditivity among the two 

subsets {R1,R2} and {R1,R3}. 

i.e. w({Rl,R3}) > w({Rl} + w({R3}) and w({Rl,R2}) > w({Rl}) + w({R2}) 

We define w({Rl,R2}) = 0.9 and w({Rl,R3}) = 0.9 

(f) Other measures on subsets of factors is defined semantically as follows : 

w({R3,R4}) = 0.5 No significant effect on the interaction between these factors 

w({RI,R2,R3}) = 0.9 

w({Rl,R2,R4}) = 0.9 

w({Rl,R3,R4}) = 0.9 

w({R2,R3,R4}) = 0.9 

Consider the evaluation of the Choquet integral for product idea PI. The first step is to 

order the partial evaluations on each attribute in ascending order. This results in 

0<R4 = 0 .3<R1 = 0.5<R3 = 0.8<R2 = 0 .9< 1 

A1 =(R4, R1 ,R3,R2) 

A2 = (Rl, R3, R2) 

A3 = (R3, R2) 

A4 = (R2) 

The Choquet integral is computed as: 

0.3 X 1 + 0.2 X 0.9 + 0.3 X 0.5 + 0.1 X 0.45 = 0.675 (Ref: Row for P1 in Table 4.1) 
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The evaluations for each new product idea in the table computed using the fuzzy 

measures result in a recommendation of product idea P4 which has low risk and high 

returns and high resource commitment counterbalanced by high government funding. 

However a close contestant is product idea P3, which is balanced with respect to the three 

important criteria and has a nominal level of Government funding. This illustrative 

example portrays the expressive power of the fuzzy measure theoretical model over 

ordinary scoring models. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXTENDING THE THEORETICAL MODEL: EXECUTIVE DECISION MAKING, 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND BUSINESS STRATEGIES 

In this chapter the fuzzy measure theoretical model developed in the preceding parts is 

extended to the executive decision-making context. A method of eliciting and fusing data 

from multiple experts and arriving at a consensus is proposed. The notion of constrained 

fuzzy integrals is introduced, followed by an illustration of how it can be used for 

resource allocation in the presence of project interactions. A framework for integrating 

screening, resource allocation and business strategies by merging fiizzy rule-based expert 

systems and multiple attribute optimization models is proposed. Illustrations are provided 

of how the ratings by experts on each lower level decision attribute and fuzzy integrals 

computed over higher-level decision attributes are used to derive business strategies. 

5.1 FROM A THEORETICAL MODEL TO AN EXECUTIVE DECISION MODEL 

New product decision making at stage gates involves a group of decision-makers who are 

normally company executives or experts, referred to here as agents, who assign ratings on 

decision attributes. Translating from a theoretical model to an executive decision model 

requires methods (1) to elicit information from agents in the form of linguistic variables; 

and (2) to fuse data from multiple agents. 
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5.1.1 Eliciting and Fusing Data from Multiple Agents 

Linguistic scales consisting of a range of linguistic variables are represented by fuzzy 

numbers within the interval [0,1]. A generalized approach is to evaluate every attribute 

on a linguistic scale that ranges between 'extremely low* and 'extremely high' and defme 

the attributes and phrase questions such that responses elicited corresponds semantically 

to the scale. 

Information corresponding to aspiration levels of each decision attribute is elicited fi'om 

the agents. The corresponding fuzzy numbers are combined using the crisp or fuzzy 

weighted technique outlined in Bardossi et al. [1993]. Weights may be equal or represent 

confidence levels of each agent on each attribute. If a weight is zero that signifies that the 

agent is not confident of rating a particular attribute about which she has no information 

and/or has no expertise. Imprecise weights are represented by fuzzy numbers. The 

combined fuzzy number is defuzzified using the centroid approach. This crisp value is 

used as an input to the Choquet integral computation to estimate the value of a new 

product proposal. It may be noted that defuzzifying and computing a crisp valued integral 

is computationally more efficient than computing a fuzzy valued integral and then 

defuzzifying. Further, the sequential propagation of fuzziness and resulting inaccuracy 

can be reduced in this method. The results however could be different in the two cases. 

Considering the fact that very little research work in deriving practical results for fuzzy 

valued fiizzy integrals using fuzzy valued measures has been reported, and the need for 

simplicity, the option of defuzzifying fuzzy valued inputs from multiple agents is 

employed. 
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5.1.2 Arriving at a Consensus: A Closer Look at the Stage Gate 

Impasse ? Consensus? 

Rank 
Order 

Proposals 

Compare 
Individual & 

Group 
Rankings 

Use other Conflict 
Resolution Methods 

Elicit New 
Set of 

Ratings 
from 

Experts 

BuUd Model 
Select Experts 
Get Proposals 
Collect 
Information 

Figure 5.1 A Closer Look at the Stage Gate Mechanism 

The use of Delphi techniques to obtain a very reliable consensus from a group of agents 

is supported in management literature and practice. New product screening consists of a 

series of steps comprising elicitation of a set of fuzzy ratings on factors, fusing these 

values, ranking the proposals and displaying the group ranking, observing the deviation 

of individual rankings from group rankings measured in terms of rank order correlation 

coefficient, and facilitating controlled feedback to initiate another sequence of 

evaluations in the absence of consensus. The presence of a supervising executive enstires 
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that deadlocks are resolved and the cycle is terminated appropriately. This procedure 

results in facilitating independent thought and gradual formulation of consensus. Also by 

basing the system on the web, different place-different time (asynchronous) decision 

making is facilitated. By incorporating the analysis and display of weak points of each 

proposal in comparison with others and integrating business strategies with the help of 

rule bases (the subject of the next chapter), a very powerful decision support 

environment is provided to the new product decision-maker. The design of the decision 

aid incorporates these features. 

5.2 THE RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

The most profound expression of a company's strategy, regarding new product 

development is the allocation of funds. Skimpy fund allocation essentially implies minor 

strategic importance and a high allocation implies higher priority. It is argued that the 

primary basis for allocating funds to new product ideas at the front-end should be based 

on the value of a portfolio of products as determined during the screening stage. Return 

on investment, resource requirements and risk are the essential factors that contribute to 

the value of a portfolio of new product proposals. These factors should form the basis of 

prioritizing the allocation of funds. A strategically oriented approach to flmds allocation 

considers a portfolio of products in terms of their interactions, which in the context of 

global telecommunication markets is very important, as discussed earlier. 
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5.2.1 Fuzzy Resource Allocation 

Most of the traditional mathematical models for project selection make use of net present 

value (NPV) of futiu-e profits attributable to projects as the basis for resource allocation. 

A common assumption of such models is that the total PV of a group or portfolio of 

projects can be obtained by summing the NPVs of projects in the portfolio, thus resulting 

in an additive model. However several forms of benefit interaction exist among projects, 

and these are handled in an ad hoc manner in most solutions This is mainly due to the 

lack of a modeling framework within which different types of interactions, as discussed 

in Section 1.6, can be identified and related to project and portfolio benefits. I show how 

fuzzy measures can model such interactions and how an optimization model that uses a 

Choquet integral as its objective function may result in more balanced fund allocation 

among projects. During the different stages of the front-end, flmds are earmarked for 

exploratory work. At this point the priority of a new product proposal as computed by the 

fuzzy integral determines the amoimt of funds to be allocated to a portfolio of new 

product proposals. Information available at this stage is still fuzzy and this fuzziness is 

incorporated into the optimization model. A linear program within the specified bounds 

of the variables to be estimated can approximate a fuzzy mathematical programming 

formulation, with the Choquet integral as the objective function. At the last stage of front-

end decision making when the fuzziness is reduced considerably, model approximations 

are to be carefully orchestrated. 
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5.2.2 Constrained Fuzzy Integrak 

Definition 5.1. Let E be the subset of new products selected for further development, 

(E, 2^, |i') a discrete fuzzy measure space and e € E a new product idea for which 

resource x (e) is to be allocated. The fuzzy measure |i' captures value interactions 

between any subset of new product proposals and in the singleton case is equal to the 

aggregate value computed during the screening process. 

The Choquet integral computes a distorted average taking into account interaction effects 

among the members of the set. Thus our optimization model maximizes the aggregated 

value of the allocation, defmed as a constrained Choquet integral: 

Max UE =/E x(e) 5.1 

s.t. 

A X(e) <= B, a set of general constraints 

HE| 
Z X (e  ( i ) )  <= F ,  the  to ta l  funding avai lable  
im\ 

X ( e ) » 6, fiizzy estimate of the outlay 

Where X(e) is the vector of the unknown variable x(e). 

The computation of the Choquet integral from (5.1) is performed as in Definition 3.2, 

with the x (e )s ordered as per the priority assignment to new products e in E, determined 

by the aggregate values computed during the screening phase. This model is superior to a 
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simple weighted-average objective function, since the resource allocation is based on 

maximizing the perceived value of the total resources allocated to portfolios of new 

product proposals. However the problem in solving this mathematical program is that the 

structure of the objective function represented by the Choquet integral represents a non-

linearity in the form of an ordering operation on the allocation elements x(e). Two 

solutions to approximate this fuzzy mathematical program are proposed, both of which 

are quite satisfactory solutions in the highly unstructured decision-making context of the 

fuzzy front-end. 

Solution 1: Allocation based on Priorities 

Max UE = JE x(e) dn'(e) 5.2 

s.t. 

A X(e) <= B , a set of general constraints 

HEI 
Z X (  e  ( i ) )  <=  F ,  the  tota l  funding  avai lable  

X (ei) > 0 

This is a simplified form of Model 5.1. Consider a method of solving it. In this case the 

allocation is based on the priorities as determined by the perceived value of a new 

product proposal. 
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The x(e)s are first ordered based on the perceived value of each new product proposal as 

computed by the integrals over the highest level attributes. This results in a linear form of 

the objective function, which can be solved using an LP solver. 

Solution 2: Allocation based on defiizzified estimates 

Max UE = /E *(e) d|i'(e) 5.3 

s.t. 

AX(e)<=B 

i=|E| 

I x ( e , i , )  <=F 

X ( e ) 8 R  

Let us look at an approximation of Model 5.1 and discuss how to solve it. Defuzzify the 

fuzzy estimates and order the x (e ) s according to the crisp values computed. Define a 

restriction R = [ 1,, u i ] that corresponds to the upper and lower limits of the fuzzy 

estimates. Convert the objective function to the linear form represented by the Choquet 

integral formulation in 1.2, and solve the LP. 

The solution does not guarantee the same ordering as the original assumption, as the 

allocations are constrained to lie only within the restriction and not equal to the crisp 

value computed. An iterative process is suggested that takes the solution of any iteration 

as an approximation for purposes of ordering the allocations and computing a new set of 
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solutions. The deviation between the two sets of solutions is computed and the iteration 

terminates when it is within a threshold. 

A question that has still not been answered is the method of computing the measures over 

I)ortfolios of new product ideas to capture the utility interactions due to non-

independence of preferences. Two solutions are proposed to solve the problem of 

defining measures that capture the interactive effects. 

1. Using k-additive Measures: Consider the 2 - additive case. The interaction of two or 

more new product proposals is expressed in terms of the increase or decrease in perceived 

value due to their pair-wise interaction. For any two proposals ei and ej the measures 

^'(ei) and ^'(ej) on the singletons is equal to the values computed during screening. The 

measure, 

^ ' (e jUej)  =  n ' (e i )  +  ̂ ' (e j )  +  a i j .^ ' (e i )n ' (e j )  

l^ij I S [0, 1] 

aij is -ve for substitutive interaction 

Bij is +ve for complementary interaction 

and ajj is 0 for absence of interaction. 

The value of ay is determined from a matrix of estimates of expert opinions on mteraction 

effects between new product proposals. The elements of this matrix are obtained by 

defuzzifying expert estimates on degrees of positive or negative interactions using a scale 

of [none, low, medium, high, fiill] modeled as fiizzy nimibers with greater than 25% 

overlap in their membership functions. 
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2. Using T-norm or T-conorm Based Measures of Interaction: This method closely 

corresponds to the method adopted for screening, where a parameterized t-norm 

(substitutive) or t-conorm (synergetic) is used to compute measures. The value of the 

parameter's' of the t-norm or t-conorm is derived from estimates of interaction from a 

fuzzy scale as proposed in the 2-additive case. 

53 A FUZZY RULE-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR INTEGRATING SCREENING WITH 
STRATEGY 

The screening process in the highly growth oriented and turbulent telecommunication 

industry needs to be rigorous. The use of a fuzzy rule base to function as the control 

system for the screening process is suggested. In this context, it is demonstrated how the 

multiple attribute decision model proposed earlier is merged with a fiizzy rule-based 

system, and how this also serves as the basis for integrating screening with strategy. 

5.3.1 Multiple-Attribute Decision Making With Fuzzy Rule Bases 

Three phases of screening controlled by a fuzzy rule base are proposed. 

Phase 1. Rules to verify whether or not important factors fulfill minimum threshold 

values and rules to filter out non-dominated alternatives. 

Phase 2. Rules to perform aggregations at lower and higher levels of the hierarchical 

model and synthesize the overall aggregated value of each new product proposal as 

outlined in Chapter 3. 
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Phase 3. Rules to match each selected proposal against conformance to fiizzy profiles 

representing functionally related inter-attribute preference information. 

In Phase 1 ratings on all screening factors are elicited from experts and expert opinions 

are combined. The aggregated ratings are compared with minimum aspiration levels 

desired for each screening factor of concern. For example, if aggregation of lower level 

factors that contribute to risk results in an estimated extremely high value of risk, which 

is considered far beyond levels that can be compensated by probable extremely high 

returns, then this new product proposal is shelved or rejected. Also each new product 

proposal is compared with all other proposals not already compared, for dominance of all 

attribute aspiration levels. The totally dominated proposals are shelved or eliminated 

from the screening process. 

Phase 2: Screening is performed using the fuzzy integral model with the 3 Rs as attributes 

and other high level attributes of interest. The Delphi approach is used to arrive at a 

consensus if that is possible, else the process is terminated after a specified number of 

rounds. 

Phase 3: The inter-attribute preferential information built into the fuzzy rule base by the 

model builder in consultation with decision-makers and conforming to the policy of the 

company is applied. Thus for example, the following profiles determined by the 

analyst/decision-maker are admissible for a company. Note that in the actual system the 

semantic meaning assigned to the attribute 'Risk*, suggests that a high aspiration level 

results in low value of risk and conversely. This table does not use that semantics for 

purposes of clarity but represents a fuzzy rule base against which each new product 
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proposal that cleared the second phase is checked for conformance. Thus whenever it is 

difficult for the model builder to clearly articulate interaction effects of subsets of 

attributes (which in any case is idealistic), aggregation using the measure theoretical 

approach should be used only for capturing decision-maker attitude as outlined in 

Chapter 4. The method proposed here mitigates the problem of capturing non-constant 

(functional) inter-attribute preferences and clearly demonstrates the advantages of using 

fuzzy rule bases for new product screening. 

Phase 2 Risk Returns Resource Consequent 

OK High High Not Extremely High Phase 3 OK 

OK High Medium Low Phase 3 OK 

OK Medium High or 

Medium 

Medium Phase 3 OK 

OK High or 

Extremely 

High 

Low High Phase 3 NOT OK 

Table 5.1 Sample Rule Base for Non-Linear Inter-Attribute Preference Information 

53.2 Integrating Screening and Strategies 

Screening and business strategy formulation should go together. The ratings on decision 

factors are powerful indicators of business strategies, both long term and short term. 
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Phase 4 rules therefore make use of information available from previous phases to 

suggest business strategies. Aggregation of information, as is well known, results in loss 

of information. The rules corresponding to new product strategies are identified in 

subspaces of the multidimensional attribute space, and product proposals are mapped to 

these strategy subspaces based on their ratings and partial aggregates. The need for fuzzy 

rule bases in this context need not be over emphasized, since crisp rules will not capture 

the continuum represented by the fuzzy intervals corresponding to the ratings and partial 

aggregates. This is yet another advantage of using fuzzy rules in the new product 

screening context. 

5 J.3 A Fuzzy Multi-attribute Expert System for Business Strategies in Emerging 
Global Telecommunicatioii markets. 

Intelligent systems help encapsulate expert knowledge of business strategies acquired 

firom years of experience in new product development activities. Forging links between 

evaluation of new product success factors and these business strategies is attempted under 

the framework of a fuzzy rule-based expert system. There are three types of strategies 

that could be incorporated: generic strategies, custom built or learned strategies and 

country specific strategies. Generic strategies correspond to a standard set of text book 

strategies that are applied in any similar international market venture. These strategies do 

not vary much with time and hence constitute the static part of the knowledge base. The 

custom built/ learned strategies essentially come from the corporate repository. These 

correspond to strategic goals of the organization and rules that have been learned or 

added over time to the dynamic part of the knowledge base. The country specific 
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strategies are derived from known facts about a certain country and the environment and 

information gathered from on-line databases like the country commercial guides available 

from the US Department of Commerce such as STAT USA. The rule base incorporates 

strategies for different aspects of the business such as entry, marketing, pricing, and joint 

venture. Resource allocation is not purely a problem that involves quantitative variables. 

Allocation of a resource like manpower based on the measures derived from the 

computations and the aggregated factor evaluations is best captured using fuzzy rules. 

Thus an evaluation of the expected market size as high, may call for a higher resource 

allocation for advertising and marketing. Traditional expert systems, in which only rules 

that permit discrete levels of values for attributes are permitted, are limited in the way 

they handle imprecision in the evaluations. Fuzzy rule-based systems are powerful in this 

context, by allowing for variations such as high, low, very low etc. thus permitting 

approximate reasoning, a process that is quite close to that of human reasoning. 

5 J.4 Fuzzy Rule Bases for Strategies in Global Telecommunication Markets 

Strategies are formulated based on a fuzzy hypercube, each dimension of which defines a 

membership function in the continuum [0,1]. At each stage gate relevant factors are 

evaluated according to the screening and evaluation algorithm described earlier. This 

evaluation results in positioning a new product proposal in a sub-cube, which due to the 

nature of fuzzy computing does not have clearly demarcated boundaries, and this 

conforms more to the way top managers think. Strategies for each position are clearly 

spelled out at the outset and built into the fuzzy rule-base. The system analyzes the new 
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product's position in a particular environment, in this case the selected country, against 

projected competition and derives strategies to strengthen weak areas. Only illustrations 

of fuzzy rules that may be used to suggest overall business strategies are provided in 

Appendix A. In actual cases these rule bases have to be built in consultation with an 

expert. The rules shown are mostly obtained from relevant literature, and correspond to 

the class of generic strategies. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BUILDING A DECISION AID 

6.1 TELESTRAT: AN INTELLIGENT DECISION AID FOR NEW PRODUCT 
INTRODUCTION 

The need for designing intelligent decision aids to help management take effective new 

product development and launch decisions is motivated by the numerous deficiencies in 

existing new product decision models surveyed earlier. Quantitative or economic models 

are deficient in the way they handle the subjectivity of decision making, while the 

empirical ones [Cooper 1993] are constrained by the need to gather field data for diverse 

business types. Expert systems that have been proposed are limited by the difficulty 

involved in synthesizing a rule set to represent the entire decision space involving several 

dimensions, each dimension represented by a decision factor, and deficiency in handling 

uncertainties. The building of TELESTRAT is an attempt to build a system that combines 

heuristics, powerful optimization algorithms and learning techniques. TELESTRAT is 

founded on the theory of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables to capture the human 

subjectivity in decision making, the theory of fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals to 

incorporate himian subjectivity in the optimizatica algorithm, and the use of fuzzy rules 

to tailor the system to specific business situations 
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6.1.1 Improvements to TELECOM - An Expert System for New Product Decision 
Making 

TELECOMM was developed and validated for screening new product ideas in the 

telecommunication sector [Ram & Ram 1996]. It is a knowledge-based system built from 

rules garnered from experts and implemented in a rule base. It provides managers with a 

comprehensive checklist of attributes that they need to evaluate in making a decision. 

This ensures that they do not overlook any factor(s) that they might have and force them 

to explicitly consider the interrelationship of the factors. TELECOMM was evaluated and 

rated by experts and found to have the required parameters and parameter accuracy, 

consistent and accurate reasoning mechanism and user friendliness. 

TELECOMM has several deficiencies. The rules in TELECOM are crisp, thus obviating 

the use of linguistic terms in expressing rules. TELECOMM is deficient in the calculus 

used to handle uncertainty. Fuzzy concepts such as high market penetration, low returns, 

and high risk need to be handled in a mathematically robust manner. An additive 

aggregation algorithm is used in TELECOMM to overcome the limitation of building a 

rule set to cover the entire decision space. The system cannot be tailored to acconmiodate 

other decision factors that may be relevant in a business context, since the base set of 

decision factors are fixed. The use of graphical user input devices and interfaces in an 

executive decision context are highly desirable. A web enabled distributed decision 

environment that permits asynchronous decision-making, and also facilitates on-line 

access to economic and financial databases would add the cutting edge. Business 

strategies are an inherent outcome of a new product decision process. The wealth of 

information already entered into the system by experts should be harnessed to drive a rule 

base that comes up with business strategies. This dissertation is motivated by the need to 

overcome these deficiencies of TELECOMM. 

A pilot model of a fuzzy front-end decision support system coded in Visual C-H-, was 

built on a Windows NT platform [Liginlal et al. 1997]. The main objectives in building 
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the pilot system were to test software modules for processing linguistic terms, to 

investigate a method to combine ratings from multiple experts, and to observe the results 

of implementing an OWA aggregation operator [Yager, et al., 1997]. Fuzzy knowledge 

modeling consists of systematically selecting different parameters (e.g. linguistic 

variables) of interest, ranging firom the ones that have low resolution to those with high 

resolution. Each such linguistic variable with its range of values and hedges or modifiers 

is defined. The design of the human interface is crucial and is carried out with adequate 

insight into cognitive theory and modeling. The pilot is compared with TELECOMM, the 

expert system built to screen telecommunication products [Ram & Ram 1996] through 

test samples and results as shown in Table 6.1. 

The fuzzy screening algorithm employs a multilevel procedure [Yager 1993]. The 

evaluators are asked to enter a rating for each sub-factor and factor considered at a 

particular stage for a particular project. The range of values are taken from a set S of 

possible values, where S = {Sl:Extremely High, S2:Very High, S3: High, S4: Medium, 

S5:Low, S6: Very low, S7:None}. The interpretation for each of these values ranges 

uniformly fi-om 'Extremely Favorable' to "Not Favorable' and queries for evaluating each 

factor are framed in such a way as to have this semantic interpretation. The evaluation 

consists of three stages. 

In stage 1, lowest level of the sub-factors are considered. Each group of sub-factors are 

combined using Choquet integrals on additive weights (OWA operators) to realize a 

fuzzy evaluation for the corresponding factor or sub-factor at the next higher level. This 

is repeated until the scores for the highest level factors have been computed. The number 

of levels depends on the mitial definition of factors and related sub-factors as set up 

during system configuration time. During the exploratory phase detailed estimates of sub-

factors may not be available, in which case the factor score are assigned directly by the 

experts. 
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In stage II the weighted factor scores are aggregated using a fuzzy And-ing operation 

which is a measure of the degree to which an alternative satisfies the proposition: 'All 

important criteria are satisfied.' The net score is given by Min j{ Neg (Ij) v Pj}, where 

j stands for the jth factor ranging firom 1 to n factors, Pj stands for the factor scores 

computed or entered and Ij stands for the importance of the jth score. 

In stage III, which is the last step in the fuzzy screening process, elimination of the 

multiple expert dimension is attempted, in order to select a compromise alternative. This 

may be accomplished using fuzzy aggregation techniques for combining expert 

knowledge. The aggregation function Qk = S b(k) is selected for the aggregation process. 

where b(k) = Int [1 + k • (q-1) / r ] 

Qk = evaluation needed for an alternative to be considered 

acceptable by k experts 

S b(k)= linguistic evaluation from the base set S. 

k = number of experts considered for the definition of the 

compromise action 

r = total number of experts 

q = cardinality of set S, in this case 7. 

Int: Round to the nearest integer 

Having selected Qk, the ordered weighted averaging operator which is a special case of 

the Choquet integral, is used to aggregate the expert opinions. Thus a final evaluation of 

the project is Ey = Maxj {Q 0) }» j = 1 to r, where Bj is the highest score among 

the expert's unit scores for the project. 

Table 6.1 shows the comparative results of running test samples with the pilot model and 

the TELECOMM system. Five high level factors are used for rating each new product 

idea. These are: corporate factor, competition factor, customer factor, market factor and 

product factor. The data for the evaluation of three teleconmiunication products using 

these decision factors, were fuzzifred by breaking up the range into intervals and then 
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converting the ratings and the weights to a seven point scale of linguistic terms ranging 

from "None' to 'Extremely High' as outlined in the previous section. The result of the 

aggregation process using TELECOMM and the pilot model is shown in Table 6.1 

Compcti Corporate Customer Maritet Product TELE Proto 
tion COMM type 

Weights 15 20 15 15 10 
High Ex. High High High Mediu 

m 
Cordless 12 18 11 10 

in 
10 61/75 

phone High V. High High High V.High Excellent High 
Pushbutton 10 !7 3 3 6 39/75 
phone High V. High Low Low Medium (Poor) Low 
Picture 4 2 2 2 2 14/75 
phone Low V. Low V. Low Low Low (V. Poor) V. 

Low 

Table 6.1 Comparative Results of TELECOMM and the Prototype 

The table compares numerical scores used in TELECOMM for rating three types of 

telecommunication products and scores taking values from a set of linguistic variables 

used in the pilot model. The weighted scores on each factor and the aggregated scores out 

of a total possible score of 75 are shown. The system recommendations are also depicted 

in parentheses. The fiizzified values used as input to the pilot model are shown for each 

factor. The resulting recommendations indicate a good level of consistency between the 

two systems. As mentioned earlier, the objectives of building the prototype were to 

evaluate software modules to incorporate the use of linguistic terms, fusion of data from 

multiple experts and evaluation of the human interface. The experience gained from 

creating the pilot version will be used in building a more improved prototype as a next 

step to building the final system. The next part of this dissertation outlines the attempts 

made in this regard. The discussion is limited to the implementation of the fuzzy measure 

theoretical decision model. The design and validation of the rule base requires a research 
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initiative as complex as a separate dissertation work and is proposed under future 

research. 

6.1.2 Fuzzy Systems Development Methodology for Building TELESTRAT 

Fuzzy Database 
Development 

Fuzzy Systems 
Analysis 

Fuzzy Rule Base 
Building 

Technology 
Management 

Fuzzy Decision 
Model Building 

Business Process 
Analysis for 
Innovation 

Front_End 
Decision Process 

Analysis 

Project 
Management 

Figure 6.1 Su-uctural Components of TELESTRAT Systems Development 

The building of TELESTRAT is a complex task involving considerable risk due to lack 

of previous experience in building similar complex fuzzy systems, non-availability of 

trained decision theorists, knowledge engineers and business analysts, and rapport among 

them. The project management task is thus difficult. The task of business process analysis 

for new product development involves an examination of how information is synthesized 

and how information flows during new product development. The setting up and 

management of the database provides the crucial link between organizational data and the 

decision model. Knowledge management involves identifying experts, gathering 
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Stage Gate Process Model 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical 
Model 

Prototype 

Fuzzy Decision Model Building 
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Requirements Gathering 

Fuzzy Supervisory Fuzzy MultiAgent 
Knowledge Base System MultiCriteria 

Design Design System Design 

• • • 
Knowledge Base Evaluation & Evaluation & 

Verification Usabilitv Studies Usabilitv Studies 

Integration & 
Implementation 

TELESTRAT 

Refine Model 

System Validation 

Ex Post Usability 
Studies & Validation 

Figure 6.2 TELESTRAT System Development Methodology 
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knowledge from them in the form of if-then rules and representing this knowledge using 

fiizzy logic. A thorough investigation of the front-end decision process is a precursor to 

requirements gathering for building TELESTRAT. The system requirements play a key 

role in building the fuzzy decision model. Building the decision model based on the 

information gathered concludes the preliminary stage. The next stage involves a cycle 

comprised of building a proof-of-concept prototype, evaluation and usability studies, and 

refinement of the model. Once the prototype has been evaluated and design requirements 

confirmed, the individual systems are built and verification/usability studies performed. 

The subsystems are integrated and the integrated system is validated (ex ante). The 

deployment phase commences and is accompanied by field tests in an organizational 

environment. A new cycle of refinements to the model and the system commences, 

resulting in an improved version of TELESTRAT. 

In this dissertation the focus is on building the fuzzy multi agent multi criteria decision 

model and the corresponding subsystem. Results of the evaluation of the system through 

tactical simulation and through usability studies and also a comprehensive plan for 

conducting more extensive usability studies and system validation are presented. 

6.1 J The Proposed Architecture of TELESTRAT 

TELESTRAT in its final form is intended to be a truly distributed intelligent decision 

support system deployed on the web. Any authorized user of the system could log on 
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Figure 6.3 The Proposed Architecture of TELESTRAT 

through the web and enter information or participate in decision-making. The client-

server model would enable truly 'asynchronous' decision making with the spatial and 
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temporal dimensions managed by the session manager. Each decision-maidng session is 

comprised of the following tasks. The first task is to build the decision model by defining 

attributes, measures, and linguistic variables. This is the responsibility of the analyst or 

decision-maker. TELESTRAT simplifies this by making available templates for both 

selecting and modifying scales and measures. A cycle of decision-making involves rating 

of all the attributes by concerned experts and the fusion of the data fi'om multiple experts. 

A team leader is responsible for initiating and concluding a session. Multiple versions of 

a session are created, conesponding to the Delphi mode of decision-making. Results of 

rating and combination of the data are displayed for each expert or decision-maker, with 

quantitative comparisons between the individual ratings and the group rating. The 

commencement of a new cycle allows the experts to revise their ratings. The client 

applets connect to the server through a TCP/IP socket interface. Session objects are 

passed from the server to the client after log on and are updated synchronously in the 

server. Multiple sessions can be in progress subject to traffic density and server response 

characteristics. 

6.2 TELESTRAT: PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION 

The pilot model was built mainly as a quick and dirty prototype incorporating most of the 

essential functionality of the decision module of TELESTRAT. A cognitive walkthrough 

using hypothetical test cases was performed to identify deficiencies in the user interface 

and to test software modules for incorporating fuzziness. The objective was to gain 
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experience in building fuzzy systems as a prelude to building a system \vith a highly 

enhanced human computer interface, client-server architecture for web deployment, and 

use of linguistic variables modeled as fuzzy numbers. 

6.2.1 A Conceptual Model for Building the Prototype of the Decision Module 

A framework for building a fuzzy multiple agent multiple criteria decision support 

system was proposed in Section 2.5.2. The translation of the Agent-Altemative-Model-

Session firework to a conceptual model, showing dependencies and contained-in 

relationships is exhibited in Figure 6.4. This implementation model helps identify all the 

objects and their dependencies. The session contains a model, a set of agents, and a set of 

alternatives representing new product ideas. The model consists of measures, scales of 

fuzzy numbers, and a set of decision attributes. Each decision attribute has an associated 

measure that represents its relative weight, decision-maker attitude (degrees of 

pessimistic or optimistic evaluation), and interactions with other attributes. The rank 

ordering of the product ideas is dependent on the method employed for ranking and the 

evaluations of alternatives by agents. An agent is either an expert who assigns rating or 

an analyst who builds the model. An agent who is both an analyst and an expert is termed 

a decision-maker. The client object vsrithin the session is responsible for communicating 

the status of the session to the central server, retrieving session data at log on and 

updating a session corresponding to new or updated evaluations of new product ideas. 

The next section outlines the details of all modules. 
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Figure 6.4 A Conceptual Model for Building the Prototype of TELESTRAT 
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6.2.2 Prototype functions and Software Modules description 
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Figure 6.5 Class Model of TELESTRAT 
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Object oriented analysis for building the prototype consists of three phases. In phase one 

a class model is built. Building a dynamic model that captures state transitions and 

building a flmctional model that investigates how TELESTRAT performs its actions and 

the associated data stores and objects, follow. The functional model does not capture the 

sequence of operations, rather it only is an embodiment of the functional dependencies 

within TELESTRAT. 

Session Files 

Server 

Client Session Object 

Legend 

Object/Store 
User 

Load/update 

Rate Ideas Update/Create 
Sess on 

Configure 

Communicate 

j Action 

I I External entity 

Figure 6.6 Functional Model of TELESTRAT 
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6.2.2.1 Class Documentation 

Each class is documented with its member fields and methods described in Appendix B. 

The set of classes consists of utility classes for decision making, session management and 

communication, and applets for the user interface as described in earlier sections. 

6.2.3 The Design of an Effective Human Computer Interface 

A good human computer interface design for TELESTRAT has a very crucial role to play 

in its usability, and Hnal acceptance by potential users. TELESTRAT's usability is ideally 

measured in terms of: (1) its effectiveness in completing the tasks and the quality of 

output, (2) its efficiency in terms of time to complete the decision task and cognitive 

effort required, and (3) user satisfaction in terms of how comfortable the users feel while 

using the system and acceptability of the product as a means to enhance the quality of 

new product decision making. Several measures related to productivity, process, 

perception and product are defined and investigated. Considering that the user population 

is a set of top level executives, two important aspects of the human computer interface 

are focused upon here: perceived ease-of-use and ease-of-leaming. These aspects are 

investigated by developing a usability framework. The results of a usability test based on 

the cognitive walkthrough method (Nielsen and Mark,1994) are outlined. 
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6.2.3.1 A Usability Evaluation Framework for the Human Computer Interface 

TELESTRAT is meant for use by new product decision-makers in a typical business 

environment that involves introduction of new products. The types of activities include: 

(1) developing and characterizing new product ideas, (2) representing the decision model 

in the system and proflling the new product ideas in terms of decision attributes, 

Participant 
Managers 

or 
Analysts 

Activity 
Product Idea Generation 

Model Building & 
Idea Screening 

Context 
-Organizational 
-New Product 
Development 

(Great Uncertainty) 

Figure 6.7 The Human Performance Model (Bailey's) for TELESTRAT 
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(3) specifying a screening policy (degrees of pessimism or optimism), (4) assessment of 

the new product ideas with respect to the profiled attributes, and (5) tuning the individual 

perspective to conform to the group perspective, if consensus can be reached. The 

decision making context is characterized by a high degree of uncertainty, hence the 

system should permit the use of linguistic terms to characterize both the attribute profile 

and the assessment. 

Profiling of Ideas 
in terms of 
Attributes 

Visualization of 
New Product 

Ideas 

Tuning Individual 
perspective with 

Group Perspective 

Specifying 
Screening Policies 

(Degree of 
Optimism) 

Assessment of 
Ideas in terms of 
Attribute Profile 

Figure 6.8 Task Model for Usability Evaluation of TELESTRAT 
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Figure 6.9 User-Object Interaction Relationship Diagram for Main Menu 
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6.2.3.2 Description of the Human Computer Interface 

The user-object relationship diagram shown in Fig. 6.9 depicts the menu hierarchy and 

menu operations. The user can initiate the decision aid from a Java compliant web 

browser. A new window opens with the main menu displayed. The functions made 

possible from the main menu correspond to those of a user who views details of the 

session and assigns ratings on product ideas. The user with analyst privileges, also 

referred to as a decision-maker, has access to a session configuration sub-menu. This 

menu and the corresponding objects are shown in Figure 6.10. The session configuration 

menu permits setting up new agents and their profiles, new ideas and profiles, and the 

model consisting of hierarchical attributes, measures representing evaluation policy 

(grade of pessimism or optimism), fuzzy scales consisting of linguistic variables 

represented by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and interactions among attributes, The user 

who is just an expert performing the task of reviewing new product ideas has access to 

the modules that help in viewing a session, rating ideas, viewing results or logging on as 

a different user. 

The user-object relationship diagrams help capture the tasks involved in using 

TELESTRAT and identify the sequence of tasks required for devising a usability 

evaluation plan. 
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Figure 6.10 User-Object Interaction Relationship Diagram for Session Configuration 
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6^3^.1 Main Menu 
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Statusi List of session loaded Who | Decision Maker lal has all prevtleges 

Prompt I Piess trie Login Bution to view sessions 

Figure 6.11 Main Menu as Displayed on the Browser 

The main menu shows all the available selections for the decision making task for a 

normal user logging in on the World Wide Web. A user can view all details of a session, 

assign ratings to new product ideas and view the comparative results of individual views 

with group views. 
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6.23.2.2 Login Screen 
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StatusI of session loaded Who 1 Decision Maker lal has all prevtleges 

Prompt 1 Please enter your name and password and select a session 

Figure 6.12 Login Screen as Displayed on the Browser 

The login screen allows a user to select from a list of sessions, enter the user name and 

password and press OK to login. The client communicates with the server on a host 

machine, authenticates the user and allows viewing the session, and other operations. 
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6.23.2 J View Session 
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Figure 6.13 View Session Screen as Displayed on Browser 

This screen allows the user to view all details of a session and to select a new product 

idea for rating. The model for the session, consisting of decision attributes and decision

maker attitude, is also displayed. 
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6.23.2.4 Rate Ideas Screen 
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Figure 6.14 Rate Ideas Screen as Displayed on Browser 

The user can rate each attribute of the selected new product idea. By double clicking on 

the list of attributes the user can select an attribute and choose from the different rating 

options. Finally the user is given an option to update all changes to the server. 
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6.2 J^.5 View Results 
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Figure 6.15 Display Results as Viewed on the Browser 

This screen provides the current ranking of new product ideas as given by the current 

user and the comparative ranking by the group. A graphical display of the evaluation of 

each new product idea on each attribute, comparing the individual evaluation and the 

group evaluation, is also provided. 
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6.2 J.2.6 Configuring the New Product Decision Support System 
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Figure 6.16 Session Configuration Welcome Screen as Seen on Browser 

The session configuration screen is accessible to the analyst or user with decision-maker 

privileges. Either a new session can be created or an existing session can be modified to 

add new users or new product ideas. 
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6.2 J.2.7 Viewing the session 
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Figure 6.17 View Session Screen While Configuring a Session 

This screen allows a view of the session being modified or set up. When all changes are 

made a button and a prompt appears, asking the analyst to update the server with the 

newly added session or modified session. 
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6.2.3.2.8 Setting up new product ideas 
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Fig 6.18 Set Ideas Screen as Seen on Browser 

A new product idea can be created or existing one can be modified. A new evaluation 

object is set up for the alternative based on the model. So this screen normally must be set 

up after the model is set up. 
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6.23.2.9 Setting up Users 
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Figure 6.19 Set Users Screen as Viewed on Browser 

New users can be added to the session. The user name, password and privileges can be 

set up and updated in the server. 
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6.2.3.2.10 Creating a model 
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Figure 6.20 Change Model Screen as Seen on Browser 

This screen allows the user to create a hierarchy of attributes and specify relative weights 

of importance on these attributes. A decision-maker screening policy ranging from 

extreme pessimism to extreme optimism can be specified. This screen should be set up 

after ensuring that all measures and scales are set up. 
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6.2.3.2.11 Setting up Scales and common measures 
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Figure 6.21 Set Scales and Measures Screen as Seen on Browser 

This screen allows a user to set up a new scale of linguistic variables modeled as 

trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, modify an existing scale, or delete an existing scale. A 

common measure can also be set up. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EVALUATING THE DECISION AID 

Decision aids should ideally be evaluated in terms of the benefits derived from their use 

in actual decision making situations. Several criteria to evaluate a fluzzy decision aid were 

presented in Section 2.5.1. In this chapter, an assessment of TELESTRAT in terms of 

these criteria is attempted. Also, the fuzzy measure-theoretical model that forms the core 

of TELESTRAT is evaluated in comparison with two other fuzzy multiple attribute 

decision models that could be deemed the closest competitors in the type of decision aids 

investigated herein. A methodology for comparative evaluation of fuzzy decision aids 

using a tactical simulation approach is outlined. The simulation plan, description of the 

simulation classes and methods, and results of the simulation are presented. A plan for 

usability evaluation and the results of a cognitive walkthrough of TELESTRAT in 

comparison with a similar prototype are also presented. 

7.1 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT OF THE FUZZY DECISION AID 

In Section 2.5.1 various evaluation factors for characterizing fuzzy multiple attribute 

decision aids were outlined. TELESTRAT is assessed in terms of these evaluation 

factors. Subsequently, the research questions to be addressed in performing a 

computational analysis of the fuzzy measure-theoretical decision model in comparison 

with two other fuzzy decision models and under structural variations of the underlying 
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models are presented. The two competing flizzy decision models, one the technique for 

order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) and the other a multiplicative 

method are outlined, and the simulation plan is discussed. 

7.1.1 Assessing TELESTRAT in Terms of Standard Evaluation Criteria 

Task Type: TELESTRAT is being used not only for identifying the most suitable 

alternative but also to rank order a set of altematives and to select a subset of these 

alternatives. It is necessary to look at interactions among the altematives while selecting 

the subset of altematives. Portfolio model and clustering model based decision aids are 

the closest competitors to TELESTRAT in this regard. Portfolio models have 

traditionally been purely quantitative models. Incorporating qualitative decision criteria 

makes these models quite complex. Clustering models look only at relative closeness and 

do not give an indication of the absolute worth of an alternative. TELESTRAPs 

theoretical model is more profound in this respect, as already shown. 

Task Dimensionality: The number of altematives and the number of attributes that can 

be handled by a decision aid are limiting factors in most decision aids. This restricts the 

number of altematives to about ten due to the exponential complexity of the decision 

algorithm. A fuzzy measure theoretical model is strictly not limited in the number of 

altematives that can be ranked. However, ideally the number of decision attributes should 

be kept to the minimum in any multi criteria decision model. By hierarchically defining 
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the model, the complexity can be reduced. TELESTRAT allows such a hierarchical 

modeling approach. 

Task Uniqueness: The use of TELESTRAT can be extended to various similar decision 

tasks that involve high degree of vagueness and interactions among the alternatives. For 

the purposes of this thesis only the application of the fuzzy measure theoretical approach 

to new product decision making is explored. 

Types of Uncertainties That Can Be Handled: Fuzzy measure theoretical models 

encompass a wide variety of measures and aggregation operators. Thus the classical 

scoring model and probability based models are strictly a subset of this model. The 

extended uncertainty calculus accounts for vagueness due to information deficiency as 

well as linguistic deficiency. A potentially powerful decision making paradigm for the 

fuzzy fi-ont-end of new product development is proffered. 

Degree of Involvement of Analyst: A multiple attribute decision aid is easy to set up. 

TELESTRAT has a configuration menu that helps the analyst set up the model consisting 

of decision attributes, set up scales and measures, add or remove users, and add or update 

new product ideas. The availability of standard templates for scales for rating each 

decision attribute, logical explanations, and graphical user interfaces make the analyst's 

task very easy. Defining a measure assessing a decision-maker's policy on screening 
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attributes (levels of optimism or pessimism) is also made easy through the use of a scroll 

bar that gives a visual effect. The level of the scrollbar is mapped to a parametric t-norm. 

Ability to Mix Crisp and Fuzzy Data: This capability is very important in the new 

product decision context, since some numerical estimates of decision attributes such as 

those using risk modeling tools may be available. The ability of the fuzzy decision aid to 

incorporate the output of other models is very important. Subject to the constraints 

specified in the definition of the problem-specific fuzzy measures, estimates of decision 

attributes made in the interval [0, 1] can be incorporated into the decision model. 

Properties of the Underlying Decision Calculus: A powerful decision calculus that is 

analytically robust and translates well to the decision making situation is a very important 

feature. The power of fuzzy measures has already been discussed. The properties of the 

fuzzy integral to subsume a variety of aggregation operators and their possession of 

mathematical properties such as idempotency, continuity, non-decreasing monotonicity, 

and stability under positive linear transformation are well documented. 

Usability: The usability of the human interface is a very important evaluation criterion 

for deployment in the new product decision-making situation. Some aspects of the 

usability of TELESTRAT have already been explored and further results are presented. 
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Possibility of Providing Decision-Makers with an Explanation of the Aid's Findings: 

A powerful visual aid for comparison of a product idea relative to another on all 

attributes and in comparison to the group evaluation is provided in TELESTRAT. This 

helps the decision-maker assess the relative strengths and weakness of each new product 

idea. 

Group and Distributed Decision Making Capabilities: TELESTRAT provides a truly 

asynchronous decision making facility. Thus any decision-maker can log on to the system 

through the web and assign ratings. Comparison of individual rating against group rating 

is also available on-line, which helps the decision-maker think more deeply about the 

new product ideas and identify any flawed ratings or revisions. 

Value Added Features: By designing TELESTRAT as a decision aid totally deployed 

on the web, on-line access to relevant information is facilitated. Thus when a decision

maker is assessing the suitability of a product launch in a particular country, on-line 

access to economic databases permit consideration of current economic trends that may 

serve as strong indicators of risk. On-line databases that provide assessment of markets in 

each product area may be accessed to get an indication of the returns from marketing a 

product in the country. When companies decide to investigate global investment 

opportunities, investigating teams are sent out to various countries. By providing web 

based access to TELESTRAT these investigators can access TELESTRAT and enter very 

crucial data that may serve as inputs to the decision-making tasks. 
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7.1.2 The Scope of Comparative Evaluation 

Three fiizzy decision models are compared for the purposes of this investigation. These 

are: the fuzzy measure theoretical model (FMT), the technique for order preference by 

similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), and the multiplicative model. The following 

discussion gives the rationale for the choice of these models for comparative evaluation. 

All three models can use subjective guesses in the form of linguistic variables modeled as 

fuzzy numbers. The outputs of all three models are a ranking order of new product ideas 

for comparison purposes. The fuzzy measure theoretical model output is not a 

dimensionless output, it gives a score that may be used for resource allocation, as is 

illustrated with examples. All three models are well defined mathematically. The 

multiplicative model is introduced for comparisons of rank order consistency under 

changing dimensions of the model. The models are further described in the next section. 

The following research questions are posed in this investigation: 

Question 1: How consistent is the rank ordering produced by the fuzzy measure 

theoretical model with respect to change in vagueness? 

Note: Vagueness is defined in terms of the width of the base and the area of the 

trapezoidal fuzzy number used to model linguistic variables for rating each attribute. 

Consistency is measured in terms of Spearman's rank order correlation with base 
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reference as the ordering when the ratings on attributes are characterized only by interval 

values corresponding to the vertex of each fiizzy set representing a scale value. 

Question 2: How consistent are TOPSIS and multiplicative methods with respect to 

change in vagueness under the same conditions as in Question 1 ? 

Question 3: How stable is the fuzzy measure theoretical model in comparison with a 

dimensionless technique such as the multiplicative method when the number of attributes 

in the model is varied ? How does the TOPSIS method behave with respect to the 

multiplicative method under the same conditions? 

Question 4: How sensitive is the fuzzy measure theoretical model to changes in the 

number of scale points? How do the TOPSIS and multiplicative model behave under 

similar circumstances? 

No claim is made that these questions exhaustively test the models under investigation 

with respect to all properties. The purpose is to demonstrate the potential of tactical 

simulation as a viable technique for investigating the consistency of fuzzy multiple 

attribute decision models and their comparative evaluation, and to answer the research 

question posed. 
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7.1.3 Models for Comparative Evaluation 

The fuzzy measure theoretical model, which has already been described, is unique in its 

property of capturing interactions among attributes. The author is unaware of other fiizzy 

decision models that are strong competitors in this regard. However, the TOPSIS method 

and the multiplicative method capture a certain degree of interaction effects. This 

conjecture is emphasized in the ensuing description of these two methods and is also 

based on discussions the author has had with decision theorists in the United States. It is 

demonstrated later that there indeed is a high degree of correlation between the rank 

ordering produced by the fuzzy measure theoretical method and those of the other two 

methods. 

7.1.3.1 The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 
(TOPSIS) 

TOPSIS is premised on the fact that the best alternative should have the shortest distance 

from the ideal solution and the farthest distance firom the negative ideal solution. The 

positive (negative) ideal solution is determined from the highest (lowest) ratings on each 

attribute across all alternatives. The Euclidean distance is used to evaluate the relative 

closeness of alternatives to the ideal solution. The similarity to the ideal solution 

determines the preference of the alternative. The procedure for TOPSIS is outlined; 
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1. Determine the positive and negative ideal solutions by taking the highest (lowest for 

negative ideal) values across all alternatives for each attribute. 

2. Compute the weighted Euclidean distance for each alternative from the positive and 

negative ideals. Let this be D* and D» respectively. Then the relative closeness to the 

ideal solution is defined as 

Ri = D. /(D\ D.) 

The rationale for this criterion for determining the preference of an altemative is based on 

the premise that the higher the value of Ri, the shorter the distance to the positive ideal 

and longer the distance to the negative ideal. 

7.1.3.2 The Multiplicative Model 

In the multiplicative model a comparative worth of each altemative is determined by the 

product of a set of ratios raised to the power of the relative weights of the corresponding 

criteria. The comparison index of Ak with AL is based on: 

j - N  

Rij=7C (aitj /aLj)*^ 
j - i  

Here a kj and a tj are the jth attributes of the alternatives Ak and AL respectively, and wj 

is the weight of the jth attribute. If the above ratio is greater than or equal to one, then the 

altemative AK dominates AL . 
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The best alternative is the one that dominates all others or is at least as good as all other 

alternatives. Note that the multiplicative model is a dimension-less technique since the 

ratios of attributes are taken in the computation. 

7.2 A TACTICAL SIMULATION APPROACH TO COMPARATIVE EVALUATION 

Computational analysis based on methods of tactical simulation of the fuzzy decision 

models is proposed to investigate the behavior of the decision models with respect to the 

questions posed in the previous section. It is not computationally tractable to provide 

answers to these questions save through the simulation approach. 

7.2.1 Design of the Simulation 

The simulation model is exhibited in Table 7.1. The multicriterion model proposed for 

first stage screening of new products for a global telecommunication market is used as 

the base reference model for methods 1 and 3. Method 3 uses a randomly generated 

model with varying number of attributes. Assume for simplicity's sake that there are only 

four high level attributes that determine the screening criteria: Risk, Returns, Resource 

Commitments and Conformance to Strategic Goals. The number of alternatives is fixed at 

around 20, which is a mean number of new product ideas in a fairly large organization 

engaged in innovation. The attribute weights are randomly generated fuzzy numbers from 

a uniform distribution in the interval [0,1]. To simulate this input a pseudo random 

number in the interval is first generated and then mapped to the range of values of the 

scale representing importance of an attribute. This scale value is used as the weight of the 
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Simulation Input 
Attributes Risk, Returns, Resource Commitments & Conformance to 

Strategic Goals 

Alternatives Number of alternatives = 20 

Attribute Weights Randomly generated fuzzy numbers from a uniform distribution 

Attribute Ratings Randomly generated sheaf of fuzzy numbers with mean from a 

uniform distribution and data firom a Gaussian distribution 

Rating Scales Linguistic variables modeled as fuzzy numbers 

Simulation Process 
Computational 

models 

Fuzzy measure theoretical (FMT) 

The technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution 

(TOPSIS) 

Fuzzy Multiplicative method (MULT) 

Computational 

methods 

1. Change the base of the trapezoidal fuzzy number from vertex 

to full base width and observe rank order correlation with respect 

to the ranking based on the starting interval valued ratings. 

2.0bserve variation in rank ordering with reference to the 

multiplicative method, under changing model dimensions. 

3. Change the number of scale points used for rating an attribute 

and investigate the stability of the rank ordering. 

Model size 20 Alternatives, 40 data samples and S to 10 replications 

Simulation Output 
Method 1 Plot of average rank order correlation 

Method 2 Plot of average rank order correlation with varying number of 

attributes with reference to the multiplicative method 

Method 3 Confidence interval on the rank order correlation 

Table 7.1 Simulation Model 
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attribute. Attribute ratings by multiple experts is simulated by generating a sheaf (i.e. as 

set of fuzzy numbers centered around a random scale value). The ratings are assumed to 

have a uniform distribution in the interval represented by the scale. Thus a scale point is 

generated as a psuedo-random number corresponding to an integer value of the scale 

point. This constitutes one rating. Now a set of random fuzzy numbers distributed very 

close to this fuzzy number is generated from an underlying Gaussian distribution. The 

rating scales for the four attributes are standard scales of linguistic variables modeled as 

fuzzy numbers adapted from the literature, code for which is provided in Appendix C. 

Three simulation methods are proposed. These are described in the next section. The 

basic performance measure for comparison and output is the Spearman's rank order 

conelation index. In each method the rank order correlation provides an indication of the 

consistency of the method under varying conditions. 

7.2.2. Simulation Software Module Description 

Three simulation methods are proposed as summarized in Table 7.1. The first method 

attempts to investigate the consistency of the rank ordering produced by each of the three 

models under changing vagueness of the input data. The second method investigates the 

variation in rank ordering with reference to the multiplicative method when the number 

of attributes in the model at any level varies from two to ten. The multiplicative method, 

being dimensionless, is postulated to be invariant under changing dimensions, as revealed 

by the simulation results also. The third method investigates the stability of the rank 
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ordering with change in granularity of the linguistic scales used for the rating of each 

attribute. 

7.2.2.1 Investigating the Consistency of the Ranic Ordering Under Changing 
Vagueness 

Vagueness is directly related to the area within a trapezoidal fuzzy number with reference 

to the base. The vertex is fixed and the base is varied from the vertex values to the right 

and left extreme values specified by the fiizzy number representing each scale value. The 

parameter that is used to vary the base length ranges from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.10. 

Each sample consists of 10 data points and 40 such data sets are generated. The rank 

order produced for the parameter value of 0, which represents only an interval valued 

uncertainty is used as the base rank order against which subsequent rank orders are 

compared. The comparison index is the Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient. 

The rank order correlation coefficients for a fixed model are averaged over 40 randomly 

generated sessions and 5 replications. The averaged values of the rank correlation 

coefficients are plotted for each of the three methods. 

7.2.2.2 Consistency of the Hllethod with Varying Dimensions 

The number of attributes in the model varies from 2 to 10. The multiplicative method is 

used as the reference method since taking the ratios eliminates the effect of 

dimensionality in this method. Rank order correlations are plotted over the range of 

model dimension variation for different number of attributes ranging from 5 to 10. 
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7.2.2.3 Stability with change in Scale 

A decision scenario with four attributes and twenty alternatives is generated. A random 

rating is generated for each attribute and mapped to a three-point, a five-point, a seven-

point and a nine-point scale. The alternatives in the scenario are ranked under the 

different models. The model using the seven-point scale value is used as the reference. 

Rank Order correlation coefficient is calculated for each of the models with respect to the 

reference model. This is repeated 40 times with different random ratings and the rank 

order correlation coefficients are averaged. Five replications of each set of samples are 

generated and the average over all the replications is calculated. 

7 J SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation is carried out on a DEC OSF machine and the simulation program is 

coded in Java Version 1.1.x. The object oriented simulation paradigm is already 

established as an elegant and powerful alternative to the use of traditional simulation 

languages and simulation environment. In the context of building a decision support 

system, traditional simulation languages do not provide the flexibility and finer control 

required for the model analyst. 
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73.1 Results of the Simulation 

Sample outputs of one replication of each of the three methods are exhibited in Figures 

7.1 through 7.3. Five replications of Method 1 and Method 2 were performed. Each 

replication used a different seed for the random number generator, and they were run at 

different times to ensure that there were no correlations in the random number generators 

of the replications that relied on time as an input to the seed. The results of Method 1 for 

five replications are shown in Figure 7.4. A plot of the variation of rank order correlation 

with vagueness for the three methods is exhibited in Figure 7.5. The results of Method 2 

are exhibited in Figure 7.6. 

Ten replications of Method 3 were performed. Since the objective in the other two 

methods was to plot variations over vagueness and model change, the results of the 

replications were averaged. 
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Simulation Experiment 1: Changing Vagueness 
Computer generated output of Replication 1 

*********************************************************** 

Averaged Rank Order Correlation over 40 samples 
Rank Correlation under changing Vagueness 

Interval valued > Trapezoidal number 
(Base vale = Vertex) (Full Base value) 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - Averaged over 40 Samples 
1.0 0.9934 0.9906 0.9895 0.991 0.9868 0.9896 0.9855 0.9905 0.992 
* 4>« * 4i * 4i 4i * 4i # Hi ^ ^ 4i * * 4t «iti 4iit> * « 4t 

TOPSIS Approach - Averaged over 40 Samples 
1.0 0.998 0.9963 0.9936 0.9903 0.9875 0.99 0.9928 0.9956 0.9963 

Multiplicative - Averaged over 40 Samples 
1.0 0.9995 0.9991 0.9982 0.9973 0.9962 0.8683 0.8531 0.8422 0.8319 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - vs TOPSIS 
Averaged Results 

0.839 0.8476 0.8529 0.8649 0.8699 0.8697 0.87 0.872 0.8543 0.8472 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Results 

0.4621 0.4673 0.4671 0.4735 0.4718 0.4648 0.6252 0.6522 0.6475 0.654 

TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Results 

0.6691 0.6637 0.6591 0.6542 0.6499 0.6445 0.8359 0.8607 0.8739 0.8845 

Figure 7.1 Rank Order Consistency Under Changing Vagueness 
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****************************************************** 

Simulation Experiment 2: Changing Model 
Results of Replication 1 

* * lib * ilnUr 4r tUnHnilr ^ 4r 4r ^ * 4r il^ * ifr 4nllr A 4nl^ A iHr :llr * iKr A 4nllr 4r A A 4r A ̂  iRrilt 4r 4r 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 2 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.5714 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 2 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.7624 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 3 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.9007 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 3 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.9338 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 4 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.8706 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 4 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.9308 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with S attributes and random scales and measures 
0.5263 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 5 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.8872 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 6 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.7203 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 6 attributes and random scedes and measures 
0.9458 
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Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 7 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.6556 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 7 attributes and random scales and measiires 
0.8917 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 8 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.433 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 8 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.9368 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 9 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.3533 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 9 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.9097 
Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 10 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.4586 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model 
Model with 10 attributes and random scales and measures 
0.8977 

Averaged Results for 9 models 

Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative 
0.5714 0.9007 0.8706 0.5263 0.7203 0.6556 0.433 0.3533 0.4586 
TOPSIS vs Multiplicative 
0.7624 0.9338 0.9308 0.8872 0.9458 0.8917 0.9368 0.9097 0.8977 

4r * ^ il^ il^ # idrilt ilt ̂  it 4r irir ^ ^ ̂  ilr * iKrilr 

Figure 7.2 Rank Order Comparison Under Changing Models 
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***************************************************************** 

Simulation Experiment 3: Changing granularity of scale Intervals 
Results of Replication 1 

4nllr ^ A 4rifr ilr * 4r A 4r 4nltnltnlk * A A ifr A * 4c 4r ir 4r * ilr 4r ^ 4r 4nllt 4r 4r 4r ̂  4r 4r 4nltr 4t 4nlk 4r 4r * A * lir * Tlnllrillt 4r 

Correlation: Fuzzy Measure Theoretical 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale 

0.8786 
Correlation: Fuzzy Measure Theoretical 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale 

0.9579 
Correlation: Fuzzy Measure Theoretical 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale 

0.998 
Correlation: TOPSIS 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale 

0.9483 
Correlation: TOPSIS 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale 

0.9786 
Correlation: TOPSIS 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale 

0.9986 
Correlation: Multiplicative 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale 

0.8992 
Correlation: Multiplicative 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale 

0.9727 
Correlation: Multiplicative 
Averaged over 40 Samples 
7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale 

0.992 

Figure 7.3 Rank Order Consistency Under Changing Granularity of Scale Intervals 
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Simulation Experiment 1; Rank Correlation Data from five replications lion EiXperimeni i: nauK «^orreiaiion uaia irum iivc rcpiii: 
Fuzzy number base varying from vertext length to full base length 

Replication 1 
FMI 1 U.993 u.aai 
TOPSIS 1 0.998 0.996 0.994 
Multiplicative 1 1 0.999 0.998 
FMT vs TOPS 0.839 0.848 0.853 0.865 
FMTvsMult 0.462 0.467 0.467 0.474 
TOPSIS vsM 0.669 0.664 0.659 0.654 

0.98/ 
0.988 
0.996 
0.87 

0.465 
0.645 

ITW 
0.99 

0.868 
0.87 

0.625 
0.836 

TJW 
0.993 
0.853 
0.872 
0.652 
0.861 

U.891 
0.99 

0.997 
0.87 

0.472 
0.65 

0.991 
0.996 
0.842 
0.854 
0.648 
0.874 

07992 
0.996 
0.832 
0.847 
0.654 
0.885 

Replication 2 
0.90U 
0.994 
0.999 
0.865 
0.477 
0.652 

"TOST 
0.991 
0.852 
0.871 
0.644 
0.843 

TJW 
0.993 
0.839 
0.868 
0.664 
0.863 

TJW 
0.995 
0.828 
0.866 
0.677 
0.877 

-rrw 
0.996 
0.816 
0.856 
0.677 
0.891 

hMi 1 u.yy!j (j .yuy 
TOPSIS 1 0.999 0.997 
Multiplicative 1 1 0.999 
FMT vs TOPS 0.856 0.858 0.861 
FMTvsMult 0.481 0.481 0.474 
TOPSIS vsM 0.664 0.662 0.656 

079B7 
0.991 
0.998 
0.87 

0.477 
0.648 

07985 
0.989 
0.997 
0.873 
0.481 
0.645 

Replication 3 
O.yuy U.989 0.984 U.yUU 0.90& u.9y U.9UU 
0.993 0.99 0.985 0.989 0.992 0.994 0.996 
0.998 0.997 0.996 0.882 0.872 0.865 0.858 
0.867 0.874 0.88 0.875 0.872 0.862 0.854 
0.497 0.498 0.502 0.638 0.653 0.668 0.669 
0.69 0.684 0.678 0.843 0.861 0.878 0.888 

Fun 1 u.yyi u.yyi 
TOPSIS 1 0.998 0.995 
Multiplicative 1 0.999 0.999 
FMT vs TOPS 0.85 0.855 0.862 
FMTvsMult 0.508 0.506 0.503 
TOPSIS vsM 0.713 0.707 0.698 

Replication 4 
Tjwr 
0.995 

0.8 
0.88 

0.701 
0.886 

irm 
0.997 
0.794 
0.871 
0.703 
0.896 

hMI 1 0.994 
TOPSIS 1 0.999 
Multiplicative 1 0.999 
FMT vs TOPS 0.867 0.869 
FMT vs Mult 0.48 0.479 
TOPSIS vs M 0.652 0.65 

u.gy u.yyy u.yyy u.yy u.yuB 
0.996 
0.999 

0.88 
0.48 

0.644 

0.994 
0.998 
0.881 
0.484 
0.641 

0.991 
0.998 
0.883 
0.478 
0.634 

0.989 
0.997 
0.89 

0.483 
0.63 

0.991 
0.818 
0.882 
0.672 
0.86 

07988 
0.993 
0.808 
0.882 
0.692 
0.876 

Replication 5 
o.yuy u.yuy o.9»{j u.yuu u.yuB u.yyi u.yyi 

0.991 0.986 0.991 0.993 0.994 0.996 
0.998 0.997 0.877 0.86 0.849 0.843 
0.899 0.902 0.899 0.894 0.892 0.881 
0.484 0.483 0.648 0.667 0.683 0.685 
0.656 0.65 0.829 0.854 0.869 0.881 

hM I 1 0.994 0.99:^ 
TOPSIS 1 0.998 0.996 0.993 
Multiplicative 1 1 0.999 0.999 
FMT vs TOPS 0.883 0.888 0.891 0.896 
FMTvsMult 0.484 0.49 0.483 0.483 
TOPSIS vsM 0.676 0.672 0.667 0.661 

Average over all Replications 
0.989 fot 1 0.993 U.yy u.yny u.yyy 

TOPSIS 1 0.998 0.996 0.993 0.991 
Multiplicative 1 1 0.999 0.999 0.998 
FMT vs TOPS 0.859 0.863 0.87 0.875 0.879 
FMTvsMult 0.483 0.485 0.481 0.483 0.482 
TOPSIS vsM 0.675 0.671 0.665 0.66 0.654 

TJW 
0.987 
0.997 
0.883 
0.483 
0.65 

-ow 
0.995 
0.849 
0.871 
0.675 
0.877 

"TTSg 
0.996 
0.843 
0.862 
0.678 
0.888 

0.9BB 
0.99 

0.877 
0.879 
0.646 
0.842 

07987 
0.993 
0.86 

0.877 
0.665 
0.863 

Figure 7.4 Data from Five Replications of Experiment 1 



Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Method 

0.995 

0.985 

.FMT 

Change in Vagueness : Vertex to Full 

TOPSIS 
.TOPSIS 

o 
18 

o 
o 

1.005 
1 

0.995 
0.99 

0.985 

Change in Vagueness : Vertex to Full 

Multiplicative 
^Multiplicative 

jc 0.95 
0.9 

0.85 
0.8 

Chang* in Vagueness: Vertex to Full 

Figure 7.5 Plot of Rank Order Correlation with Vagueness 
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Oria frem SimuMion Experiment 2 
Rank Corelalian Change with Model Change (2 -10 Attributes) 

1<M1 vs ivmilipucalive 
TCX'SIS vs Multiplkait 

0.5714 0.9007 0.8706 0.5263 0.7203 0.6556 0.433 0.3533 0.4586 
^ 0.7624 0.9338 0.9306 0.8872 0.9458 0.8917 0.9368 0.9097 0.8977 

Replication 2 
fMl vs Multiplicative 
TWSIS vs MihipBcat 

0.9082 0.6015 0.9187 0.7428 0.6857 0.63 0.0827 0.3879 0.7759 
0.9097 0.8691 0.9699 0.8706 0.9473 0.8526 0.9067 0.8962 0.9729 

l^icationS 
fMi VS AHUtipiKative 
TOPSIS vs MultipBcat 

0.9172 0.7819 0.7684 0.7714 0.3774 0.5563 0.3488 0.7428 0.5964 
^ 0.9278 0.9157 0.9007 0.9112 0.9007 0.8616 0.8375 0.9458 0.8736 

Replication 4 
i<ivii vs Muitiiiiicative 
TWSIS vs IVIiltiplicat 

0.6887 0.8902 0.639 0.8556 0.6556 0.212 0.6451 0.2887 0.3233 
0.9142 0.9639 0.8075 0.9563 0.8406 0.836 0.9037 0.8481 0.806 

Replications 
fMi VS ivuutipiicative 
TCX'SIS vs MiHiplicat 

0.9984 0.8345 0.9338 0.7669 0.827 0.5864 0.8195 0.7984 0.3593 
^ 1 0.8887 0.9548 0.9157 0.9248 0.8721 0.8932 0.9263 0.9037 

Averaged Results 
fMl vs Multiplicative 0.81678 0.80176 0.8261 0.7326 0.6532 0.52806 0.46582 0.51422 0.5031 
T(X>SISvsMultiplicativo.9C282 0.91424 0.91274 0.9082 0.91184 0.8628 0.89558 0.90522 0.89078 

won^Hnson Of ravR uonwHiiin vsMDon tMnn RMXM ciwigt 

-•-FMrvB Milipicaaw^-TCIPSS VB Miliplca^ 

Nuntar orMMbulH (2 - iq 

Figure 7.6 Plot of Rank Order Correlation with Model Change (2-10 Attributes) 
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Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach 
Stability of Rank Ordering under changing scales 

Seven point scale vs. 
tepiicanon 9-poinc scaie b pbiht «eiil6 »-pOlhl 

1 0.8613 0.9517 0.9977 
2 0.8427 0.9492 0.9971 
3 0.8731 0.9583 0.9971 
4 0.8516 0.9462 0.9976 
5 0.8699 0.9599 0.9981 
6 0.8534 0.9548 0.9953 
7 0.8753 0.959 0.9982 
8 0.8575 0.9433 0.9967 
9 0.8404 0.9443 0.997 

10 0.8725 0.9569 0.9969 
Mean u.oay//^ 0.99/1 ( 
Std dev 0.012758183 0.006308759 0.000831398 

Figure 7.7 Replication 1 Data Set for Rank Correlation Variation with Scale Change 

73.2 Discussion of Simulation Results 

The results of the simulation provide insight to the research questions posed. The 

objective of the tactical simulation exercise was to investigate how certain structural 

variations in the model affected the resulting rank orders. The following observations 

were made. 
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7.3.2.1 Results of Rank Order Variations Under Change in Vagueness 

Changing the base of each fuzzy number representing a scale value simulates the change 

in vagueness. The reference session for each method is one with all scale values 

represented by interval values corresponding to the base of the fuzzy number equal to its 

vertex. The base is then varied in steps of 0.10 resulting in ten variations of the model, 

each variation in the progression representing increasing vagueness in the model. 

1. The rank order produced by each method changed when the vagueness in the model 

changed. However this change was marginal as may be observed from the plots of 

average rank order correlations in Figure 7.5. The fuzzy measiu-e theoretical model varied 

by a maximum of 1.5% in rank correlation, which translates to absolute changes of about 

4 positions in the rank order of a set of twenty alternatives. The insignificant changes 

were attributed to the fact that multiple expert ratings were simulated, resulting in an 

averaging out of the results. 

2. Method 1 should not be viewed in isolation. In fact the selection of the number of 

linguistic variables in the scale and the consequent change in the shape of the fuzzy 

numbers representing the linguistic variables will definitely have an effect on the 

variation of the rank ordering with respect to changing vagueness. 

3. Variation of vagueness affects all alternatives, thus affecting the rank order in an 

almost similar fashion. The absolute figiures also do not indicate whether the changes that 

occurred in the ranking of alternatives are significant enough to be selected. If the 
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ranking of the best alternative had changed then the results merit more attention. The 

power of the fuzzy models does not lie in the aspect alone and it should therefore be 

viewed with respect to other benefits from using the fuzzy approach. 

4. With changing vagueness both the TOPSIS and multiplicative methods exhibited 

behavior very similar to the fuzzy measure theoretical approach ^vith changing 

vagueness. It may be noted that the differences and variations were not so significant as 

to necessitate a further statistical analysis of the results of this method taken in isolation. 

5. The rank orderings produced by the FMT method varied quite significantly from those 

produced by the multiplicative method as shown in the plot. However, the rank ordering 

produced by the FMT method was more closely correlated to that produced by the 

TOPSIS method. 

7.3.2.2 Results of Varying the Model Dimension 

The number of dimensions in the model was varied from two to ten. The multiplicative 

method was used as the reference method as stated earlier. It was observed that the fuzzy 

measure theoretical method showed significant rank order changes with increasing 

number of attributes. This observation is consistent with the theoretical underpiimings of 

the fuzzy measure theoretical model, which captures the interactions among the 

attributes. In the model investigated here, possibility measures were used and, as the 

model varied, the resulting dependencies between attributes resulted in the rank orders 

produced by the multiplicative model and that of the fuzzy measure theoretical model 
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deviating considerably. The rank correlations changed from 0.81 to 0.5, a very significant 

change. This result is predicted by theory, but the margin of variation can only be 

assessed using the simulation approach. The rank order correlation between the FMT 

method and the multiplicative method remained constant from 2 to 4 attributes and then 

varied rapidly with upto 8 attributes. A model with more than ten attributes at any level is 

generally not recommended. The results lend credence to the postulate that the number of 

attributes in a model should be kept to as few as possible. Also in the case of the fuzzy 

measure theoretical model, as the number of attributes increases, the problem of defining 

fuzzy measures over the exponential number of subsets of the set of attributes makes the 

model quite complex. The rank order correlation between the TOPSIS method and the 

multiplicative method remained steady, as the plot shows, which also implies that the 

TOPSIS method is not significantly affected relative to the multiplicative method in so 

far as model dimensions are concerned. 

7.3.2.3 Results of Changing Scale Granularity 

The simulation results from Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 demonstrate that a change in the 

number of scale points had significant effect on the rank ordering in the case of fuzzy 

measure theoretical model and the multiplicative model. The 7-point scale was used as a 

reference against which other rank ordering were compared. The change from a 7-point 

to a 3-point scale results in a rank correlation coefGcient of 0.8799 for the fuzzy measure 

theoretical model. This effect was not so pronounced in the case of the TOPSIS approach. 
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However, it can be concluded that scale variations do affect the fuzzy measure theoretical 

method and this provides the model builder with insight into how to select the scales 

fi-om which ratings are to be assigned. 

7.3.2.4 Implication of the Simulation Results 

The objective of the simulation was to study the effect of structtiral variations of the 

underlying model on the quality of the output of the fuzzy measure theoretical model. 

Quality of output in terms of the stability of the rank ordering produced directly reflects 

on the quality of the decisions suggested by the decision aid. The primary objective of 

this dissertation is to investigate fuzzy set theoretical and fuzzy measure theoretical 

approaches to captiiring the uncertainty inherent in decision making at the front-end of 

new product decision making. Considering the complexity of any direct computational 

methods to investigate the modeling approach, it is argued that the tactical simulation 

approach provides the model builder with the requisite guidelines for choosing the 

parameters of the model. The simulation results indicate that the fuzzy measure 

theoretical model is significantly affected by the selection of the number of decision 

variables. It is demonstrated that it is advisable to keep the number of attributes at any 

level around four, a result which is supported by theory, since the larger the number of 

attributes the more complex the task of defining fuzzy measures. The cognitive overload 

associated with the information processing task also calls for methods of reducing the 

nimiber of decision variables handled at any time. The results corresponding to changing 

vagueness and scale granularity also indicate that careful thought has to be given to the 
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selection of the number of scale values and the modeling of each linguistic variable 

represented by fuzzy numbers. As the analyst moves from a seven point linguistic scale 

to a three point linguistic scale, as advocated by some decision theorists such O.l. 

Larichev of the Institute for Systems Analysis, Moscow, and David Olson of Texas 

A&M, significant change in the rank orderings is observed. External validation of the 

system will throw more light on this aspect. 

7.3.2.5 Limitations of this Simulation 

Several limitations must be noted when interpreting these results. 

1. A pseudo random generator built into the Java programming platform was used for this 

study. The seed of this random number generator was the system time, which may have 

resulted in correlation effects that may have affected the validity of the results. A solution 

would be to use some good random number generator packages. 

2. The numerical stability of the computational methods can be questioned. In fact 

computations over the interval [0,1] using floating point calculations are known to yield 

poor results. This has also been evident in the computational results of this simulation. 

The solution to this would be to use integers to represent the interval [0,1 ] and use 

integer calculations. 
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3. The selection of the linguistic scales used for the study was also very crucial to the 

simulation experiment. The fuzzy numbers representing the linguistic scale values were 

selected from similar work repwrted in the literature [Chen & Hwang, 1992]. 

4. The fuzzy integral used in the study was the Choquet integral based on possibility 

measures, as outlined in Chapter 2. Other forms of fuzzy integrals and measures need to 

be investigated. 

7.4 USABILITY INSPECTION OF THE PROTOTYPE 

The evaluation of TELESTRAT's design for ease-of-leaming by exploration was done 

using the cognitive walkthrough method. This method is founded on the assumption that 

executives prefer to leam the system's use without taking any formal training and with a 

brief introduction from an aide. Thus the system should have features built in to reduce 

the hassles in learning its use. 

7.4.1 A Plan for Usability Inspection of the Prototype 

The following steps were used to plan for and implement a usability inspection of a 

prototype of TELESTRAT. Two prototypes have been built with two different types of 

interfaces. Prototype 1, referred to as GAMMA, has a pull down menu interface, no color 

and no graphical effects. Prototype 2, referred to as TELESTRAT, is icon based, with 

graphical effects and a sumptuous use of color. TELESTRAT was outlined in the earlier 

sections. The cognitive walk-through plan follows. 
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Step 1. Defining Inputs to the Walk-through 

a. User identification: The targeted users are executives. The participants for the 

wallcthrough are graduate students in management. They have already worked on 

prototype 1 and understand its deficieiicies. Thus they may be considered as experts in 

this context. 

b. Scenarios: Two task scenarios are used. Scenario 1 is used to conduct walkthroughs 

by participants individually. Scenario 2 is used to conduct a group evaluation of the two 

prototypes. 

Scenario 1: Global Telecommunication new product introduction 

Global Com, Inc. based in Tucson, Arizona, is a leader in telecommunication products in 

the US and the world. A meeting of its executives to screen a set of new product ideas is 

planned for 29 April 1999. Five new product ideas and brief descriptions of each of them 

are presented to the executives. Four decision factors are considered important in this 

context. These are: risk with a high relative importance, returns with a very high relative 

importance, resource commitments with medium relative importance and conformance to 

strategic goals with low relative importance. 
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Idea 1: Pager - The risk involved in marketing this product is projected to be high, while 

retums are seen as very high. The resource commitments are average and it is felt that 

this new product idea conforms quite well to the company's product profile. 

Idea 2: Analog Cellular - The risk involved in marketing this product is projected to be 

very high, while retums are not very high. The resource commitments are high and it is 

felt that this new product idea conforms quite well to the company's product profile. 

Idea 3: PCS - The risk involved in marketing this product is projected to be average, 

while retums are very high. The resource commitments are high and it is felt that this 

new product idea conforms quite well to the company's product profile. 

Idea 4: Pushbutton Telephone - The risk involved in marketing this product is projected 

to be high, while retums are medium. The resource commitments are average and it is felt 

that this new product idea does not conform to the company's current business outlook. 

Idea 5: ATM Network- The risk involved in marketing this product is projected to be 

extremely high, while retums are very high. The resource commitments are average and 

it is felt that this new product idea does not conform very well to the company's product 

profile. 

The executives were asked to use the decision aid to with the decision process. 
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Scenario 2: Offering Courses for Study 

Assume you are a student in your junior year majoring in Management Information 

Systems (MIS). You need to register for 6 classes in the coming semester and already 

have fixed the schedule for S classes but still are thinking of which one to choose for the 

remaining class. The following three course offerings are to be available. The decision 

factors are: instructor with a relative importance of high, interest in the class with a 

relative importance of very high, enhancement of career prospects with a relative 

importance of very high, ease of getting a good grade in the class with a relative 

importance of medium, and workload with a relative importance of medimn. 

Course Offering 1: GRK 121 Greek Mythology 

The instructor for this class is excellent and you are extremely interested in this topic. 

This class will probably not be useful in helping you find a good job. It is very easy to get 

a good grade in the class and the workload is light. 

Course Offering 2: ACCT 300 - Intro to Financial Accounting 

The instructor is not very good and this is a boring subject. However, this class will be 

useful to you after you graduate. The difficulty is medium, and the workload is heavy. 
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Course Offering 3: MIS 331 - Database Management 

The instructor is excellent. You are very interested in the subject and you believe that it 

will be extremely useful in advancing your career. It is hard to get a good grade in the 

class and the workload is very heavy. 

You are asked to use the provided decision support system to arrive at a decision on 

selecting a course offering. 

c. Tasks and Task Sequence Description: 

It is assumed that an analyst has set up the model corresponding to the system. Thus 

evaluations scales, values and ideas are all available in the system. The scope of this 

inspection is to evaluate the sequence of steps a normal user has to perform to use the 

system to come up with a recommendation. Handouts given to the participants explaining 

the system's operation are shown. 

Task 1: Log on to the system 

Press the Login button 

Enter name, password and select a scenario (session) 

Confirm 

Observe the results of your action 
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Task 2: View details of a session 

Press View Session 

Select a new product idea to evaluate by double clicldng on the list 

Task 3: Rate Ideas 

Press RATE IDEAS 

Select an attribute to rate 

Assign rating on selected attribute 

Press the OK button 

Make all changes 

Press UPDATE to update the changes locally 

Press SERVER to update the changes permanently 

Task 4: View Results 

Press VIEW RESULTS 

Select a new product idea from the list 

See difference between individual and group evaluations 
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d. Description of the Implementation of the Interface: This is prepared in the form of 

a menu diagram and presented in Section 6.2.3.2. 

Step 2: Convene the experts 

Step 3: Explain the system briefly. Explain the task scenario (this has already been given 

to the experts and they are assumed to be familiar with it). 

a. Individual expert is asked to use the system separately with the first prototype 

GAMMA. The expert performs the tasks outlined to observe the results and is 

encouraged to think aloud while using the system. At the end of this process the expert is 

asked to fill out a questionnaire. 

b. Repeat the procedure outlined in (a) with the second prototype (TELESTRAT). 

c. Ask the expert to answer a questionnaire comparing the two systems. 

d. The experts are then convened as a group. Scenario 2 is used. One expert uses the 

system, another takes notes and all experts are encouraged to discuss and comment on 

usage. The whole session is videotaped. 

Step 4: The questionnaires and the videotapes are analyzed. A report is prepared. 

Step 5: The better prototype is chosen and revised to fix the problems and incorporate the 

strengths of the discarded one. 
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7.4.2 Results of the Cognitive Walkthrough Conducted on the Prototype 

Two sample questionnaires with actual entries are attached in Appendix D. The 

questionnaires returned by the participants, the notes made during the group evaluation 

process and the videotape were analyzed. The following observations were quite useful 

in upgrading TELESTRAT. 

Individual Participant Observations on Prototype 1 (GAMMA) from VideoTapc 

1. The layout of the buttons need to be changed. 

2. Some messages (eg.. No Evaluation Exists) are unnecessary and should be removed. 

3. Should allow changing alternatives for evaluation from the rating screen itself 

4. When the SCREEN button is pressed there is no response message. 

5. Should allow the use of keyboard commands also. 

6. The sequence of first saving and then aggregating is confusing. 

7. ENTER key does work with most commands. 

8. How valid are the results ? 

9. No color is used. 

Individual Participant Observations on Prototype 2 (TELESTRAT) from 

VideoTape 

1. First time user is confused with the VIEW SESSION screen. 
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2. Think of reducing some of the double clicks to single clicks. 

3. Selecting another new product idea to evaluate should be possible &om the menu 

screen itself. 

4. This system is much easier to use than the first. 

5. The font is too small for prompt and status display. 

6. Prompt and status could be located at the top of the screen 

7. The idea being rated is not conspicuous while rating. 

8. Eliminate OK button when individual attributes are rated. 

9. Participant is confused between local update and server update. 

10. View Results screen need explanation for first time user. 

11. First time user took some time to figure out the use of the Menu buttons. 

12. Server button should be relabeled. 

13. Evaluation values for each attribute should reflect their actual values and not show 

any default values. 

14. Why not update the server directly? 

15. Take out the 'who' field. 

16. Tab key order to be investigated. 

17. Font size on Display results should be changed. 

18. Overlapping attribute names in graphical display. 
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Group Observations on TELESTRAT from VideoTape 

1. Allow use of ENTER key after password entry. 

2. A bug was discovered - Server button did not appear eifter all Updates. 

3. Why not place all buttons on top? 

4. Provide better tool tips. 

5. Use different colors for different attributes. 

Participant Comments on Prototype 1 (GAMMA) from Questionnaire 

1. The menu feature seemed to be good in GAMMA. 

2. The dialog boxes, the help facilities and keyboard use not acceptable. 

3. The prototype is quite simplistic and needs to be made real-world like. 

4. Include picture icon buttons. 

5. Results presentation is very inelegant. 

6. Help facilities are not good. 

7. Feature of transferring items from one list to another seems to be good. 

8. The response upon clicking the mouse seems to be good. 

9. Some pull down menu items are not necessary. 

10. Some double clicks can be converted to single clicks. 
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Participant Comments on Prototype 2 (TELESTRAT) from Questionnaire 

1. Use of buttons for the menu is very intuitive. 

2. The prompts are very good in guiding the user. 

3. The pull down feature for rating attributes is good. 

4. The status bar is helpful. 

5. While viewing session the user gets the feeling that she can make changes, while 

really she cannot. 

6. Use single click wherever possible. 

7. The screen layout seems to be good. 

8. The use of keyboard for commands is necessary. 

9. Font size should be made bigger. 

10. Use picture icons. 

11. Use menu bars if possible. 

Participant Comments Comparing the Two Systems (From Questionnaire) 

1. Help facility is better in TELESTRAT 

2. Buttons in TELESTRAT are easier to use than the menu facility of GAMMA. 

3. Switching between screens is easier in TELESTRAT. 

4. Status display in TELESTRAT is far useful than the one in GAMMA, which is in the 

form of dialog boxes. 
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5. Results screen is a very powerful facility in TELESTRAT compared to GAMMA. 

6. GAMMA interface conforms more to MS-Windows and may be preferred. 

7. The navigation feature of TELESTRAT makes it easier for the user to know current 

position than in GAMMA. 

7.4.3 Summary of the Cognitive Walkthrough 

The expert participants felt that TELESTRAT was much easier to use than GAMMA. 

However, there did not seem to be much to choose between the two systems in terms of 

the placement of menu items, use of icons, and use of text style. TELESTRAT's 

navigation capabilities are better, use of color is more intuitive, error recovery 

capabilities are better. The display of results in TELESTRAT is very much improved 

over GAMMA, use of terminology is improved, TELESTRAT is easy to learn, and 

infrequent users need not have re-training. Hence TELESTRAT is recommended over 

GAMMA as the choice of prototype for the new product decision support system. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

This dissertation work has been focused on the design of an intelligent decision support 

system for evaluation and screening of new product ideas, resource planning and business 

strategy formulation at front-end stage gates of new product development. A pluralism of 

methodologies combining quantitative modeling techniques, knowledge-based system 

development, prototyping, usability inspection, and tactical simulation are advocated to 

build the system. Fuzzy measures are proposed to capture the information deficiencies of 

each new product, and fuzzy sets are proposed to capture the linguistic deficiencies 

(vagueness, imprecision) in expert ratings. This is a very recent and active research area 

and applications of fuzzy measure theory in intelligent systems design, are limited 

[Grabisch 1995]. Although fuzzy intelligent systems have been built to tackle specialized 

areas like new product pricing, risk assessment, project time estimation, and market 

assessment, integrated intelligent systems that combine new product screening with 

resource allocation and business strategy development have not been reported in the 

literature. A successful approach to the front-end effectively links business strategy, 

product strategy, and product specific decisions [Khurana & Rosenthal 1998]. New 

product decision-makers of American firms who were interviewed in connection with the 

research reported herein, expressed their concerns about the lack of intelligent decision 

support systems specifically tailored to harness the information about emerging markets 
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and to capture expertise in decision making, especially in situations that involve cross-

cultural negotiations, currency speculation, political uncertainties and product 

adaptability. This dissertation is an attempt specifically tailored to meet this requirement. 

8.1 CONTRIBUTIONS 

In the technology driven highly competitive arena of the telecommunication industry, 

new product idea generation and screening are keys to success. A structural model that 

captures the special natiu'e of new product introduction in the teleconununication market 

is introduced. The decision making process at the fuzzy fi:ont-end is modeled as a stage 

gate process, emphasizing the need for multiple attribute decision making to account for 

the volatile nature of the decision making context. A comprehensive compilation of key 

attributes for screening new product ideas for global markets is provided and both the 

need to capture project interactions and the need to enforce hard constraints on screening 

are highlighted. A hierarchical multiple attribute model based on risk, returns, resource 

commitments, and other user defmed attributes at the top level, is proposed. 

A classification of the different types of uncertainties in new product decision-making at 

the front-end provides the impetus for a fuzzy measure theoretical approach to new 

product screening. The identification of fiizzy measures is a non-trivial problem due to 

the exponential number of subsets for which measures have to be identified. Due to the 

lack of any learning data in typical new product decision situations, one needs to rely 
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solely on ad hoc means of deriving fuzzy measures. A solution to this problem based on 

mapping screening policy to t-norm and t-conorm measures and fuzzy rules for non

linear inter-attribute preferential information alleviates the problem of exponential 

complexity in capturing measures over subsets of all attributes. The notion of constrained 

fuzzy integrals is introduced in this thesis, and its application to fiizzy resource allocation 

is illustrated. Merging multiple attribute decision-making and fuzzy rule bases in a 

common framework to integrate the tasks of screening, resource allocation, and business 

strategy formulation is another key contribution of this dissertation work. 

Building and evaluating an intelligent decision aid that incorporates all the theoretical 

concepts proposed in this research compendium, is quite a complex task. A fuzzy systems 

development methodology is outlined along with the architecture of the proposed system. 

The agent-altemative-attribute-session model serves as a formal firamework for 

implementing this architecture. A translation of this conceptual model to an object 

oriented framework and the implementation of a web-based prototype employing these 

concepts serve as proof of concept. A usability inspection of the prototype is carried out 

to highlight the key aspects that need focus in the development of a new product decision 

support system tailored to executive use. Finally, a computational analysis based on 

methods of tactical systems simulation provides key insights to the model builder and 

system designer on how structural aspects of the model determine the quality of 

recommendations made by the system. 
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8.2 CONCLUSIONS 

In the first chapter a few research questions were posed as directives for this research 

work. The business problem addressed is very important, considering that the 

telecommunications industry is in a state of flux. To answer the first question, interviews 

with new product managers of American telecommunication firms and eminent 

researchers were carried out, leading to the conclusion that there is a dearth of good 

decision models and decision aids for new product front-end decision-making for 

telecommunication markets. This in turn implies that efforts by researchers toward this 

end will be fostered by the industry. A comprehensive literature survey of existing 

models for new product screening reveals their deficiencies and leads to consideration of 

a fuzzy measure theoretical model that combines the strengths of several of these models 

and answers the second research question. The fuzzy measure theoretical model, indeed 

possesses mathematical properties that subsume several existing uncertainty calculii, 

while capturing different facets of uncertainties in the problem domain. The fuzzy rule 

based approach to defining measures and the use of constrained fiizzy integrals are 

powerful formalisms for extending the decision aid's capabilities beyond mere screening 

to resource allocation and resource planning. Another possible extension to the 

theoretical model demonstrate herein, would be to merge the multiple attribute approach 

with fuzzy rule bases to integrate strategies associated with screening and product 

development. These answer the third research question. 
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Building a decision aid for new product evaluation and screening is a complex task. 

Beyond all the theory outlined related to building the decision aid, there are pertinent 

usability aspects connected with the executive decision making context. Usability 

inspections carried out with the prototype emphasize the advantages of web deployment 

of the decision aid, giving the decision aid a friendly and familiar look connected with the 

hypertext paradigm and the power of access to a mine of relevant information at the 

executive's fingertips. The usability inspections also help the system builder focus on the 

importance of the display layout, the appropriate use of fonts and color, and the 

availability of on-line help facilities, prompting consideration of these as key ingredients 

for enhanced use and acceptance of the decision aid. 

Several research questions were posed in connection with the computational analysis of 

the decision aid using simulation. The results throw light on the importance of model 

building and the effects of several structural aspects of the model on the quality of the 

decisions suggested by the decision aid. Modeling the fuzzy numbers representing the 

linguistic variables in the scales used for rating have been demonstrated to have an effect 

on the rank orderings produced. The granularity of the scales also has significant effect 

on the output. As the analyst moves from a seven point linguistic scale to a three point 

linguistic scale, as advocated by some decision theorists such as O. I. Larichev of the 

Institute for Systems Analysis, Moscow, (communicated by David Olson in the course of 

discussions the author has had with him) the rank orderings significantly change. This 

effect is dso demonstrated for other fuzzy multiple attribute models deployed for 
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comparison purposes in the tactical simulation exercise. The change in model dimension 

produces significant effects on the fuzzy measure theoretical model, confirming 

theoretical predictions in this regard and for advocating the need to keep the number of 

attributes at any level of a hierarchical multiple attribute to three or four. It is the author's 

belief that all the research questions posed at the beginning have been addressed, 

although they do not exhaustively cover all aspects related to the immense task of 

building a fuzzy front-end decision support system. However no really practical tool that 

answers all the few questions raised herein is reported in the literature. The closest to 

such a decision aid, albeit with no fiizzy calculus, is New Prod reported by Robert G. 

Cooper [1993] with all its inherent limitations discussed in Chapter 2. 

8.3 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

From theory to system building to deployment in an actual decision making envirorunent 

one has to tread the thorny trails of limited resource availability and encounter the 

growing pains related to any new research endeavor. 

8.3.1 A Plan for Validation of TELESTRAT 

A plan for the validation of TELESTRAT has four facets. 

1. Technical evaluation methods that include software test and verification, sensitivity 

analysis through methods similar to the simulation approach illustrated, and knowledge 

base verification. 
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2. Usability studies on the human computer interface of TELESTRAT involving 

measures of effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction. 

3. Experimental evaluation of TELESTRAT using a set of test situations where the 

correct answers are known to the user ahead of time or expressed objectively by the user. 

4. Deployment in actual decision-making situations plus a quantitative assessment to 

arrive at statistically valid conclusions about the effectiveness of the system acquired by 

comparing the system's recommendations with the feedback from actual results over a 

period of time. 

The first three evaluation methods can be planned in the short term and may not involve 

very significant resource commitments compared with the objective evaluation from 

actual use and consequences. Of these, this author first intends to address issues of 

usability of the human interface and experimental evaluation in his short-term research 

plans. 

8.3.1.1 A Usability Test of TELESTRAT 

In Chapter 6, details of a cognitive walkthrough conducted on TELESTRAT were 

presented. The recommendations made by the users have been incorporated. The next 

phase is to plan a full-fledged usability test. 

Goal of the usability test: To investigate (1) ease-of-leaming and (2) ease of use of the 

human computer interface of TELESTRAT. 
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Setting: A computer lab facility and a single computer facility for a user in a different 

location, both with high speed internet connections. 

Computer Setup: TELESTRAT will be set up for 6 users, simultaneously using the 

system on the World Wide Web. Five of the users will be using the system in the 

computer lab, while the sixth test subject will be simultaneously using the system in a 

different room. 

Test Scenario: A decision making task will involve five new product ideas. Description 

of these ideas will be provided and the subjects may rank the new product ideas based on 

the descriptions on each decision factor. Since the objective of this test is not to measure 

the effectiveness of the decision algorithm, but rather the effectiveness of the user 

interface, the quality of the actual decision output is not of significance. Therefore the test 

scenario will be very simplistic and something which stimulates the interest of the test 

participants. One possibility is to create a scenario for a fast food chain selecting one new 

item from among a list of proposed new menu items. 

Test Subjects: Management students from the business school. Students with work 

experience in fast food restaurants v^ll be preferred. One of the participants will be 

designated as the CEO and will be given responsibility to carry out the decision-making 

session and also coordinate with the outside subject through email. 

Test tasks: A brief description of the scenarios and tasks will be provided. The 

participants will then be left to figure out how to use the system based on online help 

facilities. 

Incentive: Pizzas and drinks will be provided after the session. 
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Measures: A measure of the length of the entire decision making session, from the start 

of the session to the point when the final recommendation of one phase of decision 

making is arrived at, will be used as an objective measure of the ease-of-leaming and 

ease-of-use of the interface. Questionnaires to assess qualitative information from 

individual users will also be used. Some of the measures that could be obtained are the 

number of errors made, time spent recovering from an error, the number of commands 

used, the proportion of user statements that were critical versus those that were positive, 

the number of times the user expresses clear frustration and clear joy. Data will be 

gathered over multiple sessions and the objective measures will be statistically analyzed. 

8.3.1.2 Validation of TELESTRAT Using Data FROIM Similar New Product 
Studies 

New product decision support systems have reportedly been built and evaluated by 

researchers [Cooper, 1992; Larichev, 1992]. If their data were made available for testing 

and validating the decision algorithm of TELESTRAT, that would throw light on its 

validity. Attempts were made by this author to get access to this data, albeit with negative 

results. Another possibility for validating the decision algorithm would be to obtain data 

from capital investment decisions, data which reportedly are available (the author was 

informed of this during a presentation at the School of Business, Georgia State 

University). The validation of the fuzzy integral as an aggregation operator may also be 

attempted using data available from portfolio analysis. The availability of portfolio 
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investment data, investment trends, and stock performance data lends credence to this 

veiwpoint. 

8.3.1.3 Ex Ante Evaluation of TELESTRAT 

Designing an experiment for ex ante evaluation (Gardner et al. 1993) of TELESTRAT is 

another option in the short term. This however requires more resources than the usability 

tests. The experiment would mainly focus on determining the amount of agreement 

among decision-makers with regard to the rankings of new product ideas with and 

without the use of TELESTRAT. The objective benchmark would be the rank ordering of 

a hypothetical new product decision making scenario similar to the setting described in 

the usability test plan. In fact the same test plan might be adopted for the experiment. A 

factorial design would consist of the following components: 

1. Subjects: The participants in the experiment should be representative of the larger 

population of intended users. One has to argue for reasons of practicality that the use of 

management students closely conforms to this. Students who have had some form of 

experience in actual decision situations should be selected. 

2. Experimental conditions or independent variables: The participants would perform the 

task with and without TELESTRAT. The independent variables would be the degree of 

support and information granularity. The degree of support has two levels: the unaided 

condition and the aided condition. The information granularity would be determined by 

the amoimt of information made available. If actual numerical estimates for the attributes 
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such as returns, resource commitments are provided the information is more precise 

compared to very fuzzy statements about the decision attributes. 

3. Task type: The task that the participants would be asked to perform during the course 

should be as representative as possible of the actual setting in which the system is used. 

4. Dependent variables: The dependent variables would be the measures of effectiveness 

in terms of the rank order produced, the time taken to arrive at decisions, and the 

confidence of the user in the solution. 

5. The procedures goveming the overall implementation of the experiment would be very 

crucial. Accurately implementing the experiment as designed, such that the effects of the 

use of the system would be pronounced, is important. One should be able to state with 

confidence that no plausible rival hypotheses could explain the obtained findings. 

83.2 Exploring Other Competing Models: Toward Unified Models of Uncertainty 

The use of rough sets in handling the information gleaned from different sources and kept 

in a system repository, rough fuzzy databases to handle the information overload, and 

discovery of rules and causal relationships are possible extensions to the model proposed. 

Fuzzy cognitive maps would help considerably in conceptual modeling, in capturing the 

thinking process and decision making paradigms of managers, and in representing the 

models in the decision support system. The notion of a unified model of uncertainty 

based on the calculus of modal logic is gaining groimd. Modal logic embraces the 

advantages offered by fiizzy measure theory. Exploring the application of modal logic to 
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new product screening and forecasting is another natural extension to the research work 

reported herein. 

8J3 MIS and Fuzzy System Research: A Match Making. 

How do fuzzy theory and fuzzy systems development methodologies fit into the 

framework of MIS research? How much does the MIS research community accept related 

research endeavors? How many MIS dissertations are produced that explore the 

application of fuzzy theory in Information Systems development? Seeking answers to 

these questions places this dissertation in the proper perspective of its contribution to the 

enhancement of the body of knowledge represented by the field of Management 

Information Systems. 

It is paradoxical that traditionally fuzzy set theory has not been widely accepted and has 

been considered inferior to the probabilistic approach to uncertainty management. 

However in two areas fuzzy theories have gained ground in recent years. One is in the 

applications to rule based control and rule based expert systems, where the theory is 

clearly demonstrated to be superior to traditional techniques. Many of these advances 

have been fostered by Japanese industry. The second major area is the acceptance of 

fiizzy measure theory to capture imcertainties in a decision-making context. The 

acceptance of this research stream is primarily motivated by the fact that fuzzy measure 

theory is an extension of classical measure theory, which provides the axiomatic basis for 

probability theory. It is in both these areas that fuzzy theories become relevant to 
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Management Information Systems. Decision theorists and practitioners are now looking 

at fuzzy research as complementary to the more entrenched disciplines, not as a 

competing one. 

The different models proposed for a program for research in Management Information 

Systems do emphasize the technical and psychological subsystems of information 

systems that support managers in business decision-making. These subsystems capture 

the manager's viewpoint of the decision alternatives, help managers select from among a 

set of possible actions and aid resource planning efforts. The granularity of available 

information and the method of representing inaccurate or vague information bring to light 

the glaring deficiencies of traditional approaches to uncertainty management. One may 

argue convincingly that as a system becomes more complex, the tools for viewing that 

system should become more blunt. Thus in all three aspects (i.e., information 

representation, selection algorithms, and computer software for resource planning), the 

tools offered by fuzzy calculus for mixing qualitative and quantitative methods bear 

promise for the increasing acceptance of fuzzy theories and fuzzy systems development 

methodologies in Management Information Systems. 
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Appendix A. Examples of Fuzzy Rulebases Driven by the 

Screening Output 

A.1 FUZZY RULE BASE FOR INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

if market_attractiveness is low and market_penetration is low 

then investment level is low 

if market_attractiveness is medium and niarket_penetration is low 

then investment level is high 

if market attractiveness is high and market_penetration is low 

then investment level is very high 

if market_attractiveness is low and market_penetration is not low 

then investment level is medium 

if market_attractiveness is high and market_penetration is high 

then investment level is high 

if market_attractiveness is low to medium and market_penetration is high 

then investment level is medium 

Market_Attractiveness and Market_Penetration are low level factors that have been 

assessed either from expert opinion or through other methods, and quantified on a 

linguistic scale in the range [0,1]. This being a fuzzy rule base, other rules that determine 

a level of investment are allowed to coexist. 
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In this case the combination of all rules that fire will determine the final level of 

investment. 

A.2 PRICING STRATEGIES FOR GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION MARKETS 

if risk retum ratio is medium price should be low 

if risk_retum ratio is high price should be high 

If Market Price Sensitivity is high and Product Differentiation is high 

then price should be medium 

If Market Price Sensitivity is high and Product Differentiation is low and Competitive 

response is high then price should be low 

If Market Price Sensitivity is high and Product Differentiation is low and Competitive 

response is low then price should be medium to low 

If Market Price Sensitivity is low and Product Differentiation is high and Competitive 

response is high then price should be medium to high 

If Market Price Sensitivity is low and Product Differentiation is low and Competitive 

response is low then price should be high 

If Market Price Sensitivity is low and Product Differentiation is low 

then price should be medium 

price should be somewhat less than that of competitor 

Pricing strategies are determined by an analysis of Risk to Rettim Ratio. Besides that 

Market Price Sensitivity, Product Differentiation, and competitor's price are all 

determinants of price. A sample rule-base formulated from Pessemier (1973) and Cox 

(1995) is shown. 
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A3 ENTRY STRATEGY FOR GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION VENTURES 

if market_familiarity is low and technology is base then entry strategy is joint venture 

if market_familiarity is low and technology is new and familiarity with technology is 

medium then entry strategy is venture capital or venture nurturing 

if market is new and market_familiarity is very low and technology is new and 

familiarity_with_technology is low then entry strategy is venture capital 

if market_familiarity is high and technology is base then entry strategy is internal market 

development or acquisition or joint venture 

if market is new and market_familiarity is high and technology is new and 

familiarity_with_technology is high then entry strategy is acquisition or licensing 

if market is new and market_familiarity is high and technology is new and 

familiarity_with_technology is very low then entry strategy is venture capital or venture 

nurturing 

Strategic partnering is very important in the case of global telecommunication markets. 

An entry-strategy framework [Valentine, 1991] which can be adapted for the 

international telecommunication market, is shown. The framework is based on market 

and technological dimensions consisting of novelty of technology, familiarity with 

market and technology. International joint ventures are usually the norm, enabling the 

company to establish a marketing or manufacturing presence in a foreign country by 

forming an operating alliance with a local company. In telecommunications several 
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countries have regiilatory requirements for joint ventures or some form of alliance. In 

cases where capital costs are high, or product differential is low, or where entry costs are 

high, or market entry is required to be rapid, joint ventures are advised. All these 

considerations are incorporated into the rule base along with previous experiences gained 

in similar environment. 

A.4 MARKET STRATEGIES FOR INTERNATIONAL TELECOIVIIVIUNICATIONS 

if corporate_barrier = low and customer_barrier=low 

then strategy = "grab and grow" 

if corporate_barrier = high and customer_barrier=low 

then strategy = "migrate and maintain" 

if corporate barrier = low and customer_barrier=high 

then strategy = "pick and protect" 

if corporate_barrier = high and customer_barrier=high 

then strategy = "slow and steady" 

Consider the set of rules for formulating marketing strategies for telecommimication 

innovation [Sheth and Ram 1987]. Assume that "corporate_barrier" and "customer 

barrier" are two factors evaluated by experts or derived from aggregation of lower level 

sub-factors. The ratings are translated into linguistic values defined over the range of 



values each factor can take. Help screens are made available to describe each strategy 

detail for the executive and these help in giving a microscopic picture of the decision

making context and the implications of the decisions made. 
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Appendix B: Utility Classes Documentation 

B.1 CLASS AGENT: 

11A class for defining an agent (expert, analyst or Decision-maker) 

public class Agent implements java.io.Serializable 
int id; I IA unique id for every Agent 
String name; // Name of Agent 
String password; // 
int previleges; //OxOl = expert 0x02 = analyst 0x03 = dm 
boolean expert; 
boolean analyst; 
boolean dm; 

// Null constructor 
AgentO 

// Constructor with all values 
Agent(int tid. String tname, String tpassword, int tpreviieges) 
// Copy constructor 
Agent(Agent agent) 
// Set this with another agent 
public void Set(Agent agent) 

// Sets the previleges for an agent 
public void SetPrevileges(int tpreviieges) 

// Sets all fields of an agent 
public void Set(int tid. String tname. String tpassword, int tpreviieges) 
// Sets the id for an agent 
public void Setld(int tid) 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void SetPassword(String pass) 
public boolean IsExpertQ 
public boolean IsAnalystQ 
public boolean IsDmQ 
public int GetldQ 
public String GetNameQ 
public String GetPasswordQ 
public int GetPrevilegesQ 
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B.2 CLASS ALTERNATIVE 

I IA class for defining an Alternative and its evaluation from all 
// agents 

public class Alternative implements java.io.SerializabIe 
private int id; 
private int pid; // portfolio id 
private String name; 
private String description; // description of the alternative 
private Measure measure = new MeasureQ; // Measure of value 
private Model model;// Pointer to Model for Evaluation 
private Evaluation evaluation; 

// Tree of evaluations corresponding to Attribute structure in Model 
//Empty Constructor 
AltemativeO 
// Copy Constructor 
Altemative(Alternative alt) 
public void Set(Alternative alt) 
public String GetName() 
public int GetldQ 
public int GetPidQ 
public String GetDescription() 
public Model GetModelQ 
public Measure GetMeasure() 
public Evaluation GetEvaluationQ 
public void SetEvaluation(Evaluation eval) 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void Setld(int id) 
public void SetPid(int pid) 
public void SetDescription(String description) 
public void SetModel(Model model) 
public void SetMeasure(Measure measure) 
//Evaluate for all agents 
public double EvaluateQ 

// Evaluate for just one agent 
public double Evaluate(int agentid) 
public double GetValueQ 
public double EuclideanDistance(Alternative altl) 
public void displayQ 
public void SetupO 
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B.3 CLASS ATTRIBUTE 

// A class that defines an Attribute, with id, name, description, 
// level, weight and scale . Sets up an array of lower level 
// attributes is set up when necessary 

public class Attribute implements java.io.Serializable 
private int id; 
private Attribute parent; // parent Attribute or null for highest 

// level 
private String name; 
private String description; // description of the attribute 
private int level=0; // level of the attribute - 0 for Alternative 
private Measure measure; // Pointer to a measure object 
private Scale scale; // pointer to Scale in model for rating 
private int noofattributes=0; // No of Lower level attributes 
private Vector attributes = new Vector(START_SIZE,2); 

// A vector of attributes 
static int START_SIZE = 5; 
private Model model; // A pointer to the model 

// Empty Constructor 
AttributeO 
// Sets this attribute from another 
Attribute( Attribute attribute) 
public void Set(Attribute attribute) 
public String GetNameQ 
public Measure GetMeasure() 
public double GetWeight() 
public int GetldQ 
// Finds named attribute at next level 
public Attribute FindChildAttribute(String name) 
public Attribute GetParentQ 
public String GetDescriptionQ 
public void SetModel(Model model) 
public Model GetModelQ 
public int GetLevelQ 
public Scale GetScaleQ 
public int GetNoO£\ttributesO 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void SetMeasure(Measure measure) 
public void Setld(int id) 
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public void SetParent(Attribute parent) 
public void SetDescription(String description) 
public void SetScale(Scale valscale) 
public void SetLevel(int level) 
public boolean SetWeight(int wt) 
// Sets the item at location with given attribute 
// If item does not exist returns false otherwise returns true 
public boolean Set(Attribute attribute, int index) 
// Insert a new lower level attribute of an attribute 
public boolean Insert(Attribute attribute,int index) 
// Deletes the lower level attribute at given index 
public boolean Delete(int index) 
// Returns the lower level attribute at the given indexed location 
public Attribute Get(int index) 
// Return a pointer to the attribute at any lower level with this name 
public Attribute FindAttribute(String name) 
public void display() 
public void Setup(int nooflevels) 
boolean SetupRandomWeightsQ 
public void SetupQ 
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B.4 Class Client 

// A Class called Client that communicates with a Server to receive 
// and send Objects 

public class Client 
private int SERVER_PORT = 5555; // Port to contact Server 
private int OBJECT_PORT = 5556;// Port to communicate Objects 
private static final boolean AUTOFLUSH = true; 
private String serverName =nuliy/"bpaosf.bpa.ari2ona.edu"; 
private Socket commandSocket = null; 
private Socket objectSocket = null; 
private BufferedReader commandReceive = null; 
private PrintWriter commandSend = null; 
private Fuznum fuz; 
private Scale scale; 
private Model model; 
private Alternative alternative; 
private Session session; 
private Attribute attribute; 
private Agent agent; 
private Evaluation evaluation; 
private Telestrat telestrat; 
private Portfolio portfolio; 
private int CommunicationStatus = 0; 
private int agentid = 0; 

// Return the Object received from Server 
public Object Get(String obj) 

// Set the specific pointer in Client to the object to be sent 
public void Set(Object obj,String objname) 

//Set up connection with Server 
protected String contactServerQ 

public void SetAgent(int agentid) 
// This method performs the commimication with Server 
public int Conmiunicate(String cmd. String Type, String fiiame) 
// Send a signoff message 
protected String quitServerQ 
// Verify if cotmected 
protected boolean cotmectOKQ 
public void SetServer(String serverName) 
public void SetPorts(int s,int o) 
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B.4 Class Evaluation 

I  I  This is an encapsulation of the evaluations for all attributes 
I I of an Alternative 
// Use Set to set a value and Get to get a value of an attribute at indexed id 
// Insert to insert a new element,Delete to Delete Evaluation of an Attribute 
// IF NOOFEVALUATIONS IS ZERO THEN THE PARENT HAS AS MANY FUZZY 

OBJECTS AS 
// NO OF AGENTS EVALUATING THE ATTRIBUTE REPRESENTED BY THE 

PARENT INITIALLY 
// THESE ARE INVALID FUZZY NUMBERS TO BE SET DURING THE RATING 

PROCESS 
public class Evaluation implements java.io.Serializable 

private Alternative alternative; 
private Attribute attribute; // Pointer to attribute for this eval 
private Vector evals = new Vector(START_SIZE,2);// A vector of evaluations 
private int noofevaluations=0; 
static int START_SIZE = 5; 
private Evaluation parent; // pointer to parent 

//(if set null parent is alternative) 
private Model model; 
private double value; 

// Constructor for Evaluation 
EvaluationO 

// Deep Copy Constructor for Evaluation 
Evaluation(Evaluation evaluation) 
Set(evaluation); 

// Method for deep copy of an evaluation 
public void Set(Evaluation evaluation) 
public Model GetModelQ 
public void SetModel(Model model) 
public double GetValueQ 
public void SetParent(Evaluation parent) 
public void SetAttribute(Attribute attribute) 
public void SetAltemative(Alternative alternative) 
public Evaluation GetParent() 
public Attribute GetAttributeQ 
public Alternative GetAltemativeO 
public int GetNoOfEvaluationsQ 
// Returns a Fuzzy Object if this is a direct evaluation 
// Else returns an Evaluation Object 
public Object Get(int index) 



// Sets the item at location with given evaluation 
// If item does not exist returns false otherwise returns true 
public boolean Set(Object evaluation,int index) 
// Insert a new evaluation of an attribute 
// NOTE THAT THE RECURSION IS VERY SENSITIVE TO THIS ROUTINE 
public boolean Insert(Object evaluation,int index) 
public boolean Delete(int index) 
// Returns a pointer to the evaluation object corresponding to the attribute 
public Evaluation FindEvaluation(Attribute attr) 
// Returns a pointer to the evaluation object corresponding to the attribute 
public Evaluation FindEvaluation(String name) 
// Finds the lowest level evaluation for the attribute and sets it 
public Evaluation SetAgentEvaluation(Fuznum fuz. Attribute attr, int agentid) 
public Fuznum GetAgentEvaluation(Attribute attr, int agentid) 
// Sets the evaluations of this agent for this attribute invalid 
public boolean Invalidate(Attribute attr, int agentid) 
// Validates all attributes for this agent 
public boolean Validate(int agentid,boolean status) 
// Sets the evaluations of this agent for this attribute valid 
public boolean Validate(Attribute attr, int agentid) 
// Updates this evaluation with the new evaluation for specified agent 
public boolean Update(Evaluation neweval, int agentid) 
// Creates a new evaluation specified agent. Returns null if exists or 
// not next logical agent id or error in inserting 
public boolean CreateAgentEvaluation(int agentid) 
//Compute a net evaluation based on all agent evaluations 
public double Evaluate() 
// Compute a net evaluation for just the specified agent 
public double Evaluate(int agentid) 
// Get sorted array of evaluations and corresponding measures 
public double max(Vector items) 
public double TNorm(Vector items) 
public double TCoNorm(Vector items) 
public void display(Vector vec) 
// Computes a possibility and necessity integral 
public double Possibilisticintegral(Vector partial,Vector possib, 

public void displayQ 
//Sets up an array of empty evaluations initially for test purposes 
public boolean SetupQ 
boolean SetupRandomRatings(double vagueness) 
public void TestintegralQ 
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B.5 Class Fuzzy Number 

11A class to define a fuzzy number (trapezoidal, triangular or singleton) 
public class Fuznum implements java.io.Serializable 

int id; // A unique id to represent the fuzzy number 
String name; // Name corresponding to a linguistic variable 
double left; // left extreme value 
double midl; // Middle left value 
double mid2; // Middle right value 
double right; // right extreme value 
double crisp; // deflizzifled value 
boolean singleton; // is this a singleton fuzzy set 
boolean triangular; // is this a triangular fiizzy set 
boolean valid; // is this defined or valid 

// Constructor without arguments - returns a singleton of 0 
FuznumQ 

// Constructor with all four values 
Fuznum(int id,String name,double l,double ml, double ml, double r) 

void Set(int id,String name,double l,double ml, double ml, double r) 
Fuznum(Fuznum afuz) 
// Copies another f\jzzy number into this 
public void Set(Fuznum fuz) 
// Test if values are within range 
public boolean TestQ 
// Shift the Fuzzy number left or right based on supplied value sign 
public void Shift(double value) 

public int GetldQ 
public String GetNameQ 
public void SetName(String name) 
public double GetLeft() 
public double GetMidl() 
public double GetMid20 
public double GetRightQ 
public boolean IsValid() 
public void SetValid(boolean valid) 
public void Setld(int id) 
public void SetLeft(double left) 
public void SetRight(double right) 
public void SetMidl(double midl) 
public void SetMid2(double niid2) 
public double GetCrispQ 
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public boolean IsSingletonQ 
public boolean IsTriangularQ 
public double DefuzzifyQ 
public double And(Fuznum another) 
public double Or(Fuznum another) 
public double NotQ 
public Fuznum Sum(Fuznum another) 
public void paint(Graphics g, int X, int Y) 
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B.6 Class Info 

I  I A  class that contains information about sessions such as where to 
// locate saved version who logged in last 

public class Info implements java.io.Serializable 
private int id; 
private String name; 
private int version; 
private String description; 
private Vector who = new Vector(10,l); 
private Vector when = new Vector(10,l); 

// Empty Constructor 
Info() 
// Copy constructor 
Info(Info info) 
public void Set(Info info) 
public String GetName() 
public int GetldQ 
public int GetVersion() 
public String GetDescriptionQ 
public int GetWho(int i) 
public Date GetWhen(int i) 
public void Setld(int id) 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void SetVersion(int version) 
public void SetDescription(String description) 
public void SetWho(int who, int i) 
public void SetWhen(Date when, int i) 
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B.7 Class Measure 

// Defines measures of importance and interactions 
public class Measure implements java.io.Serializable 
private String name; 
private Evaluation weight; 

//Allows estimates of weights from agents 
private Scale scale;// Pointer to scale used for weights on singletons 

// !! This is kept as a pointer to save space 
private double dmattitude;//Decision-maker's attitude as a paramter for t-norms 
private Object interaction;// pointer to interaction structure 
private float parameter; // parameter for t-norms 
private Model model; // A pointer to the model 

// Empty Constructor 
MeasureQ 

// Sets this measure from another 
Measure(Measure measure) 
public void Set(Measure measure) 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void SetModel(Model model) 
public String GetNameQ 
public Model GetModelQ 
// Returns the the weight 
public double GetWeight() 
// Returns an object that contains the set of weights assigned by agents 
public Evaluation GetAgentWeightsQ 

// Sets an evaluation object containing the set of weights of importance 
public void SetWeight(Evaluation weight) 

public double GetDmAttitudeQ 
public void SetDmAttitude(double dmattitude) 
public Object GetlnteractionQ 
public void SetInteraction(Object interaction) 
public float GetParameterQ 
public void SetParameter(float parameter) 
public Scale GetScaleQ 
public void SetScale(Scale scale) 
// Sets up a measure object with a random set of weights 
public boolean SetupQ 

// Sets a random set of weights from a given scale 
public boolean SetRandomWeight(Scale scale) 
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B.8 Class Model 

11 Defines a class that sets up the model of evaluation of alternatives 
I I Model consists of a set of attributes and scales 
I I Decision-maker's attitude is captured as a parameter defined as an 
I I integer. A common scale for weights of attributes is also defined. 

public class Model implements java.io.Serializable 
private int id; 
private String name; 
private Attribute attribute;//A pointer to a vector of attributes 
private Vector scales = new Vector(3,1); 
private Scale weightscale; 
private int noofattributes; 
private int noofagents; 
private int noofscales; 
private Measure measure; 

// Common measure for the model 
static int MAX_NO_ATTRIBUTES = 10; 
static int MAX_NO_SCALES = 10; 
private boolean simulation = false; 

// Empty constructor 
ModelO 

// Sets this model from anther 
Model(Model model) 
public void Set(Model model) 
public String GetNameQ 
public int GetldQ 
// Returns the scale used for measure of importance of attributes 
public Scale GetWeightScaleQ 
// If this model is a simulation model 
public boolean IsSimulationQ 
// Check if this named scale exists 
public Scale FindScale(String name) 
public int GetNoOfAttributesO 
public int GetNoOfi\gentsO 
public int GetNoOfScalesQ 
// Returns the vector of Attributes 
public Attribute GetAttributeQ 
// Returns an Attribute at indexed location 
public Attribute GetAttribute(int index) 
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// Returns a Scale at Indexed Location 
public Scale GetScale(int index) 
public Measure GetMeasure() 
public void SetMeasure(Measure measure) 
public void SetNoOfAgents(int noofagents) 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void Setld(int id) 
public void SetSimulation(boolean simulation) 
public void SetWeight(Scale weightscale) 
// Changes an attribute already existing in the indexed location 
public boolean SetAttribute(Attribute attrib, int index) 
// Inserts an element at indexed location and pushes the array down 
public boolean InsertAttribute(Attribute attrib,int index) 
// Deletes the element at position and pushes array up 
public boolean DeleteAttribute(int index) 
public boolean DeleteScale(int index) 
// Changes a scale already existing in the indexed location 
public boolean SetScale(Scale scale, int index) 
// Inserts an element at indexed location and pushes the array down 
public boolean InsertScale(Scale scale,int index) 
// Displays the model 
public void displayQ 
// Default Setup if simulation is false else four attribute model 
//To change simulation model first setup with simulation false 
// Then set simulation as true and set up the rest of the model from outside 
public void SetupQ 



B.9 Class Rank 

II Defines a class to contain the ranking of a session by a computation method 
public class Rank implements java.io.Serializable 

private int noofranks=0; 
private Vector ranks= new Vector(START_SIZE,3); 
static int START SIZE = 3; 

//Empty constructor 
RankQ 

//Deep Copy Constructor 
Rank(Rank rank) 
public void Set(Rank rank) 
public int GetNoOfRanksQ 
public int FindRank(int altid) 
public int Get(int index) 
// Sets the item at location with given Rank 
// If item does not exist returns false otherwise returns true 
public boolean Set(Rank rank, int index) 
public boolean Insert(int rank,int index) 
public boolean Delete(int index) 
double Correlate(Rank rank) 
public void dispiayQ 
public static void main(String argsQ) 



B.IO Class Server 

I  I A class that spawns handlers to requests from clients for sending, receiving 
// and updating objects involved in a decision making session 

public class Server 
private int SERVER_PORT = 5555; 
private int OBJECT_PORT = 5556; 
private static final int MAX_CLIENTS = 50; 
private ServerSocket listenSocket = null; 
private ServerSocket objectSocket = null; 
private boolean keepRunning = true; 

// This is the constructor that takes the server and object port addresses 
// and starts up the Server 
public Server(StringQ args) 
// This method waits to accept incoming client connections and spawn handlers 
public void serveCommandQ 

// This method allows the server to be stopped. 
protected void stopQ 
// Synchronized update of a session based on changes from an individual client 
public synchronized int Update(Object obj,String fhame,int agentid) 
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B.ll Class Session 

// A class that contains all details of a session of evaluation 
public class Session implements java.io.Serializable 

private Info info = new Info(); // information about the Session 
private Model model; 
private Vector alternatives = new Vector(START_ALTERNATIVES,3); 
private int noofaltematives; 
private Vector agents = new Vector(START_AGENTS, 1); 
private int noofagents; 
static int START_ALTERNATIVES = 10; 
static int START_AGENTS = 5; 
private Vector rankorder = new Vector(START_ALTERNATIVES,3); 

// Rank ordering of alternatives based on model 

// Empty Constructor 
SessionQ 
// Set this session from another 
Session(Session session) 
public void Set(Session session) 
public String GetNameQ 
public Info GetlnfoO 
public void SetInfo(Info info) 
public int GetldQ 
public String GetDescription() 
public int GetVersionQ 
public Model GetModel() 
public void SetModel(Model model) 
// Create an ideal alternative that contains the best (worst) ratings 
// on each attribute of all alternatives 
public Alternative CreateIdeal(Altemative positive,Altemative negative) 

// Display the ideal alternative 
boolean Displayldeal(Alternative ideal) 
// Check how much one alternative dominates the other 
// This uses the Multiplicative method 
double Dominant(Alternative alt 1 Alternative alt2) 
double Distance(AItemative alt^ltemative ref) 
// Get the alternative at specified rank 
public int GetRank(int index) 
// Find the rank of an alternative 
public int FindRank(int alt) 
// Find the alternative of given name 
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public Alternative Fin(lAltemative(String name) 
I  I  Find the agent of given name 
public Agent FindAgent(String name) 
I  I  Get an alternative at indexed location 
public Alternative GetAltemative(int index) 
I  I  Get an agent at indexed location 
public Agent GetAgent(int index) 
public int GetNoOfAltemativesO 
public int GetNoOfi\gents() 
public void SetName(String name) 
public void Setld(int id) 
public void SetDescription(String description) 
public void SetVersion(int version) 
// Changes an alternative already existing in the indexed location 
public boolean SetAltemative(Altemative alt, int index) 
// Inserts an element at indexed location and pushes the array down 
public boolean InsertAltemative(Altemative alt,int index) 
// Deletes the element at position and pushes array up 
public boolean DeleteAltemative(int index) 
// Deletes an agent at indexed location 
public boolean DeleteAgent(int index) 
H  Changes an agent already existing in the indexed location 
public boolean SetAgent(Agent agent, int index) 
// Inserts an agent at indexed location and pushes the array down 
public boolean InsertAgent(Agent agent,int index) 
// Update all values for the agent from the other session 
public boolean Update(Session newsession,int agentid) 
// Rank order for all agents 
public Rank RankOrder(String method) 
// Rank Order for specic agent only 
public Rank RankOrder(String method, int agentid) 
public void SetupQ 
public void SetupSimulationQ 
public boolean SetupSimulation(int noofags,int noofalts,String type) 
// Sets up a random set of weights and ratings 
boolean SetupSimulationData(double vagueness) 
// Baby model set up for test purposes with fixed ratings and fixed weight 
void SetupTelecomRatingsO 
public void SetupIDefaultQ 
// display a ranking vector 
public void display(Vector vec) 

// Display the session 
public void displayQ 
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B.12 Class Telestrat 

// A Class that manages all Sessions and is loaded first by the browser 
// Gets a list of sessions to select and log on to 

public class Telestrat implements javaJo.Serializable 
private int noofinfos=0; 
private Vector infos= new Vector(START_SIZE,l); 
static int START_SIZE = 3; 

//Empty constructor 
TelestratO 
//Deep Copy Constructor 
Telestrat(Telestrat telestrat) 
public void Set(Telestrat telestrat) 
public int GetNoOfSessions() 
public Info FindSession(String name,int version) 
public Info Get(int index) 
// Sets the item at location with given Info 
// If item does not exist returns false otherwise returns true 
public boolean Set(lnfo info, int index) 
public boolean Insert(Info info,int index) 
public boolean Delete(int index) 
public void displayQ 
// Sets up an array of empty infos initially 
public void SetupQ 
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Appendix C: Simulation Classes and Methods 

C.L. CLASS SIMULATION 

I  I A class to perform simulation based comparison of three Aggregation 
// models. The models for comparison are Fuzzy Measure Theoretical, 
// TOPSIS, and Multiplicative 
// Three comparison methods are performed on a data set consisting of 
// 10 Agents, 20 New Product Ideas, a simulation model comprising 
// Four attributes (Risk, Retimis, Resource Commitments & Conformance 
// to Strategic Goals), Randomly generated measures and randomly 
// generated ratings 

public class Simulation implements java.io.Serializable { 
static int POINTS =10; // No of intervals for vagueness test 
static int MODELS =10; // Maximum No of attributes in Model 
static int SAMPLES =40; // No of samples for each run 
double conFMT[] = new double[POINTS]; 
double corrTOPSISQ = new double[POINTS]; 
double corrMult[] = new double[POINTS]; 
double corrFMTxTOPSISQ = new double[POINTS]; 
double corrFMTxMultQ = new double[POINTS]; 
double corrTOPSISxMultQ = new double[POINTS]; 

// Method 1 testing for consistency under changing vagueness 
public void TestVaguenessChangeQ { 
double p=0; 
Rank rankFMT = new RankQ; 
Rank rankTOPSIS = new RankQ; 
Rank rankMult = new RankQ; 

for (int j=Oy<SAMPLESy-H-) { 
p=0.0; 
Session session = new SessionQ; 
session.SetName("Simulation"); 
// Set up a random model with 10 experts, 20 ideas and 4 attributes 

session.SetupSimulation( 10,20,4,"Random"); 
session.GetModeIQ.GetAttributeQ.SetupRandomWeightsQ; 
for (int i=0;i<POINTS;i-H-) { 
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Rank rankl = new Rank(); 
Rank rank2 = new Rank(); 
Rank rank3 = new Rank(); 
session.SetupSimulationData(p); 
if (i=0) { 

rankFMT=session.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
} 

rankl =session.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
if (i=0) { 
rankTOPSIS = session.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
} 

rank2 = session.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
if (i=0) { 

rankMult = session.RankOrder("Multiplicative"); 
} 

ranks = session.RankOrder("Multiplicative"); 
p=p+0.05; 
corrFMT[i]+=rank 1 .SquareCorrelate(rankFMT); 
corrTOPSIS[i]+=rank2.SquareCorrelate(rankTOPSIS); 
corrMult[i]+=Tank3.SquareCorrelate(rankMult); 
corrFMTxTOPSIS[i]+=rankl.SquareCorrelate(rank2); 
corrFMTxMult[i]+=rank 1. SquareCorrelate(rank3); 
corrTOPSISxMult[i]+=Tank2.SquareCorrelate(rank3); 
} 
} 

Systeni.out.println("***** ***************************** *********")• 
System.out.printlnO; 

System.out.println("Averaged Results over "+SAMPLES+" samples"); 
System.out.println("***** ***************************** *********")• 
System-outprintlnO; 
System.out.println 

("Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
for (int i=0;i<POINTS;i++) { 
System.outprint 
(Trim(corrFMT[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
} 
System.out.printlnO; 
System.out.println("*******************************************")* 

System.out.println("TOPSIS Approach - Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
for (int i=0;i<POINTS;i++) { 
System.out.print 
(Trim(corrTOPSIS[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
} 
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System.out.printInO; 
System out println("** 
System.out.println("Multiplicative - Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
for (int i=0;i<POINTS;i-H-) { 

System.out.print 
(Trim(corrMult[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 

} 
System.out.printlnO; 
System.out.println("************************************ *******'')• 
System.out.println 

("Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - vs TOPSIS "); 
System.out.println(" Averaged Results"); 
for (int i=0;i<POrNTS;i-H-) { 
System.out.print 
(Trim(corrFMTxTOPSIS[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
} 
System.out.println(); 
System.out.println("** ******************************* **********")• 

System.out.println 
("Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - vs Multiplicative "); 

System.out.println(" Averaged Results"); 
for (int i=0;i<POrNTS;i-H-) { 

System.out.print 
(Trim(corrFMTxMult[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 

} 
System.out.println(); 
System.out.println(" ******************************* ************")• 

System.out.println 
("TOPSIS vs Multiplicative"); 

System.out.println(" Averaged Results"); 
for (int i=0;i<POINTS;i-H-) { 

System.outprint 
(Trim(corrTOPSISxMuIt[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
} 
System.out.printlnO; 
System.out.println(" *******************************************")" 

} ' 

// Method 2 : Change number of attributes in the model 
boolean TestModelChangeQ { 

double corrFMTxMultQ = new double[MODELS+l]; 
double corrTOPSISxMultQ = new double[MODELS+l]; 
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for (int i=2;i<=MODELS;i++) { 

Session session = new SessionQ; 
session.SetName("ModelChange"); 
session.SetupSimulation( 10,20,i,"ModelChange"); 
session.GetModei().GetAttribute().SetupRandomWeights(); 

for (intj=Oy<SAMPLESy-H-) { 

Rank rankl = new Rank(); 
Rank rank2 = new Rank(); 
Rank rank3 = new Rank(); 
if (!session.SetupSimulationOata( 1)) { 

System.out.println("Error setting random ratings"); 
return false; 
} 

rank 1 =session.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
rank2 = session.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
rank3 = session.RankOrder(" Multiplicative"); 
corrFMTxMult[i]+=rankl .Correlate(rank3); 
corrTOPSISxMult[i]+=rank2.Correlate(raiik3); 
} 
System.out.println("Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach vs Multiplicative"); 
System.out.println(" Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model"); 
System.out.println 

("Model with "+i+" attributes and random scales and measures"); 
System.out.print(Trim(corrFMTxMult[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
System.out.println(); 
System.out.println("TOPSIS vs Multiplicative"); 
System.out.println("Averaged Rank Correlation Coefficient-Changing Model"); 
System.out.println 

("Model with "+i+" attributes and random scales and measures"); 
System.out.print(Trim(corrTOPSISxMult[i]/SAMPLES)+" "); 
System.outprintlnO; 

} 

System.out.println("********'''************************''"''******'''*"); 
System.out.printlnO; 
System.out.println(" Averaged Results for "+(M0DELS-1)+" models"); 

System.out.println("**************************************************** 
**"); 

System.out.println 
("Fuzzy Measure Theoretical Approach - vs Multiplicative "); 
System.out.println(" Averaged Results"); 
for (int k=2ac<=MODELS;k-H-) { 
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System.out.print 
(Trim(corrFMTxMult[k]/SAMPLES)+" "); 

} 
System.out.printlnQ; 

System.out.println("* 

System.outprintln 
("TOPSIS vs Multiplicative: Averaged Results"); 

for (int k=2;k<=M0DELS;k-H-) { 

System.out.print 
(Trim(corrTOPSISxMult[k]/SAMPLES)+" "); 

} 
System.out.printinO; 

Systein.out.printIn("* ********************************************* ****** 
**"); 

System.out.println(); 
return true; 
} 

boolean TestScaleChange() { 

Rank rankSFMT = null; 
Rank rankSFMT = null; 
Rank rankTFMT = null; 
Rank rank9FMT = null; 
Rank rankSTOPSIS = null; 
Rank rankSTOPSIS = null; 
Rank rankTTOPSIS = null; 
Rank rank9T0PSIS = null; 
Rank rankSMult = null; 
Rank rankSMult = null; 
Rank rankTMult = null; 
Rank rank9Mult = null; 
double corr73FMT=0; 
double corr75FMT=0; 
double corr79FMT=0; 
double corr73TOPSIS=0; 
double corr75TOPSIS=0; 
double corr79TOPSIS=0; 
double corr73Mult=0; 
double corr75Mult=0; 
double corr79Mul^0; 
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for (int i=0;i<SAMPLES;i++) { 
Session session3 = new SessionQ; 
Session sessionS = new SessionQ; 
Session session? = new Session(); 
Session session9 = new Session(); 

session3.SetupSimulation(2,20,4,"ScaleChange",3) 
session5.SetupSimulation(2,20,4,"ScaleChange",S) 
session7.SetupSiniulation(2,20,4,"ScaIeChange",7) 
session9.SetupSimulation(2,20,4,"ScaleChange",9) 

if (!session7.SetupSimulationData(session3,sessionS,session9)) { 
System.out.println("Error setting up simulation data"); 
return false; 

} 

rankSFMT = session3.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
rankSFMT = session5.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
rank7FMT = session7.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 
rank9FMT = session9.RankOrder("Possibilistic Integral"); 

corr73FMT += rank7FMT.Correlate(rank3FMT); 
corr75FMT += rank7FMT.Correlate(rank5FMT); 
corr79FMT += rank7FMT.Correlate(rank9FMT); 

rank3T0PSIS = session3.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
rank5T0PSIS = sessions .RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
rank7T0PSIS = session7.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 
rank9T0PSIS = session9.RankOrder("TOPSIS"); 

corr73TOPSIS += rank7TOPSIS.Correlate(rank3TOPSIS) 
corr75TOPSIS += rank7TOPSIS.Correlate(rank5TOPSIS) 
corr79TOPSIS += rank7TOPSIS.Correlate(rank9TOPSIS) 

ranks Mult = session3.RankC)rder("Multiplicative"); 
rankSMult = session5.RankOrder("Multiplicative"); 
rank7Mult = session7.RankOrder("Multiplicative"); 
ranic9Mult = session9.RankOrder("Multiplicative"); 

corr73Mult += rank7MultCorrelate(rank3Mult); 
corr75Mult += rank7Mult.Correlate(rank5Mult); 
corr79Mult += rank7Mult.Correlate(rank9Muit); 
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} 

System.out.println("CoiTelation Fuzzy Measure Theoretical"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.printIn(" 7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Triin(corr73FMT/SAMPLES)); 
System.out.println("Correlation Fuzzy Measure Theoretical"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System,out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr75FMT/SAMPLES)); 
System.out.println("Correlation Fuzzy Measure Theoretical"); 
System.out.printIn("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr79FMT/SAMPLES)); 

System.out.println("CorrelationTOPSIS"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SA^LES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr73TOPSIS/SAMPLES)); 
System.out.println("CorrelationTOPSIS"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr75TOPSIS/SAMPLES)); 
System.out.println("CorrelationTOPSIS"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SA^LES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr79TOPSIS/SAMPLES)); 

System.out.println("ConreIation Multiplicative"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 3 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr73Mult/SAI^LES)); 
System.out.println("Correlation Multiplicative"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 5 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr75Mult/SAMPLES)); 
System.out.println("Correlation Multiplicative"); 
System.out.println("Averaged over "+SAMPLES+" Samples"); 
System.out.println(" 7 Point Scale x 9 Point Scale"); 
System.out.println(" "+Trim(corr79Mult/SiA^^LES)); 
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return true; 
} 

double Trim(double b) { 
String D = (new Double(b)).toString(); 
if (D.length()<6) return b; 
else return ( new DoubIe(D.substring(0,6))).doubleValue(); 
} 

public static void main(String argsvQ) { 
Simulation simulation = new SimulationQ; 

System out println("* 
**"); 

System.out.println("Simulation Experiment 1: Changing Vagueness"); 

System out println(" **************************************** ************ 

simulation.! estVaguenessChange(); 

System out println("**************************************************** 
**"); 

System.out.println("Simulation Experiment 2: Changing Model"); 

System out pnntln("**************************************************** 
**"); 

simulation.TestModelChangeQ; 

System out println("**************************************************** 

System.out.println("Simulation Experiment 3: Changing Scale Intervals"); 

System out println("* **************************************** *********** 
**"); 

simulation.!estScaleChangeQ; 
} 
} // end of class Simulation 
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C.2 Class Rank 

// A class to define a rank ordering and associated 
// operations on rank orderings 
public class Rank implements java.io.Serializable { 

private int noofranks=0; 
private Vector ranks= new Vector(START_SIZE,3); 
static int START_SIZE = 3; 

//Empty constructor 
Rank() { 
} 

//Deep Copy Constructor 
Rank(Rank rank) { 
Set(rank); 
} 

public void Set(Rank rank) { 
ranks.removeAllElementsO; 
noofranks=0; 
for (int i =0; i<rank.GetNoOfRanksO;i-H-) 

Insert(rank.Get(i),i); 
} 

public int GetNoOfRanksQ { 
return noofranks; 

} 

// Find the rank of a specified alternative 
public int FindRank(int altid) { 
for (int i=0;i<ranks.sizeO;i++) { 
try { 

Integer 1= ((Integer)(ranks.elementAt(i))); 
if (I.intValueO == altid) return i; 

} catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.printhi(" Array out of Bounds in Getting Rank "+exc); 
return-1; 

} 
} 
return-1; 
} 

// Get the alternative at specified rank 
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public int Get(int index) { 
try { 

return (((Integer)(ranks.elenientAt(index))).intValue()); 
} catch (Exception exc) { 

System.out.println(" Array out of Bounds in Get Rank "+exc); 
retiun-l; 

} 
} 

// Sets the item at location with given Rank 
// If item does not exist returns false otherwise returns true 
public boolean Set(Rank rank, int index) { 

try { 
ranks.setElementAt((Rank)rank,index); 
retum true; 

} catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.println(" Array out of Bounds in Set rank "+exc); 
retum false; 

} 
} 

// Insert an alternative at a specified rank position 
public boolean Insert(int rank,int index) { 

try { 
ranks.insertElementAt((Integer )new Integer(rank), index); 
noofranks++; 

} catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.println(" Array out of Bounds in Insert rank "+exc); 
retum false; 

} 
retum true; 

} 

// Delete an alternative from a rank position 
public boolean Delete(int index) { 

try { 
ranks.removeElementAt(index); 
noofranks—; 
} catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.println(" Array out of Bounds in Delete rank "+exc); 
retum false; 

} 
retum true; 

} 
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I  I  Calculate spearman's rank correlation coefficient 
double Correlate(Rank rank) { 
double corr=0; 
if (rank.GetNoOfRanks()!=noofi'anks) return -1; 
for (int i=0;i<noofi-anks;i-H-) { 

corH-=Math.pow(FindRank(i)-rank.FindRank(i),2); 
} 

double n = noofranks; 
double nsq = Math.pow(n,2); 
retum (1 - (6 • conyCn^Cnsq-l))); 
} 

double SquareCorreIate(Rank rank) { 
double corr=0; 
if (rank.GetNoOfRanks()!=noofranks) retum -1; 
for (int i=0;i<noofranks;i++) { 
corr+=Math.pow(FindRank(i)-rank.FindRank(i),2); 
} 
retum Math.sqrt(corr); 
} 
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C J CLASS SCALE 

// Defines a scale of Fuzzy Numbers and associated methods 
public class Scale implements java.io.Serializable { 

private int id; 
private String name; 
private int points; 
private Vector items = new Vector(START_SlZE,2); 
static int START SIZE = 7; 
private Random ranum = new Random(); 

// Get a Random Scale value 
public Fuznum GetRandomQ { 
int val=Math.round(ranimi.nextFloat()*(points-l)); 
if (val<points) 

return Get(val); 
else { 

System.out.println("Random Value NOT in range of Scale"); 
return null; 
} 

// Returns a vector of k Fuzzy numbers around a random value from the // scale. Uses 
Gaussian distribution so that the sheaf is centered 

// around a random scale value 
public Vector Sheaf(int k) { 
if (k<=0) retum null; 
Vector sheaf = new Vector(k,l); 
if (sheaf==null) { 
System.out.println("Error - Could not create a vector for sheaf'); 
retum null; 
} 
Fuznum ran = GetRandomQ; 
if (ran— null) { 
System.out.println("Error-could not read a random value from scale"); 
retum null; 
} 

for (int i=0;i<k;i-H-) { 

Fuznum tran = new Fuznum(ran); 
double smo=ranum.nextGaussianO/3; 
if (Math.abs(smo)>0.25) i~; 

else { 
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if (i!=0) { 
tran.Shift(smo); 
if (SetClosest(tran)===null) return null; 
} 

try { 
sheaf.insertElementAt((Fuznum)tran,i); 
} 

catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.printlnC'Error inserting into sheaf "+exc); 
return null; 
} 

} 
} 

return sheaf; 

// Sets name and id to closest value on scale 
// Returns the closest value on scale 
public Fuznum SetClosest(Fuznum fuz) { 

if (fuz—null) return null; 
double niue=0,delta= 100000.0; 
int focal—1; 

for (int j=Oy<pointsy-H-) { 
double vall=Get(j).GetCrispO; 
double val2=fuz.GetCrisp(); 

// System.out.printhi(vall+" "+val2+" "+j+" "+niue+" "+focal); 
if (((niue=Math.abs(vall-val2)))<delta) { 

focal^; 
delta=mue; 

} 
} 
if(focaI!=-l) { 
Fuznum fuzzy = new Fuznum(Get(focal)); 
fuz.SetId(fuz^.GetId()); 
fviz.SetName(fuzzy.Getf4ame()); 
return fuzzy; 

} 
return null; 

} 

// Takes a sheaf and gets another sheaf with increased fuzziness 
// The range over which the fuzziness of the sheaf increas is k= 0 -1 
// For k=0 to 0.5 the left side increases and then the right side 
public Vector NextSheaf(Vector sheaf,int noofsheafvalues,double k) { 
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Fuznum fuz=niill; 
double right=0,left=0; 
if(k>1.005) 

return null; 
if(k=0) 

sheaf = Sheaf(noofsheafvalues); 
if (sheaf==null) return null; 
if (noofsheafValues!=sheaf.size()) { 

System.out.println("No of sheaf values dont match"); 
return null; 
} 

for (int i=0;i<noofsheafValues;i-H-) { 

try { 
fuz= (Fuznum)sheaf elementAt(i); 
} catch (Exception exc) { 
System.out.println("Error retrieving from Sheaf in Next Sheaf'); 
return null; 
} 

Fuznum newfiiz = new Fuznum(Get(fuz.GetId())); 

if (k>0.5) { 
k=k-0.5; 
right = newfuz.GetMid2()+(k*2*(newfuz.GetRight()-newfuz.GetMid2())); 
if (right> 1) right= 1; 
fuz.SetRight(right); 

} 
else { 

left = newfuz.GetMidl()-(k*2*(newfuz.GetMidl()-newfuz.GetLeftO)); 
if (left<0) left=0; 
fuz.SetLeft(left); 
fuz.SetRight(fuz.GetMid2()); 
} 

if (IfuzTestQ) { 
System.out.println("Error creating new Fuzzy number for Next Sheaf'); 
return null; 

} 
} // end of for 
return sheaf; 
} 

// Create Wellness scale 
public void WelinessQ { 



items.removeAllElementsO; 
points=0; 
name=" Wellness"; 
Fuznum ftiz = new Fuznum(0,"ExtremeIy Poor ",0,0,0,0.125); 
fiiz. SetValid(true); 
this.lnsert(fuz,0); 
fuz.Set( 1 ,"Poor",0,0.25,0.25,0.5); 
this.Insert(fuz,l); 
fuz.Set(2,"Somewhat",0.125,0.5,0.5,0.875); 
this.Insert(fuz,2); 
fuz.Set(3,"Good",0.5,0.75,0.75,1.0); 
this.Insert(fuz,3); 
fuz.Set(4,"Extremely WeH",0.875,l ,1,1); 
this.Insert(ftiz,4); 

} 

// Create the scale importance 
public void Importance() { 
EstimateLoHiO; 
SetName("Importance"); 
} 

// Create the scale Hi to Lo estimates 
public void EstimateHiLoQ { 

items.removeAllElementsO; 
points=0; 
name="Estimate Hi to Lo"; 
Fuznum fliz = new Fuznum(0,"Extremely High ",0,0,0,0.125); 
fuz.SetValid(true); 
this.lnsert(fuz,0); 
fuz.Set(l,"Very High",0,0.0625,0.1875,0.25); 
this.Insert(fuz,l); 
fuz.Set(2,"High",0.125,0.25,0.375,0.5); 
this.Insert(fuz,2); 
fuz.Set(3,"Medium",0.25,0.5,0.5,0.75); 
this.Insert(fuz,3); 
ftiz.Set(4,"Low",0.5,0.625,0.75,0.875); 
this.Insert(fuz,4); 
fuz.Set(5,"Very Low",0.75,0.8125,0.9375,1.0); 
this.Insert(fuz,5); 
fuz.Set(6,"Extremely Low" ,0.875,1,1,1); 
this.Insert(fuz,6); 

} 
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I I Create the scale Lo to Hi Estimates 
public void EstimateLoHi() { 

items.removeAllElements(); 
points=0; 
name="Estimate Lo-Hi"; 
Fuznum fliz = new Fuznum(0,"Extremely Low ",0,0,0,0.125); 
fuz.SetValid(true); 
this.lnsert(fuz,0); 
fuz.Set( 1Very Low",0,0.0625,0.1875,0.25); 
this.Insert(fuz,l); 
fiiz.Set(2,"Low",0.125,0.25,0.375,0.5); 
this.lnsert(fuz,2); 
fu2.Set(3,"Medium",0.25,0.5,0.5,0.75); 
this.Insert(fuz,3); 
fuz.Set(4,"High",0.5,0.625,0.75,0.875); 
this.Insert(fuz,4); 
fuz.Set(5,"VeryHigh",0.75,0.8125,0.9375,1.0); 
this.lnsert(fuz,5); 
fuz.Set(6,"Extremely High",0.875,1,1,1); 
this.Insert(fuz,6); 

} 

// Create the scale Lo to Hi Estimates with specified no of scale 
// points (3 point, 5 point, 7 point and 9 point 
public void EstimateLoHi(int noofscalepoints) { 

items.removeAllElementsQ; 
points=0; 
Fuznum fuz = new FuznumQ; 
fuz.SetValid(true); 
name="Lo-Hi-"+noofscalepoints+"points"; 

switch (noofscalepoints) { 

case 3: fuz.Set(0,"low",0,0,0.25,0.4); 
lnsert(fuz,0); 
fuz.Set(l,"medium",0.2,0.5,0.5,0.8); 
Insert(fuz,l); 
fuz.Set(2,"high",0.6,0.75,l,l); 
Insert(fuz,2); 
break; 
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case S: 
fuz.Set(0,"Very low",0,0,0.1,0.2); 
lnsert(fuz,0); 
fuz.Set( 1 ,"Low",0.1,0.25,0.25,0.4); 
Insert(fuz,l); 
fuz.Set(2,"Medium",0.3,0.5,0.5,0.7); 
this.Insert(fuz,2); 
fuz.Set(3,"High",0.6,0.75,0.75,0.9); 
Insert(fuz,3); 
fuz.Set(4,"Very High",0.8,0.9,1.0,1.0); 
Insert(fuz,4); 
break; 

case 7: EstimateLoHiQ; 
break; 

case 9: 
fiiz.Set(0,"None" ,0,0,0,0); 
lnsert(fuz,0); 
fiiz.Set(l,"Extremely Low ",0,0,0,0.125); 
lnsert(fuz,l); 
fuz.Set(2," Very Low",0,0.0625,0.1875,0.25); 
Insert(fuz,2); 
fuz.Set(3,"Low",0.125,0.25,0.375,0.5); 
Insert(fuz,3); 
fuz.Set(4,"Medium",0.25,0.5,0.5,0.75); 
lnsert(fuz,4); 
fuz.Set(5,"High",0.5,0.625,0.75,0.875); 
lnsert(fuz,5); 
fuz.Set(6," Very High",0.75,0.8125,0.9375,1.0); 
Insert(fuz,6); 
fuz.Set(7,"Extremely High",0.875,1,1,1); 
Insert(fuz,7); 
fuz.Set(8," Absolute", 1,1,1,1); 
Insert(fti2,8); 
break; 

} 

} 
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Appendix D: Usability Questionnaires 

D.L QUESTIONNAIRE ASSESSING A SINGLE SYSTEM 

Questionnaire to Assess the Usability of a Fuzzy Decision Support System 
for New Product Screening 

1. Overall I found the New Product Decision Support System easy to use 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. I found the New Product Decision Support System's user interface (mouse, pull-down 
menus, and dialogue boxes) easy to use than performing the operations with a 
keyboard 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. I found the following aspects of the New Product Decision Support System's user 
interface particularly easy to use (Please list 0-5 aspects) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 
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4. I found the following aspects of the New Product Decision Support System's user 
interface particularly difficult to use (Please list 0-5 aspects) 

A. 

B . .  

c.. 

D-

E. 

5. I feel in control of the Decision Support System when it is operated. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

12 3 4 5 

6. The Decision Support System uses the same layout for all screens. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

7. It is always clear where the user is in the Decision Support System. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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8. I feel that the design of the menu, use of icons in the menu, text styles in the menu 
and placement of menu items helped me effectively use the system 

Strongly 
agree 

1 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

3 

DisAgree Strongly 
disagree 

9. I feel that the displays of the Decision Support System are easy to read. 

Strongly 
agree 

1 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

3 

DisAgree Strongly 
disagree 

10. The Decision Support System uses color in an intuitive way. 

Strongly 
agree 

1 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

3 

DisAgree Strongly 
disagree 

11.1 feel that the size and color of the fonts used in the text are adequate 

Strongly 
agree 

1 

Agree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

3 

DisAgree Strongly 
disagree 
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12.1 feel that the terminology is clear and understandable 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

13.1 feel that the Decision Support System has sufficient help features. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

14. One can learn to use the Decision Support System in one two-hour training session. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

15.1 feel that the Decision Support System requires no re-training for infrequent users. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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16.1 feel that the Decision Support System helps to prevent immediate errors the users 
might make when using it. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

17. The Decision Support System is designed such that it is easy to recover from errors, if 
they should occur. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

18.1 can easily supply the information the Decision Support System asks me for. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

19. The system provides the user with effective directions so that one always knows what 
to do next. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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20. The number of system failures I encountered is acceptable. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

21.1 suggest the following changes to the New Product Decision Support System's user 
interface (Please list 0-10 aspects) 

A . 

B . 

C . 

D . 

E . 

F . 

G . 

H . 

I . 

J. 
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D.2 QUESTIONNAIRE COMPARING TWO SYSTEMS 

Questionnaire to Compare The Usability of Two Prototypes of a Fuzzy 
Decision Support System for New Product Screening 

1. Overall I feel that TELESTRAT (prototype 2) is easier to use than GAMMA 
(prototype 1) 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

2. I feel that TELESTRAPs user interface (mouse, pull-down menus, and dialogue 
boxes) is better designed than GAMMA's user interface. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

3. I found the following strengths in TELESTRATs user interface compared to 
GAMMA'S interface. (Please list 0 - 5 aspects) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 
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4. I found the following weaknesses in TELESTRAPs user interface compared to 
GAMMA'S interface. (Please list 0 - 5 aspects) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

5. I feel that the design of the menu, use of icons in the menu, text styles in the menu 
and placement of menu items are better in TELESTRAT than in GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

6. I feel that TELESTRATs navigation capabilities are better than those of GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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7. I feel that the displays of TELESTRAT are easier to read than those of GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

8. The use of color in TELESTRAT is more intuitive than in GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

9. I feel that the size and color of the fonts used in TELESTRAT are better than those in 
GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

10.1 feel that the terminology in TELESTRAT is more clear and understandable than in 
GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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11.1 feel that TELESTRAT has more help features than GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

12.1 feel that TELESTRAPs user requires less training than that of GAMMA's user. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

13.1 feel that TELESTRAT requires less re-training than GAMMA for infrequent users. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

14.1 feel that TELESTRAT's error recovery capabilities are better than those of 
GAMMA. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 

15.1 feel in better control of TELESTRAT compared to GAMMA while using it. 

Strongly Agree Neither DisAgree Strongly 
agree Agree nor disagree 

Disagree 

1 2 3 4 5 
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